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ABSTRACT
The role of outdoor adventureprogrammesas a recognisedapproachfor the
effective treatment of psychological issueshas, in recent years,reflected the
growing interest in the developmentof adventuretherapy. Although there has been
an increasedawarenessof the possibilities of such a therapeutic approachthere is
limited practice, and thus very little instruction for how to implement such
approaches,especially from a UK perspective. The aim of this study was to
develop adventuretherapy practice in the UK by specifically developing an
intervention for women with eating disorders. Given that this specific approachfor
working with eating disorders didn't exist at the time of this study, this thesis is
basedon the principles of action research key aspectof the researchprocesswas
-a
the developmentof adventuretherapy practice itself. Given the gender
considerationsof working in an outdoor adventuresetting and the fact that eating
disordersare largely a female phenomenonthis study also took a feminist approach
to ensurethat disorderedeating was in fact not reinforced by any adventuretherapy
approachdeveloped.

The thesis itself describesin detail the processesof developing the adventure
therapy intervention and the associatedexperienceof the six women who were
recruited and took part in the intervention. The dilemmas and decisionsmade with
regard to a number of issuesin implementing an adventuretherapy approachare
examined, for example, facilitating therapeutic processesin an outdoor setting,
identifying issuesrelated to eating disorders that might arise in an outdoor
adventurecontext, and examining feminist principles in action (e.g. reflexivity). As
well as the six women's experiencesof the different aspectsof the adventure
therapy intervention, the overall impact of the intervention for each woman is also
examined. Data collected from a range of tools completed by the women, including
personal information sheets,the Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI), personal
journals, individual interviews and a final focus group indicate changesin
most, but
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not all of the women. The results suggeststhat for the women with less chronic
eating disorder symptoms positive changeacrossa range of clinical symptoms were
evident, including reducedtroubled eating behaviors, improved body image, and
motivation for change,albeit to different degreesfor eachwoman. And for the one
woman with the most chronic symptoms,although the intervention was a positive
experiencethere was no evidenceto suggestthe intervention had any sustained
impact.

Although, the results from this study are not representativeof a large clinical
population of women, there is an indication that the intervention did initiate
therapeutic changefor some of the women and thus suggeststhat adventuretherapy
has the potential to be an effective therapeutic treatment for eating disorders and is,
therefore, worthy of further investigation. Inevitably, in continuing to develop
work in this areamany questionsand issuesare raised as result of the action
researchprocessand the thesis concludeswith a consideration of some of the needs
of developing future adventuretherapy researchand practice in the UK.
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In memory of Nicholas Fox

Aged 34 years
`you left us too soon'
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Chapter One:
Introduction: Setting the scene
1.1

Setting the scene

This thesis describesthe developmentof a researchproject that implemented an
adventuretherapy intervention for women with eating disorders. The research
interweaving
disorders,
therapy
representsan
of outdoor adventure,
and eating
integratedwith the guidanceof feminist principles in order to develop the practice.
This is best representedby Figure One -'HOPE' -'helping overcomeproblem
eating'. All of the areasidentified in the model - outdoor adventure,therapy and
eating disorders,along with feminism and researchhave not be brought together in
this way in the UK before. This meant that in order to aspire to ethically safe
adventuretherapy practice, each aspectof the model required continual reflection,
both from theoretical and practical perspectives. This was becauseeachaspectof
the model would play an influencing role in the impact that the whole intervention
could have on a woman's recovery from an eating disorder.

As will be discussedthroughout the thesis a key part of the study was to ensurethat
researchprocedureswere consistentwith good therapeutic practice, and therefore,
this thesis views researchand practice as inextricably linked. Given this, the
researchwas not only aimed at uncovering and understandingthe changeprocesses
taking place for those who took part in the intervention, it was also aimed at
uncovering the processesof developing such practice. Consequently,an action
researchprocess,as understood from the theoretical perspectivesof Reasonand
Rowan's (1981) `dialectical researchcycle', emergedduring the development of the
project and provides a basis from which the secondpart of the thesis is structured.
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Given the practice component of the thesis, a description of how the adventure
therapy intervention was developed,along with the key decision making processes
made throughout are discussed. Here, emerging knowledge as the intervention was
put in place provides insight into how to approachwork in this context.
Furthermore, the women's direct experienceof the different stagesof the
programmes,as related to practice dilemmas and decisions,are also discussed
helping to identify aspectsof practice that proved successfulor otherwise.
Alongside the development and implementation of the adventuretherapy
intervention the researchsought to examine whether it had any positive (or
negative) impact for any of the participants, and if it did, what any associated
psychological changeswere? This posedthe question as to whether adventure
therapy could be a successfulintervention for disorderedeating and this question is
consideredin this thesis.

An overarching feminist approachwas adoptedas to offer a critical perspectiveto
the action researchprocessand thus the developmentof adventuretherapy in the
context of the outdoor profession in the UK. A key task of the feminist approach
was to avoid a reinforcement of disordered eating symptoms as a direct result of the
women taking part. As is examined in this thesis, outdoor adventuredoes presenta
number of inherent risk factors due to contextual issues,for example social and
cultural influences. Given that a feminist stancewas taken, a reflexive approach
was also a central component of the researchprocessthroughout.
Taking into the account the participants' experiencesof the adventure therapy
intervention itself, and reflecting upon the lessonslearnt in implementing the
intervention, the thesis concludesby revisiting the `HOPE' Model. Here
each
aspectof the model is reconsidered,offering evidence of a greater understanding as

to how to approachsimilar practicein the future.
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The thesis builds upon a previous small scalequalitative study that examined
disorders
(seeRichards, 1998). The
the
people's experiencesof
outdoors and eating
briefly
in
findings
from
Chapter
the
this
study
are
considered
of
relevance
previous
Three, seepg. 35) and is in part why a critical perspectivewas adopted. This earlier
individuals
had
developed
limited
found
that
to
some
suggest
study
evidence
troubled eating behaviors as a way of coping with the gendereddimensions of
outdoor education.

A numberof sectionsof this thesishavealreadybeenpublishedandthusaspectsof
the following publications are found acrossdifferent chaptersof the thesis:
Richards, K. (1999). Outdoor adventureand eating disorders: A personal
Outdoor
Horizons:
Journal
Association
The
to
the
of
of
perspective research.
Learning and TheAssociation of Heads of Outdoor Education Centres, 3,2326.
Richards, K., & Allin, L. (2000). Food for thought: Eating disorders and
outdoor adventure. In B. Humberstone(Ed.), Other Waysof Learning.
Outdoor Adventure Education and Experiential Learning in Schoolsand
Youth Work, Proceedings of the Fourth European Congressof the European
Institute of Outdoor Adventure Education and Experiential Learning,
Linkoping University, Rimsforsa, Sweden,September,2000 (pp. 83-90).
Marburg: Germany. EIOAEL.
Richards, K., Peel, J., Smith, B. & Owen, V. (2002). Adventure therapy and
Ambleside:
disorders:
feminist
A
eating
approach to research and practice:
Brathay Hall.
Richards, K. (2003). Self-esteemand relational voices: Eating disorder
interventions for young women in the outdoors. In K. Richards (Ed.) Selfesteemand Youth Development (pp. 103 -113). Ambleside: Brathay Hall
Trust.
Richards, K. (2003). Eating away the self Relating eating disorders, women
Policy
Research,
Report
Conference
and Practice Forum on
and self-esteem.
YoungPeople: Self-Esteem. The National Youth Agency, JosephRowntree
Foundation and the Department for Education and Skills, 6 February, 2003,
Birmingham.
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Richards, K. (2003). Critical feminist reflexive action researchin adventure
therapy and `eating disorders'. Exposing the Narrative(s) of an embodied,
genderedand relational self. In. B. Humberstone,B, Heather, & K. Richards
(Eds.), WhoseJourney's? Whereand Why? The 'outdoors' and `adventure'as
social and cultural phenomena. Critical explorations of relations between
individuals, `others' and the environment (pp.49-74). Cumbria: The Institute
for Outdoor Learning.
Richards, K., & Peel, J.F.C (2005). Outdoor cure: adventure and wilderness
therapy. Therapy Today, December, 16 (10): 4-9.

1.2

An Overview of Sections

1.2a

Section One

Section One maps out the theoretical backgroundto the developmentof the
adventuretherapy intervention and provides a critical analysis of the key literature
related to the developing practice in this context. It examineskey componentsof
the `HOPE' model including eating disorders, outdoor adventure,therapy, feminism
and research. In order to understandthe complexity of developing the `HOPE'
model, at times these componentsare examined separately. For example,an
overview of the history and the etiology of eating disorders are provided (see
Chapter Two) and the basic principles of outdoor therapeutic interventions are
discussed(see Chapter Four). At other times, componentsof the `HOPE' model are
examined in relation to each other, thus ensuring that the ways in which different
dimensions of the model interact with each other can be critically examined. For
example, eating disorders and the outdoors (see ChapterTwo) and feminist research
approaches(see Chapter Five). All of these chaptersdevelop a rationale for
adopting a feminist approachto the study and the related issuesfor implementing
feminist researchand practice. This section concludeswith a reflexive account
of
the researcher(see Chapter Six). The purposeof this chapter is to position the
researcherand document aspectsof the theoretical and practical development of the
therapeutic intervention (the rationale for a reflexive processis discussedin Chapter
Five). This final chapter of the section critically examinesthe central
conceptsthat
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are discussedin relation to feminist theory, eating disordersand the outdoors, thus
positioning the researcher'ssubjectivity, and offering further insight into the
complexity of the development of the study.

1.2b

Section Two

Section Two examinesthe evolving processof the developmentof the adventure
therapy intervention, identifying five phasesof the researchand related practice (see
Chapter Seven). In doing so it provides detail of the emergentlearning and
knowledge developmentthat emergedas the therapeutic team implementedthe
adventuretherapy intervention. Data gatheredas part of the study are related to
eachof the five phases,whereby the main aspectsof the adventuretherapy
intervention are discussed,identifying related dilemmas and emerging issuesas
reflected from the women's direct experiences. The section then examinesthe
womens' individual experiencesof the intervention, identifying if any psychological
changefor them had taken place and, if so, what changesevident seemedto be a
direct result of participation in the intervention (see Chapter Eight). The section
then revisits the therapeutic team's experienceof developing the intervention,
whereby key issuesrelated to the adventuretherapy practice developmentare
reviewed (seeChapterNine). This section then concludeswith a more detailed
analysis of the `HOPE' model, whereby componentsof each aspectof the model are
is
Chapter
`HOPE'
(see
Ten).
In
the
renamedthe
re-examined
model of
conclusion,
help
`HOPE to HOPE' model
to
-'healing outdoors provides empowerment
overcome problem eating' and some of the key issuesin the ongoing development
of adventuretherapy in the UK are considered.
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Chapter Two:
Understanding eating disorders
2.1 Chapter overview
This chapterprovides a context to key understandingsthat inform the treatment of
eating disorders. This includes a brief overview of an historical perspectiveand the
main theoretical models that guide therapeutic practice. As eating disorders are
largely a female phenomenon,a gender perspectiveis consideredand a feminist
approachis introduced. Here the importance of considering a continuum of
troubled eating, as opposedto only a diagnosis of an eating disorder, is discussed.
Also, the developmentalperspectiveof relational psychology is examinedwith
referenceto the onset of disorderedeating. In conclusion, the relevanceof relational
psychology to the development of the adventuretherapy intervention is examined,
identifying wider considerationsin the implementation of the `HOPE' model.

2.2

Historical perspectives

The first medical account of an eating disorder was in 1689when it became
identified by Richard Morton as `nervous consumption' (Silverman, 1997). It was
not until approximately two hundred years later that the basis of what is now known
as anorexia nervosawas recorded. Low body weight and self-starvation were
recognisedas the core physiological symptoms. These symptoms were addressed
through the method of force-feeding and control over the sufferer, representingan
understandingof eating disorders that was underpinnedby a medical model of selfstarvation. This focused on an asocial and highly individualised physical
explanation, with limited recognition of the psychological and social dimensions in
its aetiology.
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It was not until the late 1960s,when the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders criteria emerged,that a growing awarenessof the psychological
formations in the development of eating disorderswas achieved. In consequence,
during the 1970s/ 1980sthe psychological aspectsreceived greaterattention. This
included the emergenceof psycho-analytical approaches(see Burch, 1978; Selvini
Palazolli, 1974), alongside the suggestionby Crisp (1980) that anorexia nervosa
was an attempt to, "cope with fears and conflicts associatedwith psychobiological
maturity and phobic fear of adult weight" (in Silverman, 1997:8). Alongside this,
bulimia nervosa,symptomatically characterisedby cycles of binge-purge eating,
becameapparentand was defined in the early 1980s.It has beenidentified that of
all psychiatric illnesses,eating disorder sufferers have the highest mortality rate,
with between 10 - 20% of patients dying as a result (EDA, 1994). Such figures
demonstratewhy effective interventions, and more importantly effective
preventative strategies,needto be more fully developed and made available to those
at risk.
The classification of eating disorders generally distinguishes between anorexia
nervosa,bulimia nervosa and binge eating (APA, 1994). Subtypesof theseextend
to anorexic restrictor type or anorexia binge / purger type and bulimic purging or
bulimic non
has
been
The
disorders
type.
main
classification
eating
of
-purging
distinguished between anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa. Russell (1970)
proposedthree criteria for diagnosis of anorexia nervosa:
1)

Behaviour that is designedto produce marked weight loss.

2)

A morbid fear of becoming fat which is the characteristic

psychologicaldisturbance.
3)

Evidence of an endocrine disorder which in post - puberty girls causes

the cessationof menstruation.
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In 1979, Russell'scriteria for bulimia nervosaconsistedof.
1) A powerful and intractable urge to overeat,resulting in episodesof over
eating.
2) Avoidance of fattening effects of food by inducing vomiting or abusing
purgatives or both.
3) A morbid fear of becoming fat.
More recently the DSM - IV criteria (APA, 1994) breaks down further the different
aspectsof eating disorders, including an anorexic restrictor type and anorexia binge
/ purger type (seeAppendix 1).

2.3

The aetiology of eating disorders

The issue of eating disorders continues to receive growing attention as the incidence
among young women and girls continues to rise. Accompanying a greater
preoccupationwith body image and weight there has been a steady increasedrise in
eating-disorderedbehaviour over recent years. In the early 1990sThe Royal College
of Physicians suggestedthat between 60,000 and 200,000 people in the UK were
suffering from either anorexia nervosaor bulimia nervosa (EDA, 1994). The
incidence of anorexia nervosais usually quoted at around one per cent of the
population of women aged 15-30 years and another two per cent suffer from
bulimia nervosa(Mind, 2004). Yet, the numbers of girls who may not show all the
signs and symptoms that make up the diagnosis of anorexia nervosaand /or bulimia
nervosais much higher. Button & Whitehouse (1982) nearly 20 years again
maintained that around 5% of all teenagegirls at that time develop sub-clinical
anorexia nervosaafter reaching puberty. So it is not surprising that more recently,
and taking into consideration of the unreported cases,reports suggestthat there
could be as many as 1.15 million suffers of eating disorders in the UK (Eating
Disorders Association, 2000).
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The developmentof eating disorders has traditionally been linked to dysfunctional
patternsin the family, early developmentalfactors, personality characteristics,
social and cultural pressure,and age (Hsu, 1989). A multi-dimensional model is
often usedto take into account the range of factors that are seento contribute in the
onset of an eating disorder (seeFigure 2). Generally, the developmental
explanation for eating disorders is that they develop as an "individual fit of external
events and inner psychological processes"(Elston & Thomas, 1985: 336). The
sufferers use food as a way of control for what feel like uncontrolled aspectsof their
lives. It becomesa strategy for personal survival and is linked to a low self esteem,perfectionist tendenciesand strugglesin developing a healthy identity
(Button, 1993). So an eating disorder sufferer develops an intenseand destructive
relationship with food, body image and self-esteem. Impaired functioning in
relation to the self emergesfrom feeling ineffective and powerless in the world,
having a limited repertoire to responding to emotions and needs,personal struggles
with personal identity, little awarenessof self to value and looking to weight for a
sign of self worth (Bruch, 1973). Low body weight and food control becomea
searchand addiction for perfectionism of, "an external body configuration, rather
than an internal state" (Brumberg, 1988). As suggestedby Button (1993: 4), "the
pursuit of the goal [of low body weight] becomesmore important than the goal
itself'.

As identifiedin Figure2, the interactionof the physical,psychologicalandsocial
conditions of eating disorders illustrates the complexities of both understandingand
addressingthe phenomenonof disordered eating. Due to this complexity, a diverse
array of theoretical perspectivescan be examined in the context of interventions, for
example family models (Eisler, 1995), psycho-dynamic models (Herzog, 1995),
self-starvation models (Fitcher & Pirke, 1995) and social perspectives(Hepworth,
1999). Feminist models of eating disorders provide an important perspective,
as
approximately 90% of sufferers of anorexia and bulimia nervosa are women (Brown
& Jasper, 1993). More recently both the medical and the psychological models have
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been challengedwith a greaterrecognition of the ways in which eating disorders
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(Brown, 1993).

Figure 2

2.4

The body, eating disorders and gender: A common ground

Dieting is a risk factor for eatingdisorders,yet by the ageof eighteen80% of
women have experiencedproblems and issuesconcernedwith eating and losing
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weight (Brown, 1993). Smolack and LeVine (1996) report that up to 40% of
elementary schoolgirls report trying to lose weight. This practice of dieting is
occurring young and younger, with girls as young as sevenor eight years old
controlling their food intake in order to lose weight and feel better about themselves
(Bryant-Waugh and Lask, 1995).
From a feminist perspectivethe `body' has been on the agendafor many years,
although it is only recently that the subject of the body has becomea central feature
of wider disciplines, for example in sociology and psychology (Hepworth, 1999).
When the theme of the body is consideredit is important to recognisethe complex
gender constructions and relationships we have with our bodies and how they can
form the basis of our gender identity. A feminist perspective of the body holds, as a
basic premise, that patriarchal society has claimed and continues to hold claim to
control over women's bodies. Thus, the body does not exist in a social or political
vacuum. Instead, as Hall, A. M. (1996: 52) points out there is a need, "to
conceptualisethe female body as playing a major role in women's oppression".
One aspectof the role of the body in women's oppressionis evident in the way
women are socialised into being unable to accepttheir bodies. At the time of
developing this intervention this was strikingly evident in an advertisementfor
women's deodorantthat sportedthe slogan, "they hate their boobs, their bums, their
kneesand their noses.They love their armpits" (Guardian Weekend, 2000:48).
Such advertising suggeststhat women disliking their bodies is both a common and
acceptablephenomenon.Thus, for many women the way in which they view their
bodies is an important factor in determining their self-identity. This relationship
with their bodies often tends to becomecritical and negative, and leads them to
determine their self-esteemwith referenceto the shapeand looks of their bodies.
Many women find themselvesdeveloping a preoccupation with their body
and
weight, "where the body becomesan object to criticise, torture, starve and perfect"
(Hutchinson, 1994: 165). For example, as noted previously by the
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80% of women have dieted to lose weight (Brown, 1993: 53). Unfortunately, such a
preoccupation encourageswomen to direct attention away from empowering
themselves,a consequencethat is one aspectof the processesthat serveto maintain
a patriarchal society. Women's bodies, therefore, provide a site of power where they
become"sexualised, controlled and oppressed"(Hall, A. M., 1996: 64), illustrating
that cultural practices exert constantpressureon women and their bodies (Bordo,
1993). This is evident in the celebration of the `thin beauty' ideal for women in our
western culture.

Componentsof the developmentof an eating disorder emergepredominantly
throughout early teenagelife, a crucial time for strugglesof identity. Both gender
and the developmentaldemandsof growing up female add to the difficult transition
from adolescenceto adulthood, where the changing body is an outward sign of
maturation. In western culture, the gender socialisation processtypically meansthat
girls are brought up with a limited awarenessof the potential of their bodies
(Young, 1990). Messagesfrom key individuals and social institutions also
contribute to women's senseof dissatisfaction with the realities of their body shape
and size (Orbach, 1986). Moreover, the physiological realities of adolescencemeans
that as they mature, girls move away from the societal `ideal' thin female body type
to a more curvy and rounded figure. Boys, in contrast, move closer to the ideal male
body type (Smolack and LeVine, 1996). Further, the influences of the cultural
values of dieting, consuming less or no fat / carbohydrateas health eating and
develop
likely
to
that
those
excessiveexercise means
an eating
at risk are more
disorder (Hartley, 1998).

The public acknowledgementof the way in which messagesabout the `ideal body'
contribute to the prevalenceof eating disorders was exemplified in a UK
Government Body Image Summit, held in June 2000 (Guardian, 2000). This
summit aimed to addressthe way in which the media, particularly the fashion
industry, convey an ideal of `thin is best'. It was reflective of a preventive strategy,
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in collaboration with the media, in reducing eating disordersby trying to reversethe
current portrayal of extremely thin women. Whilst a commendablestep forward in
raising awarenessof the social and cultural pressureson young women, the results
It
the
contradictory
messages.
remains
provide
of
girls with more
summit
be
These
be
fat,
it
but
is
to
thin.
to
societal
unacceptable
now also unacceptable
in
that
to
the
uncertainties
exist
and
conditions add
already confusing expectations
identities.
in
to
and
modem society relation women's roles
The problematic relationship between food and body that many women experience
can, therefore, be seenas a result of the conflict involved in fulfilling prescribed
in
bodies
female,
being
"women
transform
their
an
notions of
where
actually
female
deal
the
the
to
contemporary
attempt
contradictory requirementsof
with
role" (Ettore, 1994: 89). It is important to recognise,therefore, that our bodies are
have
determined,
but
biologically
they
that
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wider social and
is
for
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"it
identified
(1998:
12),
As
Malson
not our
psychological meanings
us.
female (or male) bodies that make us feminine (or masculine) but the way in which
we interpret our bodies".

2.5

Conceptualizing eating disorders: A continuum of troubled eating

An important step towards addressingthe relationship betweengender,human
development and eating disorders is to locate eating disorders on a continuum of

`troubledeating',rangingbetweennormaleatingbehaviourto extremetroubled
eatingbehaviour(asdescribedby the term eatingdisorder).This recognisesthat
dieting),
but do not
(e.
have
behaviours
troubledeating
g.
manypeoplecan
disorder.
This
is
fall
for
important
the
eating
necessarily
an
within
medical criteria
becausethe experienceof women suffering from disordered eating is not
necessarilyseparatefrom most women's relationships with food, body and selfesteem(Brown & Jasper, 1993: 34). Consequently,a continuum of troubled eating
allows preventive models to be developed and implemented as it does not rely
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(APA,
1994) to
disorder
diagnostic
the
system
solely on
mental
classification
for
(e.
developmental
troubled
the
eating
g.
anorexia nervosa,
address
symptoms of
body weight being 15% lower than expected).Moving away from a medical model
allows greaterrecognition of how wider social and cultural influences such as class,
age and race can all contribute to women's searchfor control in situations that
create feelings of powerlessness.For example, from an economic perspective,the
bulimic episodeof an unemployed single mother can, in part, be understoodas a
responseto her feelings of financial powerlessness(Hepworth, 1999).
Being cautious of a medical model is an important component of a feminist
health
imply
intervention,
that
to
approach
as such a model can
women's mental
20)
(1992:
Remer
As
Worrell
rests within a woman's physiology or personality.
and
identify, "traditional models of treatment that label the women as disorderedand
that locate the problem within her biology, personality, or deficient skills, are
insufficient to addressthe multiple factors that impact on her well being". As will
be discussedlater, the concept of a continuum of troubled eating compels outdoor
adventureto examine more carefully the ways in which it risks colluding with
women's oppressionand reinforcing disordered eating, identifying how the coping
in
fact
be
by
troubled
can
strategiesreflected
a women's relationship with
eating
(see
following
issue
is
discussed
in
in
This
detail
the
chapter
reinforced.
some
Chapter Three).

2.6

A developmental perspective on eating disorders: The importance of
relationships

Initially, the development of eating disorders may be perceived as a result of the
media influence in reinforcing the thin female ideal. However, wide ranges of
alternative theoretical perspectivesare available, including psycho-dynamic
(Aronson, 1993), family (Eisler, 1995) and cognitive-behavioural models (DeSilva,
1995). Whilst the importance of these approachesis clear, from a gender
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perspectiveit is the developmentalcontext from which eating disorders arise that
must receive attention. Eating disorders are most common for young women during
adolescenceand, as noted earlier, evidence suggeststhat 5% of teenagegirls
develop sub-clinical anorexia nervosa (Button & Whitehouse, 1982). It is perhaps
not surprising then that eating disorders are most prevalent during adolescence.
Developmental psychologists, Brown and Gilligan (1992), arguethat young women
face an increasedpsychological risk during this phaseof developmentand it is this
increasedpsychological risk that acts as one of the catalysts for adolescentgirls to
turn to forms of troubled eating.
In considering young women's transition from adolescenceto adulthood it has been
noted that sound relationships form an important componentin the developmental
processfor women, where the maintenanceof an inner senseof connection with
other people is central to the development of women's self structures(seeJordanet
al., 1991). However, in our presentday society the dominant masculine culture
directs us towards pursuing goals of individual endeavourand achievement.This in
turn places a greatervalue upon autonomy and individualism, whilst devaluing
interdependence.As a consequencerelational processesbecome"misinterpreted as
dependentbehaviour" (Kaplan et al., 1991, p. 131). This damageswomen's ability
to maintain a real senseof self and raises the question of how women can survive in
a society that tends to deny a core component of their identity.

Adopting disorderedeatingallowswomento maintaincontrolof how they define
their identity. From a relationalperspective,their focusedrelationshipwith food
andtheir bodiesis, in part, substitutedfor the relationalprocessthat is devaluedin
society.This relationshipwith food growsto becomethe mostappropriate
relationshipasit is a self-determiningprocess,which eliminatesthe dangerthat
externalinfluencesmay take control.Choosinga relationshipwith food seemsto
havean initial second`payoff, in reversingthe self-esteemlossthey have
experienced.However,this is paradoxicalasit only servesto reinforcea low selfK, Richards
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esteem.Eating-disorderedbehaviour emergeswhen women turn to body weight and
the use of restricting food intake, purging and bingeing to maintain their self-esteem
and addresstheir relational needs.
Women then experiencepsychological and emotional turmoil as the disordered
eating begins to becomethe very foundations of their identity. Ironically, these
eating patterns are kept secretas they fear self-disclosure might lead them to not
lose
their senseof self-control, but also to be perceived as `weak women'.
only
Controlled, restricted and binge eating, therefore, becomemechanismsthrough
which women maintain a senseof self-empowermentin a world that seeksto
disempower them. Thus, the difficulties which young women face as they make the
transition from adolescenceto adulthood may contribute to the emergenceof an
eating disorder. As identified by Sesanand Katzman (1998: 81), dysfunctional
eating behaviour is representativeof the barriers to relational connection that young
women experienceduring adolescence.

"Eating-disorder pathology developsas a responseto the confusion and
`crisis of connection' that girls experiencearound the loss of their relational
world as they come of age within a culture that does not value thesetypes of
connectionswith others. "
As Striegel-Moore & Steiner-Adair (1998: 15) identify, the successof eating
disorder prevention interventions will thus depend"in part on the degreeto which
the relational needsof the participants are recognisedand addressed,and in part on
the relational skills of the person providing the intervention". In developing
outdoor adventure basedinterventions aimed at addressingdisordered eating this
theoretical perspective informs practice, whereby the processof relational
connection needsto be both fully valued and nurtured. However, outdoor-based
programmesneed to ensurethat they do not continually `buy' into the concept of
autonomy and individualism that often underpin the goals for outdoor adventure
experiences. Thus, the current ways in which self-esteemenhancementare
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conceptualisedwithin an outdoor adventure framework needto be critically

examined.This critiqueis discussedin the following chapter(seeChapterThree)
and is one of the issuesunderpinning the reflexive chapter (seeChapter Six).
As will be discussedin the following chapter (see ChapterThree) physical
challenge,risk-taking, overcoming fears, and trust still tend to be located within a
successmodel of participation in outdoor adventure.This encourageschange
processesto be basedupon a model of human developmentthat provides an overemphasison independentendeavour.It is clear that until a move away from
achievementand task-orientated goals towards a more balancedrelational focus is
achieved, addressingthe developmentalneedsof women will be limited. Without
this shift a patriarchal approachto both human development and outdoor adventure
will be maintained.

By understandingthe specific psychological and sociological processesthat
underpin non-outdoor basedinterventions, the role of outdoor adventurein
providing an appropriate ingredient in the treatment of eating disorders can be
examined and realised more fully. For example, how can focusing on "healthy
functioning and self-respect in developing positive body image and exploring a
pathway to successunrelated to outward physical appearance",as examinedby
Stewart (1998), be enhancedby an outdoor adventure experience? Thus, as practice
develops it is important to give detailed attention to the ways in which we seekto
inform ourselvesof the theory that surroundsthe aetiology of eating disorders and
how the practice of treatment is related to any outdoor adventure experience. The
next chapter aims to start to examine such links and continues to build the rationale
for a feminist approachto the researchand practice in this study.
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Chapter Three:
Eating disorders and the outdoors:
An examination of the links
3.1

Chapter Overview

This chapter gives attention to the relationship betweeneating disorders and the
disorders,
A
the
critical
analysis
more
of
construction
of
eating
and
outdoors.
social
the fact that it is a largely a women's phenomenon,points to the needto consider
beginning
In
to
dimensions
the
adventure
of
outdoor
experience.
gendered
understandthesedimensions this chapter examinesthe ways in which women's
body
image
impacted
in
links
are
physicality and
with
upon an outdoor setting,
identifying how these issuespose risk factors in the developmentof eating disorders
in an outdoor setting.

The chapter,therefore, alerts us to negative impacts that

might arise when working with an eating disorder client group in the outdoors,
highlighting the need to be mindful of who defines and controls the embodied self,
both in society, and in an outdoor adventure setting. This allows the social and
fully,
be
disorders
to
more
avoiding the
addressed
cultural context of eating
factors.
It also continues to
developmental
risk
medicalising and pathologising of
build the rationale of the role of a feminist perspectivein developing adventure
therapy in the treatment of eating disorders and the points in the researchproject
which needto be critical of theory, researchand practice in outdoor adventure.
3.2

Eating disorders and the outdoor experience

During the pastdecadethe valueof outdoorexperientiallearningin the treatmentof
eating disorders has received growing interest. Newton (1996) identified the
importance of the outdoor leader being able to identify disordered or unhealthy
eating. She suggeststhat, "early recognition and intervention can make a difference
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in the eventual successof treatment" (ibid:. 4). Arnold (1994) and Hayes (1997)
refer to the value of addressingthe specific dynamics of eating disorders, for
example negative body image and low self-esteem,through outdoor adventure.
Maguire & Priest (1995) have made a link betweenthe treatmentof bulimia nervosa
and the therapeutic aims of outdoor adventure. They suggest,that "adventure
therapy is an adjunctive way to help live normal and productive lives, by providing
"
(ibid:
48). They argue that adventuretherapy
mechanisms.
effective coping
programmesenablesbulimic sufferersto, "build confidence or self-esteemand gain
bodies"
for
(Maguire & Priest, 1995:48). Copland Arnold
their
a new appreciation
(1994:5 1) also makes the suggestionthat for eating disorder sufferers the value of
outdoor programmescould be a valuable contribution on their recovery:

"They support the developmentof a "greater awarenessof our body's
capabilities ... leading to a greater appreciation of our bodies. This suggests
that developing a reconnection betweenthe physical and psychological self
has a role in supporting the recoveryfrom an eating disorder. "

As noted in Chapter Two four basic themes in the developmentalcomponentsof
eating disorders can be identified. These are low self-esteem,a negative relationship
with the body, feelings of powerlessnessand gender identity. It is these four themes
that allow us to begin to examine the interface betweeneating disorders and outdoor
adventuremore fully. As noted above, a traditional model of outdoor adventure
framework
in addressing
that
suggests
such experiencescould provide a valuable
these developmental components. That is, participation in outdoor adventure
educationhas typically been associatedwith a rise in self-esteemthrough
achievementand risk taking (Kimball and Bacon, 1993), a greater appreciation of
the physical body through physical activities (Mortlock, 1984), a greater senseof
control and self-sufficiency (Ewert, 1989) and a challenge to traditional gender
roles (Humberstone, 1990). However, even though authors propose that outdoor
K Richards
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adventureexperiencecan offer a positive role in the treatment of eating disorders,
the following discussionwill highlight some of the ways in which thesebenefits are
not necessarilya given for all women participating in the outdoors and that
disorderedeating risk factors are inherent. As will becomeevident theseconcerns
are essentialconsiderationsin developing therapeutic interventions for women with
eating disorders in the outdoors, as social structuresof adventurerisk perpetuating
the very basis of the developmentof eating disorders.
The fact that approximately 90-95% of anorexic and bulimic sufferers are women
(Bordo, 1993,p.40; Brown, 1993, p.53) suggeststhat eating disorders are
predominately a female phenomenonand thus genderis a central concern. Women's
needsand issues,however, seemto go un-recognisedin the context of outdoor
adventure.Humberstone(1998: 47) statesthat, "discussions around women and
what they might bring to outdoor adventureeducation are largely omitted", whilst
Roberts (1995: 31) suggeststhat, "we merely have skimmed the surfacewith
respectto listening to the voices of women and benefits of wilderness therapy".
3.3

Women's perceptions of the body outdoors

The aim of the programmewasto work therapeuticallywith women,supporting
themin their recoveryfrom an eatingdisorder(anorexianervosaand/orbulimia
nervosa). The therapeutic application of outdoor adventureis commonly referred to
as `adventuretherapy' (see Chapter Four for an overview of adventure therapy).
The term `adventure', however, has to be used cautiously as, in its traditional
sense,
the word is surroundedby genderconstructions. Mack (1996: 25) points out that,
"many women are weary of the word `adventure', which conjures up heroic
quests
and intense physical endurance". Further, in developing a feminist approachto
therapy for women with eating disorders, Brown (1993: 120) recognisesthat "very
little instruction exists" for those who wish to adopt such an
approach.This is
echoedin the context of adventuretherapy programming. Thus, it was imperative
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during the processof the researchthat the genderperspectivewas taken seriously.
As will be demonstratedin this chapter,without such an approach,the outdoor
experiencescould actually serveto reinforce disorderedeating.
There are ways in which those working outdoors can either eradicate,or collude in,
the perpetuationof genderrelations and the politics of the body. Gender oppression
by
be
may eradicated providing an environment where women can experiencean
empowering relationship with their bodies, free of societal pressuresto conform to
the female myth. West-Smith (1997) examined how outdoor women identified
whether they had experiencedchangesin their body image as a result of
participation in outdoor adventureactivities. In her study nearly half of the women
had experiencedchangesin their body image resulting in, "increasedpositive
feelings towards their bodies' appearance,its capabilities and/or their realistic
expectationsfor physical performance" (ibid: 6). Her findings suggestedthat
outdoor adventuresettings have the potential to challenge the social construction of
women's bodies. These settings can provide opportunities for women to "positively
experiencetheir bodies as both attractive and effective, basedon definitions and
perceptionsof physical attractivenessthat are personally meaningful rather than on
culturally prescribed dictates" (ibid: 6). However, this should not lead us to assume
that all outdoor settings challenge the social constructions of both women's bodies
and roles. It is necessaryto rememberthat, as long as women's weight in society
tends to be judged more severely than men's (Szekerly & DeFazio, 1993),we run
the risk of both overlooking and reinforcing this tendency when operating in an
outdoor setting. This was illustrated by Warren (1996: 7) as she recalled her
experienceof facilitating an experiential activity, often used on adventure
programmes,with a group of women.
"As we stood before the various size openings of the web, the women began to
speak.I listened empathetically as one by one, the women started to tell their
stories of how body image had beensuch a difficult issuefor them throughout
their lives. As the women in my class assessedthe challenge before them they
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did not seepotentials for co-operation or community building, but instead
self-doubt and questioning about their bodies."
The centrality of physicality and the body to women's experiencesof outdoor
in
discussed
Carter,
is
(Allin,
2000;
2000;
several
adventure
researchpapers
Woodward, 2000). These studiesconsider the senseof empowermentthat women
can gain through participation in outdoor adventure.However, they also begin to
show the ways in which such participation can be a sourceof dis-empowermentand
lead to a lowering of self-confidence. For example, Allin (2000) noted that the
criteria for positive evaluation in the outdoors is often the demonstrationof physical
least,
competenceor, at
a "get stuck in" approach. In Carter's (2000) study, women
reported a lowering of self-esteemthrough having to "prove" their capabilities, gain
credibility or cope with challengesto their ability levels. One explanation for this
lowering of self-esteemand confidence lies in the way outdoor adventureeducation
is constructedand the links betweenphysical competenceand masculinity (Connell,
1987). This can lead women who may already lack confidence in their abilities to
make negative self-assessmentsor, alternatively, feel pressurisedinto putting on a
facadeof bravado, which in consequencemodels a denial of emotional needs.
Thus, risk factors in the aetiology of eating disorders, for example a lowering of
self-esteemand being unable to value and addressemotional needs,have
opportunities to emergein an outdoor adventure setting.

Messagesthat reinforce physical myths, such as the above, could serveto encourage
women to place a greater emphasisupon their body image and weight, and as
arguedby Bordo (1990: 85) reinforcement of an oppressive`gender relations' is
maintained with aestheticsand politics of the body as its tool. Women can and do
experiencesubordination of their physicality in outdoor adventure.Richards (1997:
42), in her study of gender inequalities in outdoor education, identified the impact
that such subordination can have upon women:
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"Thejestful commentsimplied by menseverelyaffected women.In particular
commentsabout body weight were identified as having a deeppsychological
effect, causing some of the women to becomereceptive to eating disorders.
Many women referred to incidents where they were told by men that they
"would not make the grade [in practical outdoor skills] becausethey are too
fat".

Thus, in considering gender-basedphysical myths, attention needsto be given to
how
women's experiencesof the processesof physical subordination can
examining
manifest themselvesin the development of eating disorders.In a study that
examinedthe direct relationship betweeneating disorders and outdoor adventure
(Richards, 1988: 41), two women identified how an unnecessaryemphasisplaced
upon their weight was one of the prevailing contributing factors which had led them
into developing bulimia nervosa.

"I don't think weight should have beenthe issue it was. I feel very strongly
about that becausethat was very demanding ... I eat to cope with the course
[training in outdoor education] becauseby that stage my eating was my way
feeling.
how
I
"
with
was
of coping

"It was "well right if you don't getfit and loseweight,we are not takingyou
out [into the outdoors]". I wasin a stateafter he told methat ... I meanthe
fact that if I didn't loseweightthat was it... But if I hadn't beenpushedto get
fit and [they had] said "don't worry the weightwill drop of,j"' or something
thenI think that would havemadea big difference
3.4

Addressing body imageand eating disorders outdoors

As thesewomen's experiencesdemonstrate,it is important to incorporate issues
of
body and eating into the current debatessurrounding the psychological
and social
risks presentin any outdoor experience.A first step in addressingsuch issuesis to
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identify how presentpractice reinforces gendermyths (seeHumberstone,2000a,
2000b), as this will play a pivotal role in how representationsof the body and self.
image are reinforced or redefined in an outdoor setting.
The ways in which society seeksto control women's bodies and the ways in which
individuals perceive their own bodies will affect the way in which a person engages
both socially and psychologically (Faunce Spencer,1990). Body identity, therefore,
becomesa core factor in the way in which people make meaning of outdoor-based
At
experiences. presentthe genderedspaceof outdoor adventurerisks colluding
with the processesthat lead women to experiencephysical oppression,rather than
creating the opportunity for empowerment (seeAllin, 2000). However, the
relationship betweengenderand the body provides a key element in outdoor
programmes.As suggestedby Bell (1997:47) "gender matters more in experiential
education than in other forms of learning, becauseexperiential pedagogy depends
on the performance of bodies and physical achievement".
It is evident that women who participate in programmesmay bring with them a
complex constructedrelationship between self-esteemand body image. In view of
this, it is alarming to note the lack of debatesurrounding the relationships between
gender,self-esteemand body image in outdoor literature. Surely this is somewhat
contradictory considering that the rationale for many outdoor provisions is the claim
that they have a positive influence upon self-esteem.It is necessaryto become more
critical of some of the common assumptionsin outdoor experiential learning, for
example that self-esteemincreaseis achievedthough the simple processof
successfully completing outdoor activities. Wider societal inequalities evident
between women and men suggeststhat addressinggender issues,as they are
reflected in self-esteem,is a complex processthat requires a more comprehensive
analysis. Hepworth (1999: 101) points out that, "inequalities in the economic, social
and cultural statusbetween women and men reproducethe conditions for women to
experiencelow self-esteemand control over individual circumstances".A more
critical examination of self-esteemis also required in the context of eating
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disorders,as low self-esteemis a core issue in disorderedeating. One woman in the
study by Richards (1998: 42) made a clear link betweenthe reinforcement of low
self-esteemand disorderedeating in an outdoor setting:
"I learned a lot from counselling sessions.I didn't learn how to control my
learned
I
eating.
why it was a problem. It went back to my training in Outdoor
Education. That it had damagedmy confidence."
The issuesin addressingdisorderedeating in outdoor adventureis further
highlighted when, as suggestedby Conner (1999: 8), "potential studentswith
bulimia or anorexia, with a history of violent, destructive or suicidal behaviours
should not be admitted to a wilderness programme". Outdoor adventurepositively
encouragesprovisions for disaffected young people, yet when violent and suicidal
behaviour is linked specifically to what is largely a woman's phenomenonwomen
risk being denied the wilderness experience.It could be arguedthat excluding
women with eating disorders from outdoor programmesstemsmore from
ignorance, fear and a medical model of eating disorders,rather than a realistic
appraisaland positive managementof the potential outcome. Physical risks needto
be taken seriously, for example an increaserise in electrolyte imbalance and cardiac
arrestwith an extremely low body weight (Treasure& Smukler, 1995). However,
suggestionssuch as Conner's (1999), in excluding potential studentswith bulimia or
anorexia, fails to understandhow this colludes with a reinforcement of troubled
eating for women. By locating the genderperspectivemore fully, which is easily
recognisedas 90 % of eating disorder sufferers are women (Bordo, 1990), it can be
arguedthat exclusion of such sufferers from the outdoor adventureexperienceis a
reinforcement of the wider phenomenonof maintaining womens oppressionin
society. This alerts us to the debatesurrounding who defines and controls womens
mental health (Usher, 1991), in conjunction with the managementof outdoor
adventureprogramming for women. These debatesstrengthenthe rationale for why
recovery and reinforcement processesof eating disorders in an outdoor setting need
to consideredfrom a feminist perspective.
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If traditional goals of outdoor adventure,as presentedearlier, are now reconsidered,
the ways in which a reinforcement model of eating disordersmay develop becomes
clearer. First, self-esteem through physical achievementrisks encouragingphysical
failure, which in consequencecould enhancefurther an already negative body
image. This is of particular concern given the social constraintsupon womens
physical performance in an outdoor adventuresetting. Furthermore, as highlighted
in the previous chapter, self -esteem enhancementfor women from a feminist
different
is
based
on
a
perspective
set of values and principles to those traditionally
expressedin the literature. Second,challenging the self to take risks has an inherent
value in controlling the mind over the body. This could maintain the mind / body
dichotomy which is prevalent for an eating disorder sufferer, as they are in continual
denial of bodily needs. Further, such a dichotomy needsto be located within wider
issuesprevalent in eating disorders, for example exerciseaddiction (Pruitt et al,
1991). Third, self-sufficiency proposesindependenceand self-control. Self-control
is central to an eating disorder, any inappropriate influences upon this dynamic of
self-control risks prescribing to unhealthy notions of self-control. Fourth, eating
disorders emergeout of strugglesto overcome unequal power relationships and it
would be naive to assumethat group relationships avoid power relationships and
that all outdoor adventurespacesactively seekto demystify genderroles. And
finally, the way in which trust is assumedand constructedin fact risks colluding
with women being unable to trust their own empoweredsearchfor identity.
In developing adventuretherapy interventions aimed at addressingdisordered eating
it is fundamental that this processof relational connection is both fully valued
and
nurtured. Outdoor-basedprogrammesneedto ensurethat they do not continually
`buy' into the concept of autonomy and individualism. However, the current
ways
in which self-esteemenhancementare conceptualisedwithin an outdoor
adventure
framework may do just that. Physical challenge, risk-taking, overcoming fears,
and
trust still tend to be located within a successmodel of participation in outdoor
adventure.This encourageschangeprocessesto be basedupon a model of human
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developmentthat provides an over-emphasison independentendeavour.It is clear,
therefore, that until a move away from achievementand task-orientatedgoals
towards a more balancedrelational focus is achieved, addressingthe developmental
needsof women will be limited. Without this shift a patriarchal approachto both
human developmentand outdoor adventuretherapy will be maintained.
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Chapter Four:
Adventure therapy: theory and practice
4.1

Chapter Overview

This chapterwill introduce some of the historical origins of adventuretherapy and
the wide ranging goals of outdoor adventureexperiences. It will considerthe types
in
interventions
benefits
available and associated
of participating outdoor
of outdoor
adventureprogrammes. An overview of terms associatedwith adventuretherapy
interventions and related differences are considered. Applications of adventure
therapy are then examined,highlighting some of the current debatesin adventure
therapy - for example definitions and theoretical perspectives.The key ingredients
of the adventuretherapy experiencesare described,providing an overview of some
in
benefits
taking
the
part
of
psychological processesand associated
with clients
interventions. Wider issues,such as the needsfor addressingphysical safety, as
in
debates
the
well as psychological safety, are considered,along with ongoing
provision and practice of adventuretherapy.

4.2

Adventure experiences and the historical origins of adventure therapy

Participation in outdoor adventureexperiences,such as climbing a mountain,
walking in a forest, or kayaking down a river, can be associatedwith a range of
fear,
feelings
be
For
there
excitement,
exhilaration,
emotions.
of
can
example
exhaustion, achievement,connection, frustration, awe or wonder, along with all the
other experiencesassociatedwith physical activity. Thesecollective responsesto
feelings
to
of
self,
outdoor experiencescan add up a greater awareness
of well-being
and a senseof connection with others and the world. In adventure therapy these
experiencesare used as opportunities for facilitating significant growth. Therapists
in this setting are, therefore, concernedwith what happenswhen the outdoor
experienceand a counselling and psychotherapyprocessmeet.
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The use of the outdoors, adventureand wilderness for promoting personal and

psychologicaldevelopmentdatesbackto the earliesttimesof the formationof
human family groups. Myths and legendsabound of young people being sent, or
embarking, on adventurousjourneys in order to complete rites of passageinto
adulthood. Jesuswent into the wilderness for forty days in preparation for taking up
his ministry (Mark Ch3 Vs ff. ), while the tale of Jasonand the Argonauts is a vivid
account of young men developing personal qualities forged through hardship,
adversity and eventual triumph.
In Britain, the experiencesof torpedoedmerchant seamenshipwrecked by German
U boats causedtraining and education establishmentsto examine the potential of
outdoor adventureexperiencesto createpositive psychological changesin people. It
was observedthat experience-hardened,older men survived shipwreck in greater
numbersthan younger membersof the crew. Soon it becameevident that outdoor
in
develop,
adventurecould
young people in particular, qualities such as hardiness,
resilience, problem solving and the ability to work as a member of a team. This led
to the developmentof what becamecommonly termed as `characterdevelopment'
in the outdoors and formed the basis of the Outdoor Education movement in the
UK.

Thesehistorical routes were also significant in outdoor adventurebeing a

realm of physical activity whereby masculine values and traits oppressedfemale
values and traits. As was pointed out previously (see Chapter Three) the term
adventure "conjures up heroic questsand intense physical endurance" (Mack,
1996:25) and overlooks perspectivesas to what adventuremight mean for different
people, especially women.

4.3

The goalsof adventure experiences

The development of outdoor adventure from purely a recreational
pursuit to a
potential therapeutic technique has been influenced by the developmentsin outdoor
adventureover the past fifty years. Initially, outdoor adventureprogrammes made
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the assumptionthat psychological developmentcould be facilitated through
experiencing different forms of adventurepursuits. This was evident amongst early
generic `Outward Bound' courses,which beganin 1941,where, "the aim
unequivocally expressedwas charactertraining" (Hunt, 1991: 28). Over fifty years
later, as pointed out by Hunt (1991: 36), "whatever the specific nature of outdoor
experiences,all round personal developmentof the individual has become
increasingly recognisedas the fundamental purpose".

It is necessaryto clarify the learning processesand wider outcomesof outdoor
experiencesin order to relate them to the possible outcomes. Today, many
organisationsprovide a variety of outdoor adventureand outdoor development
training coursesclaiming that individuals who participate in them experiencea
range of benefits. It is widely recognisedthat outdoor adventureprogrammesdo
result in positive change.Gibson (cited in Gass, 1993: 44) arguesthat changescan
occur in relationship to self-concepts,individual behaviours and social functioning
of programme participants. Researchsuggeststhat self-concept and self-esteemare
key benefits of outdoor programmes(seeBertolami, 1981; Martin, 1983; Washburn,
1983; Wright, 1982). Further recorded benefits include reducing problem behaviour
(Pommier, 1994), reducing recidivism rates (McNutt, 1994) and increasing self efficacy (Hughes, 1993) and it is commonplaceto seeoutdoor programmesworking
with young offenders (Redropp, 1997), corporate managers(Donnison, 2000),
through to adults with post-traumatic stressdisorder (Ragsdaleet al., 1996).
With a growing recognition that outdoor adventureprogrammeshave positive

outcomesthey haveprogressivelybeenestablishinga reputationasan effective
form of treatmentfor psychologicalissues.Ewert (1989)arguesthat outdoor
activities can provide benefits to mental health, as an adjunct to clinical therapeutic
techniques. This is evident in the treatment of addictions (Luckner & Nadler,
1997), post traumatic stressdisorder (Ragsdaleet at., 1996), substance
abusers
(Gass& McPhee, 1990), survivors of sexual abuse(Pfirman, 1988),
young
offenders (Reddropp, 1997), marital intimacy (Hickmon, 1993) and psychiatric
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include
1991;
(Gilliam,
Blanchard
1993).
Further
training in
applications
patients
interpersonal- cognitive problem solving skills (Walton, 1985) and addressingthe
dependant
1993).
A range of goals and
(Hughes,
chemical
of
self-efficacy
males
distinguishing featuresof the different ways in which people can experience
adventureand the outdoors is shown in Table I. This overview is illustrative of how
the psychotherapeuticgoals are for example, different to those adventure
have
that
recreational goals.
experiences

Table I:

In consideringthe abovegoalsfor adventureexperienceit is importantto recognise
that the tableprovidesa simplisticview of associatedgoalsanddoesn'tfully
representthe wide rangeof practicethat exists. For example,a whole rangeof
teachingandlearningstrategiescanbe usedin facilitating outdoorexperienceswith
a wide rangeof goalsandfrom a psychotherapeutic
perspectivedifferentmodalities
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are usedto approachworking psychotherapeutically(e.g. cognitive behavioural,

humanistic,andor psychodynamic).
The goalsarehelpful thoughin thatthey
providersto clearly distinguishbetweenwork in the outdoorsthat may be
encourage
for recreationalpurposesto work that mayhavepsychotherapeutic
goals.
4.4

Terminology

4.4a

An overview of terms

A number of different terms are used for therapy outdoors, including adventure
therapy, wilderness therapy, nature therapy, and more recently eco-therapy. The
approachtaken in this study was a preliminary adventuretherapy approach,
although, nature therapy and eco-therapywill be briefly discussedso the range of
approachesthat can be used in an outdoor setting are fully recognised. Inevitably,
the Outdoor Education movement, with its focus on personal development,has
driven the developmentof these different approaches.
The two key terms often used are adventuretherapy and wilderness therapy and
have to a large degree,been developedtogether over the past two decadesand the
terms are often used interchangeably. Within theseterms Crisp (1996) identifies the
three main approachescurrently available:

1)

Adventure therapy: is recognisedas the "use of contrived activities

in
the treatmentof
taking
nature
andexperiential,risk
andchallenging
an individual/ group."

2)

WildernessTherapy: refersto a more"isolatednaturalenvironment,
with the use of a living community."

3)

Wilderness -Adventure Therapy: is recognisedas a day activity
in a natural environment, not extending to an overnight stay.
(Crisp, 1996: 5-6)
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As is evident from the above definitions there is a distinction betweenadventure
therapy and wilderness therapy, and this distinction will be discussedin more detail
below. A fourth term should be included here, that of nature/eco-therapyas these
in
take
place an outdoor setting and come under the umbrella of outdoor
approaches
therapy and theseapproachesare discussedbelow.

4.4b

Adventure therapy

Adventure therapy can stand separatefrom wilderness therapy in so much as it
focuseson clients and the therapist engaging in adventurousactivities, such as
kayaking, rock climbing or the use of purposebuilt adventurousactivity
constructions (high or low ropes courses)as the medium for psychotherapeutic
work. It tends to occur within a framework of changethat provides experiential
focus
include
traditionally
that
a
with
challenge,
risk
and
activities
group activities,
on achieving success.The key element is that clients are facilitated into placing
themselvesoutside their comfort zone by taking part in an activity where they may
experiencefear, exhilaration and perceived danger - high-perceived risk, in a setting
of low actual risk (seediscussion later in this chapter). The adventureactivities are
framing
issues,
techniques
focus
therapeutic
thus
to
also used
refined
upon specific
are frequently used to therapeutically enhancemetaphorsfor the individual (see
below).

4.4c

Wilderness therapy

By contrast, wilderness therapy, as its name implies, deliberately makes use of the
healing effect of natural, wilderness settings. Programmesoperate in more remote
in
the
settings, where
processof maintaining participation a group wilderness
challenge experienceprovides an opportunity for extendedprocessesof
psychological growth and change. Here, although adventurousactivities such as
kayaking or rock climbing may be presented,the main intention is to provide clients
with opportunities to make contact with the meanings and consequencesderived
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from engagingwith journeying in natural settingsover a prolonged period of time

(Stolz,2003).
This usually involves taking groups of clients, on wildernessjourneys lasting weeks
or months. During this time they travel, live in tents and confront natural challenges
fatigue
by
presented weather,
or physical objects such as rivers and mountains.
Clients seeclearly the ways in which the existential givens of nature comment
explicitly and unequivocally on the existential givens of life. The fact that nature
can be unforgiving and punishing, as well as inspiring and rewarding, provides
profound teaching - uncontaminatedby interpretation or the judgement of another.
As identified by Davis-Berman and Berman (1994: 10) the wildernesstherapy
experience,"separatesparticipants from environments that foster and maintain
dysfunctional behavior. It is action oriented, provides immediacy of feedback,and
enhancestaking responsibility for oneself".

4.4d

Nature therapy and eco-therapy
Relationships with nature are a central aspectof the outdoor experience. This
relationship has always been considereda key component of outdoor education and
can be seenin environmental education provisions that are often a key aspectof
outdoor education programmes(seeMartin, 2007). A focus on the relationship
with nature within therapeutic applications of the outdoor experiencehas meant that
terms such as nature therapy and eco-therapyhave been coined (see Clinebell 1996;
Bums 1998; Beringer, 2003; Berger, 2006;). Theseterms are often underpinned by
eco-psychology conceptsand recognisehow relationships with nature have healing
possibilities and applications range from example, nature guided therapy (Bums,
1998) through to horticultural gardening (Simson & Straus, 1998). These
applications have in some ways developed separatelyto the outdoor education
movement, and thus the theoretical underpinnings to these approachesoften assume
that outdoor education practices, and thus adventuretherapy, are not concernedwith
relationships with nature.
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It would be natve to assumethat adventureand wilderness therapy do not to take
into accountrelationships with nature, as they do very much draw on the healing
qualities of nature acrossa range of provisions. Yet, as pointed out by Beringer
(2003) some of the dominate literature seemsto place the focus on participation in
activity and the human elementsof the therapeuticrelationships, but the literature
doesrecognisethat this activity takes places in a natural setting and as noted above
this setting is a key factor to consider. The challenge is for all approachesto develop
integratedtheory and practice, to ensurethat all componentsof the experiencehave
appropriaterecognition. For example, walking in nature does have associated
physical benefits (Pretty et al., 2003) and taking part in adventureactivities does
mean a relationship with nature is present. So it could be arguedthat a more
inclusive term for work in this areawould be outdoor therapy as this would enable
all approachesto immediately be included. For the purposesof this thesis the
common term adventuretherapy is used, but within that it recognisesthat the term
outdoor therapy is actually more suitable as this would be more inclusive to all
aspectsof the outdoor experienceas noted above.

4.5

Applications of adventure/wilderness therapy

Where adventure or wilderness therapy is offered to clients it comes in two forms one as a complete stand-alonetherapeutic programme - `uni-modal' programmes
(Gillis et al., 1996), or arguably the more effective form, as a therapeutic input that
acts as an adjunct to other therapeutic interventions - `multi-modal' programmes.
In this latter case,clients may be offered the opportunity to join an adventureor
wilderness therapy programme while they are participating in ongoing
psychotherapy. The adventure or wilderness programme would then comprise an
introductory programme of meetings and briefings, the adventure or wilderness
programme itself, concluding with ongoing follow up after the outdoor intervention.
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In the development of adventuretherapy programmesit is therefore necessaryto
identify clearly the basis of the approach,defining the "presenceor absenceof
therapeuticprocedures," and the context of any such approaches(Crisp, 1996: 6).
This is becausethe word therapy can be used in many different ways. For example,
it may imply therapeutic benefits (which may not include any psychotherapeutic
interventions), or to refer to psychotherapeuticinterventions being clearly used.
This distinction is an important key ethical requirement, as clients may be misled
into believing they are being offered psychotherapeuticinterventions when in fact
they are not, and instead the model of intervention that is being offered is more
inline with a developmenttraining model (as explained in Figure 1, p. 43).
This researchproject is composedof a uni-modal psychotherapeuticprovision. The
programme evolved, however, to becomea multi-modal approach,as some of the
women engagedin other forms of psychotherapeuticintervention (seeChapter
Seven). The programme design consistedof pre-course,residential and follow-on
phases. The objectives included supporting women in developing a greater
awarenessand appreciation of their self and body, alongside a greater
awarenessof the underpinning dynamics of their troubled eating. It was recognised
that group therapy would be the most effective approachto troubled eating, as
Brown (1993: 134) points out "women are able to both shareand learn from other
women". Alongside this, it was decided to support therapeutic processingof the
adventureexperienceand achieve greater psychological depth by providing
individual therapy sessionsduring the residential phase this included the use of
Interpersonal-Process-Recall(seeChapter Five).

4.6

Key ingredients of adventure and wildernesstherapy

4.6a

An introduction

Adventure and wilderness therapy is clearly located within the tradition
of
experiential approaches.The emphasisis as much on using processreflection to
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facilitate clients' awarenessof what is happeningand how they are responding, as it
is on empathic reflections (Rennie, 1998). In addition the elementsof novelty and
ingredients
key
differentiate
that
adventureand wilderness therapy
challenge are
from more conventional experiential therapies.

4.6b

Novelty experiences and relationships with nature

Adventure and wilderness therapiesusually place clients in an unfamiliar
environment doing unfamiliar activities. The dramatic nature of this unfamiliarity
should not be underestimated.It includes all the basic elementsof life - unfamiliar
clothes, food, and accommodation. The settings in which the therapeuticwork
takesplace - mountains, forests, lakes and moorland - are often impressive,
awesomeplaces.The significance of this novelty is that it provides clients not only
but
beliefs
to
their
themselves,
also
with an opportunity examine
pre-existing
about
to have experiencesbeyond the `ego' that can be transformational in nature. These
are often referred to as flow experiencesand such experiencesare often associated
with outdoor adventureexperiences(Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999).
Another premise here is that relationships with nature offer healing benefits. It is
arguedthat detachmentfrom the natural environment has consequencefor our
physical and psychological well being. As Burns (1998: 4) states,"we are part of
our environment, and unless, we are living in a state constantwith that environment,
we cannot expect neither health nor happiness." The `person-nature' connection is
key to the outdoor experienceand it has been shown that "simply looking through a
window upon a natural scenehas beneficial effect" (Ulrich, 1984). So the outdoor
in
beneficial
being
the
nature, and the nonexperiencecapitalises on
effects on
human environments "the wilderness quality of the environment, the serenity, the
solitude, the aestheticand spiritual qualities of the wilderness environment"
(Beringer, 2003: 200).
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4.6c

Challenging experiences

The effect of the novelty of many outdoor experiencesis itself challenging, but in
addition, many of the activities presentedcarry an element of real or perceived risk.
A client's perception of the risk involved may be such that they have an additional
emotional level of arousal to manage. The key concepthere is of inviting clients to
step outside their comfort zone and in so doing examine the experiencethey have of
themselvesin a new zone of disequilibrium (Gass, 1993).

Gass(ibid) describesthis as `edgework'. It is largely a processoriented approach
basedon a number of assumptionsabout the processof therapeuticchange. It holds
the view that clients may find it difficult to achieve changein the context of their
normal everyday circumstances. In such settings,much in their lives and thinking
will conspire to keep things the same. Thus, if clients stay within their comfort
zones changeis unlikely. However, if clients are facilitated to work at the edge,or
even step over the edge of their comfort zone, then they are likely to experienceat
best, new aspectsof themselvesand new ways of coping, or at least, gain some
insight into their habitual coping behaviour. For example, a counter dependent
client who is undertaking treatment for addiction has identified for himself that, in
order to help himself to becomefree of an addiction he.needsto build trusting
relationships with others. If that client were to take part in a rock climb, it is highly
likely that at some stagein the climb he would be forced, by featuresin the rock, to
put aside his resistanceto asking for help. He would find that he had to rely on
others in order to move forward. In such a situation, the experienceof achieving
successthrough co-operation with others may enable the client to reflect on its
metaphorical meaning for other areasof his life.

4.6d

Metaphors, isomorphs and transfer of effect
Therapeutic work outdoors can invite clients and therapists alike to

make use of

readily available metaphorsand isomorphs to enhancethe therapeutic effect of their
work. Journeysthrough wilderness may metaphorically representa client's journey
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and struggle through life. Clients frequently seefor themselvesthe metaphorical
links betweenelementsof the outdoors or aspectsof an activity and issuesthat they
in
immediate
Therapeutically,
themselves.
this
offers
and tangible
are working on
insights into client's habitual ways of thinking, behaving and construing the world.
In the outdoors the metaphorical elementsavailable for clients and therapists are not
merely broad-brushmetaphorical parallels. Rather they can be fine-tuned
individual elements- isomorphs,.where one element of an activity representsa
single strand in a person's life. Consequently,metaphorsand isomorphs can be, and
are, frequently selectedby clients.

4.6e

Memorable experiences

The experienceof successof completing outdoors activities can also enable people
to incorporate a new senseof themselvesas achieversinto their self- structure.
From a therapeutic perspective,it could be likened to what Meares and Cooper
(2005) call `touch stones'. The therapeutic power of these experiencesof changeis
enhancedby the fact that they are highly distinctive and memorable. One may make
a changein one's perception of oneself in a conversation with a therapist - and
forget what was said as soon as one is out in the street. Clients rarely forget what it
was like to reach the end of a seriesof rapids on a river, for the physiological effects
of endorphin and adrenalin releaseenhancethe impact of novelty, challenge and
success.

The collectiveaspectsof the outdoorexperience,therefore,providesa contextin
which clientsexploretheir constructs,behavioursandgeneralapproachto life in a
directway. In short,the psychologicalandphysicaldemandsareoften so different
andmoreintensethanthoseexperiencedin everydaylife, that they offer
psychological, sociological and physiological benefits (McCormick, et al., 2003).
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4.7

Theoretical modalities

At times, the way in which adventureand wilderness therapy has developedcan
createa fundamentalconfusion and conflict with respectto its theoretical basis and
objectives. The problem arisesbecauseso many constructive outcomescan be
achievedby working adventurouslyin the outdoors, allowing adventureproviders to
select from a range of aims.

As noted previously (seeTable 1, p.43) four aims are commonly described.These
may be recreational and personalenrichment, educational,personal development
and training (as in confidence and team building), or psychotherapeutic. However
practitioners, clients and commissioning bodies alike frequently can fail to fully
differentiate betweenthe four styles of engagement. To some degreethis is
understandable,for the adventure/wilderness setting itself contributes to the
confusion; the therapeuticpower of work in the outdoors meansthat experiences
that are designedto be say `merely' educational or recreational may well provide
participants with profoundly therapeutic experiences. Whatever the causesof the
confusion, it is a problem, which the industry needsto be mindful of.
Given that serioustensions exist between competing approachesto therapeutic work
in the outdoors (of which the characterbuilding, developmentwork versus more
process-orientedtherapy are two diametrically opposedperspectives).Gestalt,
client-centred (Gilsdorf, 2003), psychodynamic, and narrative (Stolz, 2003)
orientations have all vied for influence. Maybe the lessonto be learnt here is that
there is room for all kinds of approachesand a variety of theoretical modalities in
adventuretherapy. This would also align with key researchfindings in the
counselling and psychotherapeuticliterature that identify that relatively equal
positive outcomesare associatedacrossdifferent modalities (Stiles et al., 2006).
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4.8

Managing physical and psychological safety outdoors

Even though the outdoors can provide a rich milieu for therapeuticwork, it also
be
in
than
they
the
more
a more controlled, indoor
makes
client
vulnerable
might
setting. The outdoors has extendedpsychological and physical risks, e.g. keeping a
group physically safe climbing a mountain. Therefore, working as a therapist in the
outdoors expandsthe role of the therapist to one who may have
to managephysical as well as psychological safety.

As few would advocatea practitioner offering counselling and psychotherapy
without having the right credentials,clearly this requirement needsto be recognised
for the outdoors. As well as the right therapeutic credentials,there is also a need for
therapiststo have the right outdoor qualifications to lead groups ethically and safely
in
feasible,
is
it
is
If
then
this
that
therapists
outdoors.
not
essential
work
is
danger
Currently
the
the
partnership with qualified outdoor practitioners.
greater
other way round - that therapeutically unqualified outdoor practitioners conduct
in
having
had
formal
the
they
therapy
training
what
without
seeas
necessary
counselling and psychotherapyand dismissing the needto collaborate with a
qualified counsellor/ psychotherapist.

In spiteof the obviousimportanceof the issueof training andcompetence,
no
adventure/wildernesstherapyqualifyingbody existsin the UK at present-a
few
be
filled.
Although
there
to
that
are
a
practitionerswho
vacuum
urgentlyneeds
are competent both in outdoor leadership skills and psychotherapy,currently most
adventureand wilderness programmeswork in a partnership approach,as was used
in this intervention. In fact, in order to inform the development of the adventure
therapy intervention in this research,phaseone of the project actively worked with
counsellors and psychotherapistsin exploring ways of working therapeutically
outdoors (see Chapter Seven for a description of this work).
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4.9

Ongoing debates in adventure therapy
The current debatein adventuretherapy generally is around its place and purpose
(Ringer, 1995). The question still remains whether adventuretherapy is a

therapeutic approach,with a separateidentity from other therapeutic modalities, an
eclectic approach,or merely, "a specialist application of adventureactivities? "
(Ringer, 1995: 3). A consistenttheoretical model and the limits of applications of
outdoor adventuretherapy still remain unclear (Loynes, 1997). Wider issuesin the
practice of adventuretherapy also include ethical concerns(Crisp, 1996),
assessmentmodels (Gass& Gillis, 1995) and programme evaluation (Berman,
Berman & Capone, 1994). It also still remains unclear how theoretical models of
therapy correspondwith the models of changein adventuretherapy and wilderness
therapy. As Gillis (1998: 19) identifies, "writings on models of therapy that fit with
adventureare one of the weakestareasavailable to our field at the moment". Thus,
although practices in adventuretherapy and wilderness therapy have developed over
recent years,there still remains some ambiguity as to how therapeutic change
processesoccur in these settings and how thesecorrelate to specific client groups
and these issuescontinued to be raised internationally (see Itin, 1998; Richards &
Smith, 2003; Bandoroff and Newes, 2005).

4.10

Conclusions

It is an exciting time in the UK in this area as it is a time when the two worlds of the
outdoors and counselling and psychotherapyhave a possibility to meet and to share
ideas,theories and practices in ways that will enrich practice both indoors and out.
There is no doubt that adventure and wilderness therapy has many impelling ways
to offer clients a new window into experiencing and understandingthe self, where
relational connections are ripe and the physical and psychological metaphorsare
intense. However, there is a clear developmental need for this approachto therapy
to continue to develop an integrated body of theory as well as practice how do
we
offer adventure and wilderness therapy to clients in an accessible,responsible,
ethical and sustainableway? It is these key questions that the action research
project aimed to address.
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Chapter Five:
The research approach
5.1

Chapter Overview

This chapter will introduce the generalresearchapproachtaken in the study. It will
do so by first considering the emergenceof feminist researchin relation to the
development of a constructivist paradigm. This will highlight how a feminist
approachraised a more critical analysis of knowledge generatingprocessesand
practices. The emergenceof a constructivist paradigm (in contrast to a positivist
paradigm) will be briefly considered. This will illustrate the ways which
quantitative and qualitative researchmethods are often associatedwith different
paradigmatic positions. (i. e. positivist - quantitative; constructivist - qualitative).
Given that a feminist approachwas adoptedin this study, the aims of feminist
decision
in
discussed
detail,
identifying
key
that
researchare
some
guided
principles
making processesthroughout the researchprocess.The chapter then goeson to
describethe researchmethods used and why an action researchmodel emergedas
the researchevolved. The chapter concludeswith examining some of the issues
related to trustworthiness in data collection and analysis, including setting the scene
to why a reflexive researchagendawas a key aspectof the study.
5.2

Principles of Research Paradigms

In consideringthe philosophicalbasisof researchapproaches
it is necessaryto
considerthe basicwaysin which paradigmsof knowledgeinfluencethe research
approachadopted. As identified Hoshmand (1994:81), "research paradigms are
conceptual and methodological frameworks for guiding systematic inquiry". In
examining such conceptual frameworks there is a needto explore the relationship
between epistemology, methodology and method.
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Harding (1996:3 1) highlights the needto distinguish betweeneach one of these:
"The term method tends to be usedas a catchall phrase, one should
distinguish one's epistemologicalpositions (assumptionsabout the basis of
knowing)from one's research methodology (a theoretical analysis defining a
from
how
in
turn
researchproblem and
research should proceed) and
any
specific method (that is the strategy or technique that is actually adopted)."
Any paradigm will have an underpinning epistemological, ontological, and
axiological assumptions(Hoshmand and Martin, 1995). Epistemological
based
know?
This
how
know
the
upon
assumptionsare
question of
can we
what we
then leadsto defining both ontological assumptions(what the world is made up of),
along with `axiological assumptions' (what sort of knowledge is intrinsically
valuable). In considering epistemological, ontological and axiological assumptions
we can recognisethat the paradigm debatemoves beyond simply distinguishing
betweenthe `quality and quantity' debate. This is necessarybecausealthough
be
qualitative methodsmay used it is naive to assumethat all qualitative methods
have the sameepistemological, and hence ontological and axiological position. As
Barbour (1998:353) argues"it is problematic to categoriseall qualitative researchas
dependanton the sameassumptions",when mixing qualitative methods thesemay
"involve severalpotentially divergent qualitative paradigms". Madill et.al. (2000:2)
also point out that there are a number of epistemological positions within which the
qualitative researchercan work and many different methods of analysis. For
example, a feminist researchermay adopt a relational ontological perspective,and
thus, as discussedin Chapter Three, adopt a relational psychological understanding
of women and thus follow a qualitative method of data collection that reflects such a
position (seeMautner & Doucet, 1998).

It is evidentthenthat discussingresearchsimply in termsof qualitativeand
quantitativeapproaches
merelyservesto reinforcean "absolutemethodological
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dichotomy" (Jarantyne& Stewart, 1995: 224), giving insufficient attention to the
different epistemological positions that are evident within qualitative and
quantitative approaches. Thus, whether one usesquantitative or qualitative
methods, researchapproacheswill be located within different paradigmatic
frameworks. Further, as highlighted by Hoshmand(1994), deriving one's
philosophical position is not necessarilya simple processas, "one's temperament,
native way of knowing and personal worldview is likely to contribute to the
epistemic style in use". This issue was notably relevant in adopting a feminist
researchapproach,and is expressedin the reflexive section of the thesis (see
Chapter Six).

5.3

Research paradigms: The emergence of a feminist approach

The researchparadigm debatehas evolved as a result of the rejection of a positivist
tradition of science. Traditional positivist / foundationist sciencebaseditself upon
an epistemological assumptionthat regardedknowledge as objective, whereby
"universal logic is basedon a sharedfoundation of rationality. " (Hoshmandand
Martin, 1994: 7). The overarching goal of positivism is to `predict and control'.
This directs the researcherto control the researchsituation, as it is viewed that there
is an external objective truth that can be discovered. Such an assumptionthen leads
to a quantitative emphasisupon data collection whereby, researchbecomes
dominated by reductionistic hypothesis testing. This researchapproachis still
emphasisedin therapeutic psychology today (Hoshmand and Martin, 1995: 15).
During the 1950sa growing awarenessof some of the limitations of a positivist
paradigm emerged and thus a paradigm shift becameevident. The extent to which
knowledge basedon these assumptionswas truly representative/accuratestarted to
be questioned. As pointed out by McCarl Neilsen (1990:7), this led to the, "post
empirical period - realisation that the scientific method is not the ultimate test of
knowledge or basis for claims to truth that we once thought it was". However, this
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progressionaway from positivism was still strongly influenced by the positivist
assumptions- hencethe term post-positivism. Although qualitative approaches
becamemore acceptablethesewere still in many ways influenced by the need to
searchfor an objective truth. This is perhapsevident as the approachesto data
analysis are examined (for example using statistical analysis with qualitative data)
and the lack of acknowledgementin the ways in which the researcher'ssubjectivity
influences the researchprocessand, thus, construction of knowledge.
As the trend towards questioning the epistemological basis of knowable truth
becamemore accepted,the interpretive / constructivist / hermeneuticalparadigm
emerged. Its main epistemological basis was that there was no one fixed truth - it
was socially embeddedand time specific. As a result of such a shift researchcould
it
longer
from
be
historical
the
no
social, cultural and
separated
perspectives- was
argued that "human knowledge is varied in rationale and socially embedded"
(Hoshmand, 1994). Research,therefore, became"concerned with the importance of
meaning in social interaction and argue that limiting researchto observablehuman
action missesthe most important part of the story" (McCarl Nielsen, 1990: 7). As a
result researchapproachesaimed to gain "understanding" and, thus, sought for
accountsof subjective experiencesin order to gain theseunderstandings(ibid).
This then required a hermeneuticalprocessof gaining knowledge, whereby
knowledge is, in part, generatedthrough a processof dialogue. This led to the
methodological approachessuch as ethnographyand phenomenology and today
contemporary hermeneutics,emphasisingnarrative approaches,are evident.

Althoughthe constructivistparadigmrecognisedthe subjectivityof the researched
andthe socialembeddedness
of the world, it failed to fully acknowledgethe
potentialbiasesto gender,socialclassanddominantworldviews. This was
probably becausetheory was still dominated by white, male, heterosexual,
experiencesand hence constructions of the world. It was such criticisms that led to
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the developmentof a more `critical' approach,and hencewhat becametermed
"critical hermeneutics". This differs from the traditional hermeneuticsin its
purpose. As McCarl Neilsen (1990) suggests,a critical approach"strives to be a
more positive act of detecting and unmasking, or exposing, existing forms of belief
that restrict or limit human freedom." Researchdevelopmentsfrom this paradigm
were strongly influenced by feminist epistemology, as it challengedmale-centred
perspectivesto both knowledge and the processesof constructing knowledge. Its
agendais about `equality and empowerment':

"Feminist research is a challenge to the scientism that refusesto addressthe
relations betweenknowledge (and knowledgegenerating practices) and
power and corresponding attention to reflexive issuesin the theorising and
transforming of the process of academicproduction, including theposition
and responsibilities of the researcher."
Also, as Bannister (1994: 124) identifies, taking a feminist perspectiveto research,
challengesthe more conventional approachesas it recognisesthat the researched
and researcherboth contribute to the construction of knowledge and that the
`personal' is very much the `political'. Furthermore, Acker et al's (1991) criteria of
adequacyof feminist objectivity to truth illustrates the ways in which the social
context and history of the researchis addressed. Thesecriteria include the
following questions:

1)

What arethe socialrelationsthat producethis researchsituationand
the enterpriseof researchitself?

2)

What makes it possible to raise this researchproblem at this time, in
this place and in this society?

3)

What arethe processes
that haveresultedin the researchand
researchers
comingtogetherin a particularkind of socialrelationships?
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5.4

A feminist approach to the research

There has been a general tendencyto associatefeminist researchsolely with
qualitative researchmethods (Maynard, 1994). Such an assumptionderives from the
initial feminist critique of the traditional positivist paradigm where, in ensuring that
the oppressionof women was challenged,it was necessaryto reject the positivist
claims that researchcould be value free (Jarantyne& Stewart, 1995). Hence, the
usesof qualitative researchmethods were seenas a way of beginning to access
women's voices and uncover `alternative' meanings.However, it is not the simple
use of qualitative methods insteadof quantitative methodsthat determinesa
feminist approachto research,or any researchapproachfor that matter. Discussing
researchsimply in terms of qualitative and quantitative approachesmerely servesto
reinforce an "absolute methodological dichotomy" (ibid.: 224), giving insufficient
attention to the different epistemological positions that are evident within qualitative
and quantitative approaches. Researchcan be seen,therefore, as a processof
aligning philosophical position with practice, with the needto find, "a balanced
reciprocal relationship betweenphilosophy and methodology, betweenparadigms
and practice" (Green & Caracelli, 1997: 12). However, this processis not a simple
task: no single philosophical researchposition can representa feminist approach,as
feminist theory and researchexist in many diverse forms. For example, the
theoretical positions of feminism can vary between cultural, liberal, radical'and
socialist (Enns, 1997).

Recognitionthat the `personalis political' andthe needto addressegalitarian
relationshipsarekey strategiesin ensuringoppressionin the researchprocessis not
recreated(Worrel & Remer,1992). As Powell (1996)highlightsfeministresearch
"political andethicalconsiderations
headon asall researchis located
addresses,
within an ideological and structural context". Feminism also recognisesthe risks of
methods and methodology supporting, "sexist, racist and elitist attitudes and
practices that [negatively] affect peoples lives" (Jarantyne& Stewart, 1995: 219).
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The overarching aim of feminist researchis to place the social construction of

gendercentralto its agendaandto ensurethat patternsof discriminationare
challengedthroughout all stagesof research. This requires bringing together,
"subjective and objective ways of knowing in the world" (Jarantyne& Stewart,
1995: 228). It also requires the "discussion of power, subjectivity and political
commitment" (Bannister, 1994: 114). The continual agendais, therefore, how
researchpractices can serveto eradicateconditions which maintain a patriarchal and

oppressivesociety. A key way in which discussionsof power,subjectivityand
political commitment are made transparentin researchis with the use of reflexivity.
This approachto researchhas becomea key technique in feminist research(this is
discussedin more detail later in this chapter).
As noted above there is no single researchdesign that can representa feminist
approach(Bannister, 1994: 114). A variety of methods may be used in the
collection of data, with the aim of maintaining a feminist agenda(Holland and
Blair, 1995). As pointed out by Harding (1987: 2) it is how we, "carry out these
methods of evidence gathering which is often strikingly different". The

empowermentof all women(irrespectiveof class,age,raceor sexuality)should
becomea key agendaof the researchprocess.This requires the researcherto remain
critical of the consequencesof researchupon women's lives. For example, women

in research,yet
may experienceinfra-psychicchangeasa resultof their engagement
they risk experiencingmanyconflictsanddifficulties whenfacedwith maintaining
thesechangesin a patriarchalsociety.This movesawayfrom the objectificationof
both the researchparticipantsandthe researcher.As highlightedby Maynard
(1994:75) consciousnessmay be raised, "but there may be no opportunities for them
to take action". Researchneedsto consider, therefore, how social changeis
facilitated alongside intra-psychic change. For example, any initial
positive effects
of participation in researchwill soon be replaced with a greater senseof
disempowermentthan previously experienced. For example,
addressingthe link
between womens' relationships with their bodies and the
conditions of their lives
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(Brown, 1993: 66) and being alert to the fact that, although consciousnessmay be
raised through participation in the research,opportunities for women to take

correctiveactionmay be limited, andsociallyandculturallyimpingedupon
(Maynard, 1994).

Achieving and maintaining womens empowermentthroughout researchallows a
greaterrecognition of the consequencesof researchstrategiesupon people's lives,
requiring the researcherto maintain a continual focus on "power, subjectivity and
political commitment" (Bannister, 1994: 114). Researchneeds,therefore, to include
a political analysis of experiencesand findings, an analysis of the implications of
the results for womens lives, and active participation in the disseminationof the
researchresults (Holland & Ramazanoglu, 1995). Thus, it is not so much the
methodsused but, more importantly, the ways in which such methods are employed
that concernsfeminist researchers.As suggestedby Gill (1994: 415), the
implementation of researchmethods should aim to achieve an egalitarian approach
that is, "empowering, non-hierarchical and processorientated". This setsa
methodological challenge to ensurethat sound foundations of knowledge are
developedin the service of developing practices that support empowermentand
personal growth. Perhapsthis is where the alignment of researchwith the core aims
of adventuretherapy, in terms of personal development, can be capitalized.

With this goal of achievingempowermentthroughout the researchprocessin mind
'the following six guiding principles can be followed to support the decision-

throughoutthe research:
makingprocesses
" Fostering egalitarian relationships
" Achieving care, respect and honesty
" Valuing diversity
" Addressing both intra-psychic and social change

" Valuing a balancebetweenhealthyautonomyandrelationalcompetence
" Valuing feminist scholarship
(Adaptedfrom Worrell & Remer,1992:Brown & Brodsky, 1992)
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Having proposeda framework through which researchcan provide an emancipation
agendafor women, the more difficult task was to ensurethat the agendacould start
to be achievedduring each stageof the researchprocess.With this goal in mind,
thesesix guiding principles noted above were followed to support the decisionmaking processesthroughout the intervention. The ways in which these guiding
principles influenced the decisions during the researchand practice intervention can
be seenin Table Two. This highlights how the decision making processesof both
the researchand practice were aligned - this is evident of how a relationship
betweenresearchand practice was central in this action researchprocess.
Green and Caracelli (1997) remind us that if any researchprocesstruly engages
itself with philosophical debatesthen the researchapproachwill becomeunfolding,
especially if the researcheris new to such debates. Hoshmand & Martin (1995:21)
also statethat as, "a result of method being a processof trial and error, the process
of researchcan be seenas an evolving process". This was notably evident in this
piece of research,especially becausethe researchprocessneededto be responsiveto
the developmentof appropriate and ethical, feminist, therapeutic practice. This
meant that the researchprocesswas not only dealing with the immediate needsof a
researchprocessit also neededto deal with the immediate needsof a client group in
a therapeutic setting. Thus, a processof trial and error becameof particular
significance as feminist principles were applied to both therapeutic and outdoor
practice. It was with a growing awarenessof both the implications of locating a
feminist approachand the wider philosophical issuesframing researchapproaches
that impacted upon an evolving approachto the researchfor this thesis. For
example, the researchsaw the emergenceof specific reflexive strategies- e.g.,
embodied relations - as a feminist researchapproachwas developed in action and
the role of an action researchapproach becameevident as the researchdeveloped
(see Chapter Six)
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Table Two:
Feminist principles in the research and practice

FEMINIST
ETHIC

Fostering Egalitarian
R'ships & Achieving
Care, Respect&
Honesty

Valuing Diversity

Achieving Both
Intrapsychic Change
& Social Change

PRACTICE

RESEARCH

" Offering variety of researchmethods,
allowing women greater freedom of
choice.
" Clearly and openly discussing all aspects
of the researchprocess.
" Researcherand researchedseenas
collaborators in the construction of
knowledge.
" Therapistsand researchteam completing
questionnairesalongside the women.
" Addressing relations between knowledge
and knowledge-generatingpractices.
" Researcherself-disclosing, both in the
interview processand by sharing her
reflexive accountto encourageissuesof
commonality.
" Critically examining the ways in which
researchstructuresreinforce power

" Valuing and expressingemotions.
" Sharing decision-making.
" Recognising and addressingthe
risks of more prominent power
relationships in outdoor settings.
" Being mindful of power
relationships outside outdoor settings,
e.g. ethics committee requirement for
doctors' permission to participate in
programme.
" No screening:trusting women to
determine appropriatenessof course
basedon pre-courseinformation
provided.
" Self-disclosure of therapistsand
researcher.
fears.
Sharing
and
concerns
of
"

" Examining individual changeprocess,
not assumingcommonalties.
" Recognisinghow womens individual
backgroundsmay affect their recovery
from an eating disorder.
" Recognisingthat the researcher'sclass,
race, sexuality will affect what she finds in
the researchprocess.
" Recognising different approachesto
feminist theory. e.g. cultural, liberal,
radical.
" Implementing empowermentas a goal of
research:`catalytic validity'.
" Examining barriers to social changeupon
having consciousnessraised.

" Individual and group therapy.
determine
their
Allowing
to
women
"
for
therapy.
goals
own pace and
" Avoiding DSM-IV-R criteria.

" Anti-discriminatoryrecruitment
practice.

" Addressing prejudices emergentin
the group.
" Recognising diverse backgroundsof
women (class, age, race and
" Individual and group therapy.
" Metaphors in outdoor activities with
'consciousness-raising' aim.

" Team'scritical reflectionon their
own issuesof body imageand
weight.
" Challengingthe socialconstruction
ofbodyimageandeatingdisorders.

" Consideringa genderanalysisof
quantitativemeasures.
" Completing a political analysis of
findings.

" Addressing the social and cultural
barriers in the transfer of healing to
" Completing appropriate dissemination of
everyday life.
theresearchfindings.
" Developing coping skills to manage
the self in everyday life.
" Providing appropriate personal and
professional supervision for the researcher. " Raising the profile of wider
intervention and prevention work
" Addressing gender discrimination in
researchcommunities.
neededto be done in this area.

" Beingmindful of how womenare
portrayedin researchfindings.

^!
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Healthy Autonomy
& Relational
Competence

Valuing Feminist
Scholarship

Analysing relational componentof change
process.
" Examining a relational model of nature.
" Emphasisingrelational componentin
interviewing and data analysis.
" Self-disclosing in the interview process.

Modelling vulnerability and strength.
" Helping women identify and value
their relational self by using activities
with nature.
" Individual and group therapy.
" Self-disclosureof researcherand
therapists.
Making women's lives the centre of
" Using an all-women delivery team.
analysis.
" Using women therapiststo examine
" Maintaining a reflexive diary and making the practical link betweenadventure
reflexive links to theory.
and therapy.
" Keeping the social construction of gender " Examining and avoiding

centralto dataanalysis.

" Using a feminist perspectiveon eating
disorders.
" Ensuring women's voices contribute to
the developmentof theoretical models of

hierarchicalmodelsin practice.

" De-emphasisingfood intake in
therapy.
" Critically reflecting upon theory in
practice.

adventuretherapy.
" Addressinggender-projected
" Usingwider feministtheoryandresearch thinking.

to deconstructtheoretical models of
outdoor adventure.

5.5

Research Methods

5.5a

An Overview

both
in
feminist
Using
principles
"
therapy and adventuretherapy.

It is importantto re-emphasise
that it is the key aim of a feministresearchapproach
to ensurethat the powerimbalancesthat serveto oppresswomenin societyarenot
recreatedin the researchprocess.Therefore,ethicalconsiderations
areinseparable
from methods, as will becomeapparentin the following discussion. It is also
important to note that the researchmethods evolved during the course of the
intervention, allowing the researcherto respond to individual and group processand

to ensureethicalintegrity.This methodologicalevolutionhighlightshow research
design and methods contain an "element of trial and error" (Hoshmond & Martin,
1995: 21). Initially, a decision was made to use both qualitative and quantitative

methods.
The qualitative methods used included:

" Women'sjournal writing throughoutthe intervention(prior, duringand
after the intervention).
" Interpersonal ProcessRecall (discussedshortly)
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" Individual interviews with the women at the end of the intervention (six
months after the adventuretherapy residential)
" Focus groups with the women participants at the end of the intervention
(six months after the adventuretherapy residential)
" Focus group with the therapists after completing the five phasesof
programme development.
" Researcher'sreflexive diary.

The quantitative methods that were initially decided to be use were:
" Eating Disorders Inventory (Garner et al., 1983)
" RosenbergSelf-EsteemInventory (Rosenberg,1965).

The women also completed an initial personal history questionnaireto gain more
detail about specific dynamics of their eating disorder prior to participating in the
intervention.

The methods were chosenas they seemedto be the most appropriateways of
collecting the data required to examine the developmentof the intervention, along
how
the women experiencedthe intervention and any consequentialimpact on
with
related disordered eating symptoms. Accompanying the above methods,the group
and individual therapy sessionsduring the residential were recorded, either by audio
or videotape, allowing the researcherto revisit any of the processesin more detail.
However, becauseof the time restraints of the project the recordings of all the
sessionshave not beenindividually analysed.

From the methodslisted above,the participatingwomenwereaskedto choosethose
that they felt would be mostusefulin illuminatingthe therapeuticprocessand
identifyingthe outcomesof the intervention.Offering a choiceof methodsis
an
approach,consistentwith the feministaim of fosteringegalitarianrelationships.i.e.
womenwerenot coercedinto completingany methodsthat they did not feel they
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inventory
It
the
to.
that
the
was
also
completed
wanted
recognized
women
as
have
the
therapists,
trainer
could
and
researcher
also
questionnaires,
outdoor
have
individual
This
them.
would
questionnairesalongside
not only
completed
allowed the researcherto identify changesthat took place for the researchteam, but
it could have also servedto addresspower dynamics. This would have
communicatedto the women that the whole team might undergo changeand that the
intervention was a collective group experienceand not one that singled them out as
experimental subjects.

By using and comparing the results of a variety of researchtools, the researcherwas
data
increase
trustworthiness
the
to
of
able
as it was taken in a variety of ways at
different times. Offering a choice of method avoided the risk of asking the women
to take part in researchtechniquesthat made them uncomfortable. And of courseall
women were offered detailed explanations as to what completing eachmethod
entailed. As the researcheractively reminded the women of their choice not to
by
her
fearing
that,
the
methods
she
complete any of
research
noted
own anxiety
giving this option, she could limit the amount of data collected. This highlights the
tension of maintaining the ethical integrity of a feminist approachwhen faced with
the needto collect data in order to complete quality research.
Despite these attemptsto maintain ethical integrity, ethical issuesstill arose.At one
in
journals
it
data
by
their
the
that
the
women
should
point was recognised
provided
have been respondedto during the residential and the follow-on phase.When the
researcherhad sufficient time to begin to read the journals in greater depth, it
becameclear that one woman had been directly asking questions of the team via her
journal, yet becausethe researcherhad not fully read the journals she failed to
respondto these questions.Had she responded,the researchercould have had a
more significant impact upon the woman's healing as it appearedthat the woman
having
difficulties maintaining her participation. In the final individual
was
interview the researcherexplored with the woman how she felt about this incident
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her.
highlighted
lack
The
how
had
impacted
the
that
woman
of
response
upon
and
felt
disappointed.
did
Had
though
she
a
she
not necessarilyexpect response,
even
the journals beenread more diligently and had the researchercontinued an open
dialogue with the women about their journal entries, the therapeuticprocessmight
have been more easily maintained. This would have not only increasedthe quality
deeper
for
but
have
intervention
it
the
the
women,
also provided a
of
would
understandingof the women's experiencesand increasedthe quality of the research
data. So a researchlessonhere is that the guidelines for the women neededto be
clearer, i. e. stateif the researcherwill or won't respondto any requestsmade via
journal entries. (seeAppendix Three for researchjournal guidelines given to the
intervention).
the
the
of
start
women at

5.5b

Interpersonal Process Recall

In trying to accessand understandthe therapeutic processof the intervention it was
necessaryto consider an analysis of moment-by-moment changes.Elliott's
assumption (as interpreted by McLeod, 1994: 153) is that, "if researcherscan
supply participants in therapy with the meansof describing close detail of what goes
be
before
then
these
changeevents,
powerful models can generatedthat
on
and after
can be applied to make therapy more effective". In addition, there was the question
Both
how
therapeutic
to
sound
methods.
of
research
of
practice with
align good
theseneedswere addressedby using a processfirst developedby Kagan et al.,
(1963), known as "Interpersonal ProcessRecall" (IPR). IPR is a technique
frequently used in therapy researchas a way of supporting individuals in the recall
and analysis of the therapeutic process(seeElliott, 1986; Elliott & Shapiro, 1992;
Wiseman, 1992). The IPR processconsistsof video recording the therapeutic
events,which are then played back to the client providing a cue for memory
retrieval. The client watches the therapeutic events (in this casethe ropes course
activities) and then pausesthe video at eventsthat had meaning for her or him.
Through dialogue the client is supportedby the therapist to uncover the meaning of
this event and, once the event has beenprocessed,the client continues the same
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procedurethroughout the remainderof the video recording. Other researchershave
observeda standardmemory decay curve when this techniquehas been used
(Elliott, 1986).

For this study the IPR sessionsoccurred within 24 hours of the outdoor sessions.
The IPR sessionswere tape-recordedand aimed to enablean analysis of the ways in
which the ropes courseactivities had beenusedto achieve therapeutic goals and
move toward change. Through the use of IPR, the aim was to both examine what
was happening in the therapeutic process,and facilitate a deepeningof that process.
It provided fruitful insights for the women, leading them, with the support of the
therapist, to identify individual therapeutic objectives on which to focus during the
programme.

Video work, alongsidethe researchobjectives, was aimed to initiate a processof
reconnectionbetweenthe body and self. It could not be expected,however, that the
women could easily let go of their negative body images. As Hutchinson,
(1994: 165) points out women, "have built their identities around their struggles
betweenthemselvesand bodies and letting go of negative body attitudes threatens
the very foundation of how the women seeand construct themselves". The use of
video was challenging for some of the women, providing a direct visual
representationof their body and if they choseto use video they were supported in
working through these issues.This highlights how researchand practice were
inextricably linked.

The useof this techniqueprovidedan innovativetool for the researcherto try to
uncoverthe meaningandprocesses
of adventuretherapy.To date,no otherresearch
studies in adventure therapy have been identified that have used such a technique.
Thus, applying this technique in an outdoor adventure setting may be
a new way of
approaching future research.It also illustrates a method of moving away from
asking the question "does it work ?", and towards researchthat provides an
understandingof the processesat work (see Hovenlynck, 2003). However, this
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techniqueneedsto be approachedwith caution. Highly refined therapeutic skills are
required in order to managethe psychological safety of the client during this
process.Unfortunately, in this study an unforeseentechnical hitch with the tape
recordings meant that the recordings were not fully audible and thus could not be
used for full analysis. However, the women's journal entries do provide some
insight into the ways in which the IPR proved valuable, along with moments of
awarenessthat seemedto in part be initiated by this technique (seeChapter Six and
Seven).

5.5e

Quantitative methods

The quantitative methods of the Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI) (seeAppendix
Four for a copy of the Inventory) and the RosenbergSelf-EsteemInventory was
initially chosenas they have frequently been used in the evaluation of eating
disorders intervention (seeButton et al., 1997; Kileen et al., 1993; Wolf &
Crowther, 1992). The EDI is a self-rating questionnairethat assessesa range of
behavioural and psychological traits common in anorexia and bulimia nervosa. It
consistsof eight subscales:drive for thinness,bulimia, body dissatisfaction,
ineffectiveness,perfectionism, interpersonaldistrust, introspective awareness,and
maturity fears. It has 64 items in total, with a 6-point likert scalefor responses.
Responsesfor each item are given a weight of 0,1,2, or 3. Three of the six
possible responsesto each question are assigneda score of zero, then a score of 1 -3
is assignedto the other 3 responsesfarthest in the symptomatic direction
respectively (APA, 2000). So any score over 0 indicates some symptoms related to
that item are presentedand obviously the higher the score the more significant the
symptom (see Appendix Two for normative data of the EDI).
Using the EDI could help identify whether specific areasof the women's cognitive
and behavioural functioning might have been influenced by the adventuretherapy
intervention. The aim was to apply these measuresat five times during the

programme:at the beginningof recruitment,prior to the residential,at the endof the
residential,six weeksafterthe residential,andat the endof the post-residential
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follow-on programme. However, the questionnairescollected at point two (at the

beginningof the residential)weremisplacedso scoresareonly availablefor the
other four points.

As the researchevolved, it was recognisedthat a traditional experimental design
would not be used as this would be too complicated to implement (e.g. small sample
size, the need for a control group etc). Furthermore, the overall goal of the research
in
to
was uncover a more depth analysis of how the women experiencedthe
intervention and what meaning it had for them. So the practical concernwas
coupled with the realisation that an experimental design was incongruent with the
constructivist philosophical approachthat was evolving. As a more detailed critical
examination of perspectivesof eating disorders and self-esteemwas achieved,the
felt
Self-Esteem
Rosenberg
It
the
usefulnessof
measurewas also questioned. was
that it did not provide much insight into how self-esteem, reflected in the
construction of eating disorders, could be directly correlated with the adventure
therapy processand it was, therefore, abandonedas a tool. However, at this stage
the researcherdid acknowledgethat, although using the questionnairesas part of an
experimental design was not appropriate for this study, this type of researchcould in
somewaybe useful for gender analysis. Such an analysis could include a large study
that examinesboth women's and men's responsesto the Eating Disorders
Inventory. This would help to identify whether any specific cognitive and
behavioural functions (as identified in the Eating Disorders Inventory) are more
prevalent for women than for men. It was not within the scopeof this study to
complete this type of analysis, however the situation does highlight that, when
taking a feminist perspectiveto research,quantitative methods can still be used in
the service of examining the social construction of gender and eating disorders.
5.5d

Mixed methods and the researcher

Usinga combinationof researchmethodswasa way of gaininga moreinformed
insight into the needsof, andpossiblechangesfor, eachwoman,aswell those
as
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aspectsof the intervention that did not work for this group of women. However,
there is a cost to such a comprehensiveapproach.The demandsof managingthe
implementing
the programme meant that the researcherwas
and
researchprocess
often concentratingon practical aspectsof managing the programme and attention
to developing relational capacity with the women was overlooked.. Not only is this
incongruent with a feminist and relational therapy approach,but it may also have
affected someof the researchdata. The researcherfelt as if a relational distancehad
been createdbetweenher and the women and that, when interviewing the women,
this createda resistanceto working at psychological depth in the research
interviews. This was an example of relational ontology emerging, whereby issues
of relational intimacy and relational ethics came into action.
5.6

An action research approach

As the researchdevelopedit becameclear that the researchprocesswas
underpinnedby an action researchapproach.For example, a processof ongoing
review and reflection from eachphaseof programme developmentreflected the
cyclic processesof action researchas explained by Reasonand Rowan (1981).
Each phaseof programme development can be viewed as an action researchcycle,
with a total of five key action researchcycles (labelled as project phases)in this
project. These included:
1) Exploring adventuretherapy practice
2) Recruitment and pre-coursedesign
3) Adventure therapy residential

4) Follow-oncourseandclosure
5) Developing and reflecting upon adventuretherapy

(seeChapterSix, for a detailedexplanationof eachphase).
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The internal workings of each action researchcycle are understoodas a processof
`dialectical exchange'. During such a processviews are exchanged,negotiated,
analysed,fed back and critically reviewed, whereby learning and knowledge
developmenttakesplace; hencethe term `action'. Figure 3 gives an insight into
theseprocesses,where at the core of the model are the processesof thinking and
making senseof action.

Figure 3:
The Action Research Cycle: The process of dialectical exchange
4. Exchanging views,
negotiating issues,
making compromises,
establishing agreement
on what action to take

E-

communication

making
sense
1. Participants
own views of the
Programme

being

encounter
thinking

project -->

N

3. Meeting the
views of others
as a personal
exchangeor
through receiving
feedback

2. Telling own views
to others

(Basedon ReasonandRowan, 1981:98)

Giventhat the actionresearchapproachemergedasthe researchdeveloped,the
decisionsmadeaboutthe developmentof the intervention,along
with the impact
thesedecisionshad on the women'sexperienceof the intervention,werepart of the
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data gatheredas part of the fieldwork diary. Thus, description of the questions
askedproblems faced and how thesewere addressedin the practice setting, along
links
in
the
to the women's
this
of
ways which
process
with consideration
impacted
thus,
and,
experiences
on the adventuretherapy intervention, need
attention. As pointed out by Argyris & Schon (1991: 86):

"Action research takes it cues- its questions,puzzles and problems -from
theperceptions of practitioners within particular, local practice contexts ... It
builds descriptions and theories within thepractice context itself and then
tests them there ... through experimentsthat bear the double burden of testing
hypothesesand effecting some desirable change in the situation. "
...
Facilitating `desirablechange' in the researchsetting is key in action researchas the
notion is that as a result of the process,awareness,knowledge and decisionswill be
influenced and goals will emerge. Thus the action required as relevant to the local
context will be identified and acted upon.
In this study the desirablechangewas for the team moving from not knowing how
to implement an adventuretherapy intervention for women with eating disorders,to
having the knowledge and skills to do this successfully. Also, desirable changefor
the women participating in the intervention was obviously essentialto achieve this
and was a key objective of undertaking the study. So what was neededwas to find
ways of developing ethical outdoor therapeutic practice, along with understanding
ways of working with an eating disorder client group therapeutically in this setting.
What is also interesting to note, as highlighted previously in Chapter Five, is that
the goals of facilitating intrapsychic and social changeare central to feminist
researchand thus the processof action researchand feminist researchethics
complimented each other in this way.
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What is also useful about viewing the researchfrom an action researchperspective
is that as Rowan (1981: 105) argues:

"It gives a new way of seeingpilot work. Instead of wanting to get rid of the
pilot work as soon aspossible, and get into the real thing, we start to being
very interested in different kinds ofpilot work and how they can throw light
on one another. Westart to call them early cycles instead of pilot work' and
to write them up properly, and learn from them as much as possible. "
Given Rowan's (ibid) view on the early cycles of action researchit is acceptableto
in
be
though
this
that
research
recognise
even
could viewed as pilot work
ascertainingthe general value of working with an eating disordered client group in
fact
it
is
in
important
an outdoor setting,
an
piece of work as it attemptsto make
transparentmany of the decisions and issuesat the very beginning of developing
such practice. And given this, it is more likely that prejudices and beliefs can be
uncovered from the beginning.

Another considerationof the action researchmodel is how it is in fact a
philosophical match betweentheories of learning and developmentthat underpin the
beginnings of adventuretherapy as emergedfrom outdoor education. The notion of
action researchwas first conceived by Kurt Lewin (1946) in researchlooking at
group dynamics. The key aspectsof an action researchcycle then led to the
developmentof Kolb's experiential learning cycle (1984), and it is such a model
that underpins facilitating learning and development in outdoor education. This
is
inextricably
linked to the
the
that
poses
question of adopting a researchapproach
principles of experiential learning (and in this casetherapy) in practice.
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5.7

Ethical approval

The ethical approval for the study was approvedby Liverpool John Moores
University Ethics Committee (seeAppendix Five for a copy of the original ethics
from
This
led
the
to
to
eachwoman's
process
application).
need obtain permission
GP (Doctor) to take part in the study (seeAppendix for a copy of the GP consent
form). This requirement obviously servedto addressany physical or mental health
in
concernsor risks taking part in the intervention, however, the implications of this
in
requirement terms of the feminist approachadoptedare discussedlater (see
Chapter Seven,p. 129 ). All of the women who expressedan interest to be invited to
take part in the study were sent an original information sheet(seeAppendix Six)
and signed an informed consentform upon commencing in the study (see Appendix
Five).

Given the action researchand, thus, developmentalnature of the intervention it was
inevitable that some of the original plans as to what would be done in the
intervention and researchchangedover time to it was fit for purpose. These
changesto the original protocol were ethically agreed. As discussedthroughout the
thesis, a range of further ethical dilemmas were faced as the intervention and
researchwas undertaken. A range of these ethical dilemmas are discussed
throughout the thesis (e.g. from a practical point of view how to addressfood intake
during the intervention and from a researchpoint of view deciding not to contact the
interpretations
for
intervention
to
the
woman post
made from the
ask
verification of
data analysis).

5.8

Issues of data analysis

5.8a

An overview

Dataanalysisis not necessarilya discretephaseof the researchprocess,confinedto
the momentwhen datacollectedis analysedthat is, for example,whenan interview
transcriptis readfor the first time. The previousandcurrentexperienceof the
researcherundertakingthe researchwill influencethe waysin which the data
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is
interpretations
thus,
the
process
undertaken
analysis
possible
and,
and
drawn
from
biography
data.
Furthermore,
the
the
researcher's
own
conclusions
their social, political and personalbiography - adds a reflexive dimension, which
from a feminist researchagendais an essentialcomponent of the data analysis
process. Given all of these issuesit is clear that the researchdata analysis processis
probably one the `most vulnerable spots' of the researchprocess(Mauthner &
Ducet, 1998) and, therefore, the data processundertakenin any study requires
descriptions of decisionsmade and the ways in which any conclusions from the data
are arrived at.
In analysing data there is always a concern as to whether the data has been analysed
in the `right way' and at what point it has been analysed `enough'? This is
especially so for qualitative data as the conclusions reachedfrom such data are
basedon subjective interpretations made by the researcher(s). There are different
how
best
to
approachqualitative data analysesystematically, all of
suggestionsas
which offer guidanceas to how to undertakendata analysis (e.g. Miles &
Huberman, 1994). Yet, the approachtaken to qualitative data analysis is often an
iterative processthat requires immersion in the data, and recognition that the
processis often dependanton the data collection methods, approachand research
setting, and the researcherthemselves. Thus, it can be difficult to fully articulate
the data analysis processis one linear, logical and sequentialprocessthat is merely
one simplistic step after another- the processis often more subtle and complex and
a wide range of factors can influence ways in which meaning is drawn from
narrative texts (for example, the theoretical perspective adoptedto the study may
mean that different interpretations about narratives are made).

5.8b

Undertaking the data analysis in this study

In this researchsetting as a researcherI had worked with the women over
six
months and had been witness to their experienceand moments of therapeutic
change,which I had made notes of in my field diary. Also, during the intervention
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the therapeuticteam madejudgements and conclusionsabout the ways in which the
intervention had impacted upon the women, making further observationsof change
in
field
diary.
For
these
of
again
some
were
example, a woman's change
noted
my
in cognitive processing,as evident during IPR, as she participated in a ropes course
discussed
with the therapeuticteam as a clear indication of changefor
activity was
the woman concerned. Although, this wasn't capturedin a journal or interview by
the women concerned,it did provide evidenceof the changeprocessin action for
this individual.

Given theseobservationsmade throughout the intervention, when I arrived at
analysing both the interviews (focus group and individual interviews) andjournal
transcripts, I had already been analysing the women's changeprocessthroughout
the intervention. Although I was reading their transcripts for the first time the data
wasn't necessarilynew as I had bought tactic knowledge from the intervention to
this data. Thus, I was triangulating their journal and interview transcripts with
previous observationsand conclusionsmade by myself, the therapistsand, in fact,
the women themselves,that had been made outside of these data collection
methods. For note, someoneelse transcribed the interviews and focus group
(namely for speed)and I transcribed the journal entries. It could be argued if I had
transcribedthe interviews and focus group data myself I may have immersed myself
more fully in the data. However, becauseI had worked with the women during the
intervention, I felt relatively immersed with the women's experienceto date so I
didn't feel I neededto familiarise myself more fully with their experiencein that
instance -reading the transcripts themselveswould be sufficient for the data analysis
process.

In termsof the therapeuticteamfocusgroupI hadmanyfield work notesaboutthe
processof the programmedevelopmentandthe teamhadundertakenmanydiffering
conversations
aboutthe processes
undertakenandinsightsgained. Thusthe focus
groupwith the therapistswas a clarifying of theseemergingissues,alongside
identifying any further issuesthat hadn't beenidentified. Sowhen I
arrivedat
analysingthis data,many conclusionsrelatingto this datahadalready
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beenmade - again the data analysisprocesshad already startedprior to reading the

focusgrouptranscriptsandthe notesmadein the field work diary supported
data.
this
analysis of

5.8c

Analysing the data transcripts

Upon transcription of data I spenttime reading and re-reading the data transcripts.
I read them first as a whole to gain a generalsenseof whether any changes(positive
or negative) had been evident for eachindividual woman. From this I made some
initial conclusions about any evidence of change. I then re-read the data transcripts
a number of times and highlighted anything that seemedto be significant. For
example, whether a segmentof the narrative was related to troubled eating, an
insight, a moment of change,and or the experienceof taking part in the outdoor
list
did
had
I
for
I
this
times
then
transcript.
activities.
processa number of
a
each
of sub-themesfor eachwoman and these sub-themeswere collated into more
generalthemes. Thus the data was categorisedthrough an iterative processof
identifying, grouping and regrouping the data for each individual woman. From
this processoverall key themesrelated to the women's experienceof the
intervention were identified. Thesethemeshad relevant data narrative segments
from the journals and/or interviews. For note, it didn't seemrelevant to bring the
themes for eachwoman together as I wanted to report on eachwoman's individual
changeprocess.

The description of the intervention itself meant that as well as reporting on what
psychological changeany of the women may have experienced,the women's
experienceof different aspectsof the intervention were also important. I had to
make a decision as to how representthe development of the intervention from the
women's experienceof this, alongside the women's experienceof actual change. I
decided, therefore, to relate the themes and associatednarratives from the
women to
thesetwo different aspects. The data was, therefore, accordingly allocated to either
one of the two sections, as is evident in Chapter 7 (Developing and analysing the
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adventure therapy intervention) and ChapterEight (The women's experience:The
evidence for psychological change). Examining the related experiencesof the
different
intervention
to
the
women
componentsseemedan important aspectof the
action researchprocess,i. e. ascertainingmore clearly what seemedto work
in
effectively practice. Alongside this, aspectsof the outdoor activities that seemed
to be most significant to the women were also identified and discussedin detail as
part of the later section of ChapterEight.

In allocating different data in this way I was aware of some biases,mainly that of
some of the women's voices being more prominent than others, especially in
Chapter 7. This was partly becausesome of the women offered more data than
others as they completed their journals daily. Inevitably, this meant it was easierto
report on their experienceof the intervention. More detailed attention to the
collection of data for all women during the intervention itself, e.g. things
commentedon during the intervention, would have helped overcomethis possible
bias.

I did encounterother dilemmas during the data analysis process,for example one
woman provided over two A4 folders full (approximately 300 pagesof handwritten
text) of a daily diary. In this she mainly spoke of what she eat and what she did
during her day. As well as being a lot longer, this was also a different type of
narrative account than the other woman's account. Given both the length and this
difference, the dilemma was to how best approachanalysis of this data. Rather than
transcribe the whole journal, after reading and re-reading the journal, I decided to
transcribe those parts relevant to the intervention itself. I was cautious of this
decision as it could overlook important data and hencemeaning making. Upon
reading the journal a number of times I came to the conclusion that overall the
journal entries didn't signify changeas a result of the intervention. However, the
journal entries did offer rich narrative examples of her troubled
eating and how this
affected her day to day life, some of which were used to illustrate her story in
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ChaptersSevenand Chapter Eight. Overall, this dilemma raised questionsabout

maintainingthe voicesof the womenparticipantsthroughoutthe dataanalysis
best
how
to
processand
representthe women'snarrativein the study.
As well as the data taken from the journals being triangulated with the data taken
from interviews (which was valuable as the time lapsedbetweenjournal entries and
interview was approximately five months) this combined data was also triangulated
from
the
the Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI). A statistical analysis
with
scores
was not completed for the Eating Disorders Inventory Scores. Instead the apparent
changesin scoreswere used to strengthenthe qualitative judgements made in
drawing conclusions about the severity of troubled eating for eachwoman and in
making the subjective interpretations about psychological changefrom the other
data. Furthermore, the EDI scoresalso pointed to some of the specific clinical
aspectsof troubled eating, e.g. changesin body image and bulimic behaviours.
As pointed out previously an ethical therapeutic decision meant that I did go back to
the women to check with them the interpretations I had made about their changeand
experienceof the intervention. This would have obviously been a valuable process
as it would have helped to clarify the change for the women, and also if that change
had beenmaintained (which would have been anotherpoint of data collection and
raised a critical key question of longer term sustainedchange). In future research
the ethical imperative of gaining permission from participants well in advanceof
needing them to check data analysis interpretations would be considered.

5.8d

Reflexivity and data analysis

Given I had adopted a feminist approachthe reflexive processin data analysis is an
important consideration, as is partly discussedlater in this chapter. The more
detailed reflexive chapter that follows (see Chapter 6) offers some insight into how I
found a way to locate my own social, political and personal biography. However,
this doesn't necessarily go into detail about a reflexive account of the data analysis
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during
I
the
to
the data
aware
was
of
a
reflexive
agenda
process.
need maintain
for
this processin
the
and
a
check
point
analysis process,
reflexive chapterprovided
terms of my own ongoing biases. However, the data analysis falls short of a
reflexive processmainly for the following reason.
Upon considering different feminist approachesto reflexivity I found myself
considering a `voice centredrelational method' of data analysis, as describedby
Mauthner & Doucet (1998). This method of data analysis seemedcongruent with
the relational ontology position that underpinnedboth the therapeuticintervention
and also the reflexive agendaThe main premise of this approachis that individual
narrative accountsare examined, "in terms of relationships to people around them
broader
their
to
the
and
relationships
social, structural and cultural contexts within
(as
121).
There
live'
(ibid.
in
this
they
are specific steps undertaking
process
which
briefly describedin Chapter 6), however the main premise is that a relational
ontological position can be maintained throughout the data analysis process.
I was keen to actively adopt this approachas part of the data analysis process.
However, adopting such an approachis relatively time consuming, as Mauthner &
Docuet (1998) point out in their re-analyseof data from a study them undertook - it
took them approximately 17 months to reanalysedata using such an approach.
Although I wanted to adopt this approach,due to time restrictions I made a decision
not to adopt this systemically as part of the study. From a feminist research
is
limitation
by
this
a
perspective, not undertaking such an approach
of the data
analysis process. However, by acknowledging such an approachit is illustrative of
the ongoing debatesin data analysis process,and I recognisethat it is an approach
that has potential to clarify a reflexive agendaacrossall stagesof the research
processand warrants further investigation in future research.
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5.9

Trustworthiness in data collection and analysis

5.9a

An overview

Good practice in the collection of researchdata is essential. A main way to develop
is
good practice to addressissuesof `trustworthiness'. Trustworthinessis necessary
both in the collection of data and in the interpretations and conclusionsdrawn from
data analysis (Stiles, 1993). Theseare commonly referred to as reliability and
validity, respectively. As Hillard (1993: 378) points out validity still, "remains one
of the greatestchallengesto single caseresearch".A variety of techniquesare used
to addresstheseissues. Triangulation is achieved with the use of a variety of
techniquesin the collection of data (Stiles, 1993). This was achievedwith a variety
of methodsbeing used for example, women's journal entries, interviews, taping of
therapeutic sessionsetc. Other ways for addressingbias include:
"A

diagnostic council

"

Examining closenessand biasesto positive data

"

Catalytic validity

"

Reflexive validity and reflexivity

Each of theseapproacheswill be discussedbelow and reflexivity will be discussed
in more detail (see Chapter Seven)as this was a key feminist researchstrategy and
agendathroughout the researchprocess.

5.9b

Diagnostic Council

A `diagnosticcouncil' canbe usedto supportvalidity (McLeod, 1994). This is
wherethe membersof a teamall completeanalysisof the datato identify the variety
interpretations
of
andthe consensus
on the dynamicsof the processesof change
(Stiles,1993). The processes
of diagnosticcouncil werein manywaysimplicit
throughoutthe research,especiallyasthe teamwerecontinuallysharing
assessments
of psychologicalchangeof the women. Ideally, the main researcher
would revisit this processwith the teamnearthe final stagesof analysisto ascertain
if they agreedwith the conclusionsmade. However,for the purposesof this thesis,
this wasboth time consumingandproblematic. Thus,asthe researcherI usednotes
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of assessmentof changeby therapistsat the time to support this process.I also used
the information from the focus group with the therapistsafter the intervention to
include some level of diagnostic processfrom all therapists. Also, two of the
therapistswere askedfor some clarification during the analysisprocessabout
interpretationsmade about the women's processes,but thesedon't necessarily
clarify what the women themselvesmade of the interpretations.
The therapistswere active membersof the researchin different ways. For example,
due to time constraintswhich meant that myself as researchercould not interview
all women at the sametime during the closure meeting of the programme,the
therapistsas well as myself were interviewed the women at this point. It could be
biases
this
that
acrossthe interviews. However, all the therapists
argued
produces
for
interviewing and the issuesof undertaking a
the
were given
sameguidelines
qualitative interview versus a therapeutic interview were discussed. However, a
therapeutic agendastill neededto be managedat some level to ensurethat any
dealt
This
issues
during
interviews.
these
were
with
appropriately
arising ethical
linked.
the
therapeutic
at
representsanotherpoint which
agendaand researchwere
In assessingwhether the interpretations made match those as perceived by research
participants it is also common practice to invite the researchparticipants to review
the initial findings of the study and report their reactions to the researcher.
However, as noted earlier, in relation to this technique an ethical dilemma was faced
during the research. As the researcherI had not completed a detailed analysis of the
did
I
full
intervention,
by
the
the
so
not revisit transcripts
women's narratives
end of
interpreted
by myself as a
intervention
the
the
and
women's experiencesof
as

researcher. After the interventionhadendedI thenrealisedI hadomittedthis,
especiallyin termsof addressingfacevalidity. From a researchperspective,I
would havepreferredto havediscussedmy interpretationswith the womenon their
experiences.
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Ethically, it was decided that becausethe researchwas so inextricably linked to
practice, it would re-open a therapeuticprocessand the researchercould not
accommodatethis processby herself and the therapistswere no longer available.
As a result of this revisiting the women to achieve face validity was not achievedin
this way. It was an example of where the ethical agendasof therapeutic practice
were as essentialto consider as the ethical agendasof research.

5.9c

Closenessand biases to positive data

The processof data analysis also requires attention. As pointed out by Hill
(1982:11) it is necessaryto "ensure group data doesn't obscureindividual data". By
identifying what, "process of changeoccurs on an individual basis" we are then
able, "to identify any commonalties amongstwomen rather than assuming
commonalties" (Hillard, 1993:376). This was important, especially from a
feminist perspectiveas, "women's backgroundswill affect how they feel about their
bodies, eating, sex roles and social expectations,and must be taken into account in
our work" (Brown, 1993:129). Thus, throughout the results section the results are
discussedboth in terms of individual women's experiencesand also the overall
conclusions of the group of women as a collective. In data analysis issuesof
it
is
be
data
Throughout
to
these
also
closeness
need also acknowledged.
accounts
important to note that any analysis of changeprocessesalso requires the researcher
not to maintain a biasedattention to the most supportive individual cases,thus there
Openness
for
instances
(Stiles,
1993:
614).
to
to
negative
was also a need search
evidencing negative impacts has been addressedthroughout the programme
developmentand through the reflexive processand negative incidences are cited.
With any collection of researchdata, especially qualitative research,there is always
a risk of collecting too much data. This issue becameevident in the amount one
woman wrote in her journal. She provided 2 A4 folders of writing for her journal this equatedto over 300 pagesof handwritten text. The dilemma becameone of

how muchshouldI assessher narrativesin this journal. A lot of this datacontained
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information of her eating behaviours. Some data may, therefore, becomeredundant.
However, I neededto be aware that I was making such a choice to focus on someof
the data provided and not necessarilyall the data, and be mindful of the reasons
behind such a choice. For example, her narrative offered a lot of information about
her cognitive thought processeson how she related to food, providing a detailed
food diary, but this did not necessarilyoffer any information as to ways in which the
intervention had impacted upon her, unless of coursethe content and style of
narrative changed(which it didn't appearto have changed).

5.9d

Catalytic validity

The extent to which researchparticipants feel empoweredhas beentermed by Stiles
(1993: 611) as "catalytic validity". This agendais of particular significance
considering the aims of the researchproject, both from a feminist and a therapeutic
in
be
In
`catalytic
to
this
research
point of view.
relation
validity' can assessed
relation to all the women's experiencesand narratives. The reader can assessthe
levels to which the researchprocesshas impacted upon participants in theseways.
However, a critical perspectiveon this needsto be maintained, so as well as what
worked and why, what did not work and why is also considered.
To promote catalytic validity, it is necessaryto challenge research,and knowledgegeneratingpractices,that refuse to acknowledge that power relationships are
inherent within the researchprocess(Bannister, 1994). Recognising these power
dynamics allows the relationship betweenthe researchedand researcherto be seen
as one of the core factors that impacts upon how knowledge is generated.Stanley
and Wise (1993: 228) identify that, "recognition that who a researcheris, in terms of
their sex, class,race and sexuality, affects what they `find' in researchis as true for
feminists as any other researchers". Consequently,the researcher'sown
"frameworks of understanding" must be held to the samecritical examination as the
researched(Lather, 1995: 301). The researcherneedsto ensurethat she herself and
her experiencealongside the people being studied in the researchare put into
scrutiny and analysis.
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5.9e

Reflexive validity and reflexivity
Reflexivity is the processusedby researchersto examine their own position and
role in the construction of knowledge, ensuring that they attend to the relationship
betweenthe researcherand researched(Hall, S., 1996; Humberstone, 1997; Steier,
1995; Reay, 1996b). `Reflexive validity' relatesto "how the researcher'sway of
thinking has changed" (Stiles,1993: 612). By engaging in the reflexive processthe
researchercan begin to make transparenttheir own values, interpretations and
biasesand also critically examine how they interact with the theoretical perspectives
being examined.Reflexivity can be located on a continuum between"benign
introspection" and "radical reflexivity" (Steier, 1995). This allows a distinction to
be made between simply revealing what the researcherdid (benign introspection) or
achieving a more extensive critical analysis of the theoretical conceptsbeing
examined and/or developed (radical reflexivity).

In a radical reflexive approachthe researcher'sown frameworks of understanding
and self would need to be clearly located and critically reflected upon in order to
examine the tensionsand contradictions that they experienceas they negotiate the
researchprocess.For example, the feminist researcherexamining the theme of
body-identity would need to continually reflect on her own embodied self (for
example, her lived experienceof her body within different cultural meanings) (Bell,
1997:147; Davis, 1997). This embodied self would impact on how she viewed
theoretical perspectivesand conductedthe research. For example, her own
experienceof her physical self would influence her interpretations of researchdata
and understandingsof body-identity. The reflexive processalso allows an
examination of `genderrelated praxis', enabling the researcherto articulate what the
experienceof completing researchwas for herself (Hall, A., 1996). This can, in
part, also be linked to the term `reflexive validity' (Stiles, 1995), whereby validity is
achievedby establishing how the researcher'sway of thinking has changedas a
result of the research.
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As could be expected,the reflexive processis both complex and problematic. It
requires the researcherto examine the boundariesbetweentheir own experienceand
the researchprocess,thus maintaining a high level of conscientiousself-reflection
and a processof self-awareness(Bannister, 1994; Reason& Rowan, 1981). As
pointed out by McLeod (1994: 189) it is interesting to note that, "most therapy is
basedon the pre-suppositionthat both the client and counsellor are able to reflect on
their personalexperience,yet in the past [therapy] researchhas been conducted in a
way that deniesreflexivity". Even though personal experienceis at its core, there is
also a caution in the personalexperiencebecoming the only focus and thus
overlooking other perspectives. As suggestedby Reay (1996:64) the problem for
feminist researchersis, "to try and find a spacebetween theoretical standpoints
which doesnot addressthe specifics of their own experience." Guidance on how to
managethis process,however, is still relatively limited. If a reflexive approachis to
be used in the researchprocessthe researchershould have accessto appropriate
supervision. For example, strategiesshould be put in place to enablethe researcher
to be supportedin this process,whereby the key principles of reflexivity are
managedappropriately and the emotional impact on the researcheris monitored to
be
is
It
that
the
the
not
ensure
emotional well-being of
researcher protected. would
unusual for componentsof reflexive processesto lead the researcherto experience
emotional distress.

The reflexive processand consequentnarrative in which I engagedin as part of this
thesis is describedin Chapter Six. This gives examplesof how my thinking
changedand in particular was being influenced by adopting a feminist position. It
can be seenhow as researcherI have reoriented the ways in which I view and
understandthe world. Although this section is a stand alone chapter it does not
imply that the reflexive processis a separateprocessto the researchundertaken.
This reflexive account was informed from a reflexive diary written throughout the
study and is presentedin one chapter for easeof representationin the thesis. It
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takesinto accountaspectsof the programmedevelopmentandthe componentsof
the `HOPE' model, and in doing so examinesfrom a reflexive point of view some

that underpinthe key aspectsof the thesis.
of the key theoreticalperspectives
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Chapter Six:
Critical Feminist Reflexive Research:
Exposing the Narrative(s) of a Relational,
Embodied and Gendered Self
6.1

Chapter overview

This chapterwill examine the ways in which my changing self as a researcherwas
development
to
the
central
of the adventuretherapy intervention for women with
eating disorders. The chapterwill illustrate how, as a researcher,I developeda
critical feminist reflexive approachand its related process.I do this as way of
bringing together the range of perspectivesthat are brought to this thesis. The
parallels drawn will uncover my own narrative(s) of ajourney `out of anorexia in
the outdoors', to `a genderedself out-of-doors', and into a `healing spacein-doors'.
This will highlight how theory and practice emergefrom the different `selves' of a
researcher,along with the ways in which reflexivity, theory and action are all
inextricably linked. Furthermore, it is an attempt to make transparentthe relevant
biasesthat I brought to the project as a researcher.

The decision of how to manageand representa reflexive processwas problematic
-

how do you collateall the reflexiveprocesses
in
is
that
a
way
andnotes
coherent
and representsthe feminist principles being researched?This question presentedan

ongoingdilemma. However,in orderto makethe reflexivecomponentmanageable
for the thesisI decidedto write onemain reflexivechapterwhich, aswell as linking
to someof the maintheoreticalcomponentsin the study,alsoservedto supportthe
deconstructionof currentdominantdiscoursesin outdooradventure,in particular
thoseof psychologicaldevelopment,the body, andemotionality. However,this
reflexivechapteris not meantto be a standalonechapter- it is meantto be viewed
alongside and with all other aspectsof the thesis.
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6.2

A feminist reflexive agenda in the outdoors

In his work on sport, Sparkes(2000: 25) highlights how "narratives of the self have
the potential to challenge disembodiedways of knowing, and enhanceempathetic
forms of understandingby seeing our `actual worlds' more clearly". The ways of
knowing in outdoor adventureremain predominately disembodiedand in doing so
perpetuatethe dominant discourseof masculine perspectives. This is because
women's bodies provide a central site of oppressionand genderedmeaning, and the
outdoors is not exempt from these (seeAllin, 2000). Further, the social context of
features
heavily
in the construction of eating disorders and
women's embodiment
becomesa central feature of any eating disorder intervention. As Brown (1993b:
128) points out:

"the body is an arenathroughwhich women'sstrugglesandconflictsare
in
oftenexpressed Westernsocietytoday. Womenarespeakingwith their
bodies, and until this voice is heard, most women will continue to needto

speakthroughthe body andeating".
Thus, an aim in sharing my own narratives of the self is similar to that of Sparkes
(2000) in sport. That is to bring an embodied-- and a relational and genderedconstruct of self-identity into the discoursesof outdoor education and adventure
therapy.

In adopting a feminist perspectiveto researchI recognisethe social and political
significance of being a woman. As a white, working class, heterosexualwoman I
am in continual negotiation of my experienceof a genderedand social reality. I will
not necessarilyhave awarenessof all of the dynamics of this reality and I may in
fact deny parts of this reality. However, I cannot easily escapethe ways in
which
the world imposes a genderedand social reality upon me. As a result I

providea site of knowing for understandingandunravellingsomeof the processes
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both
of
and practices
oppressionand empowerment. Yet, theseexperiencesimpact
upon how I view other women's experienceof oppressionand empowerment. For
example, as a white woman I will never fully understandwhat it meansto be a
black woman. The best I can do to try to understandher reality is to allow her to
validate her experienceof the world rather than question it againstmine. This
illustrates how power relationships between women is a central premise of feminist
research,whereby a key aim is to foster egalitarian relationships amongstthe
diverse social and genderedidentities we hold (Gill, 1994).
In taking a feminist stanceI recognisehow I am a woman who is searchingfor her
own `voice' - which for a number of reasonshas becomea key endeavouras a
have
in
I
therapy.
woman completing research outdoor education and adventure
chosento take responsibility for my own voice by openly navigating the meanings
of this search.This enablesme to develop a processof self-awarenessthat then
fully
the ways in which I move in and out of my own
to
allows me evaluatemore
narrative. However, as I disclose parts of my personalposition in the context of my
own narratives of the self I find myself in somewhatof a `double bind'. On the one
hand, as suggestedby Reay (1996b: 64), the problem of feminist researchersis the
needto try and find a spacebetween theoretical standpointswhich "does not
addressthe specifics of their own experiences". In exposing my narratives(s),
however, I am in fact interweaving my own lived experiencewith theoretical
meaning. In doing so I am able to consider more fully the `places' at which I do and
do not meet with the areaof study under investigation. As I do this I suggestit
places me in a position to view componentsof the researchprocessmore
in
feminist
This
objectively.
researchin that it aims
representsa central component
to bring together "subjective and objective ways of knowing in the world"
(Jarantyne& Stewart, 1995:228). As a researcherI am, therefore, not outside the
research,nor am I solely inside the research.
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The combination of subjective and objective ways of knowing is illustrative of how
feminist researchersactively aim to breakdown traditional dualities. This is because
the maintenanceof many dualities provides a place in which dominant perspectives
serveto oppress`other' perspectives,as one side of the duality tends to remain more
powerful over the `other' side, for example: male over female; public over private;
is
in
body.
What
outcome over process;strong over vulnerable; and mind over
action for a feminist researcheris the deconstructingof such dualities with the
pursuit of an active rhythmic movement betweenthem. From a therapeutic
perspective,the breaking down of dualities within a rhythmic processof change
in
Chaplin,
feminist
(see
premise
counselling
provides a central
and psychotherapy
1988).

In being reflexive along my researchjourneys I have found it important to work
towards developing appropriateresearchstrategiesto managemy ongoing process
by
Further,
actively identifying where the key theoretical concepts
responsibly.
meet with my own lived experienceI am able to place the women's diverse voices
that I aim to accessthrough researchin a spacein which they can hopefully be
heard more fully. This is becauseI createmore of an open and, in some ways,
contained place in which my story is heard. This reducesthe risk of my `silent'
in
being
the
the
through
allows
ways
voice
voices of other women, and
expressed
which my `voice' can and doesinfluence other `voices' to be evaluatedand
positioned more honestly.

6.3

Reflexive questions of the self

Thecritical feministreflexiveprocesshasfacedme with manydilemmas,tensions,
insightsandquestions.For example,what levelsof self-disclosuredo I chooseto
take and what significance do such choices mean both politically and
therapeutically? Further questions I have and continue to pose include:
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0

How is knowledgegainedfrom this narrativeendeavourandhow do I
challengethe claim that this is simply a self-indulgentpursuit?

"

How is writing this narrativea processof `reclaiming'my identity asa `female'
outdooreducatorandasI do this whattheoryof self-identityam I proposing?

"

In what ways do I use my researchas a way of accessingmy authentic self and
how do I managethis processwith self-awareness?

"

What decision-making processunderpins what I chooseto shareand what I
choosenot to share- what are the social and political reasonsfor such choices?

"

How do I navigate dominant discoursesin outdoor education as I write this and

what arethe dominantdiscoursesthat I am in fact challenging?
0

What self-protection mechanismsare put in place as I exposemy narratives and

imply
does
this
aboutthe constructionof `voice'?
what
0

What impactdo I intendfor thesenarrativesto haveon the reader?

0

What is the therapeuticsignificancefor me asthe writer of thesenarrativesand
should this be a goal of feminist research?

"

How do I use thesenarratives as a reflexive platform during data analysis and

interpretationof the women'svoicesfrom the researchI complete?
The above questions illustrate how critical reflexive practice is an ongoing effort.
This is indicative of the personal and professional commitment to developing such
approachesto research. It also raisesthe question as to how researchpractices are
active in supporting such processes. I note here that I have engagedin my own
reflexive processwithout appropriate supervision. Although managing this process
by my self has provided me with `emotional gifts' it has also had significant
`emotional costs'- as I will discussin more detail later.
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6.4

Setting the sceneto an adventure therapist researcher's
reflexive process

Having discussedelsewherein this thesis aspectsof the developmentof adventure
therapy researchand practice for women with eating disordersI explore further the
bringing
is
in
together
the
to
my
own
personal reflexive proces related
ways which
of the key researchand practice components:eating disorders,outdoor adventure,
and therapy as introduced at the beginning of the thesis. In doing so, I consider the
boundariesbetweenmyself, as a researcher,and the emerging theoretical
framework that underpinnedmuch of the researchand practice of this thesis.
It is not coincidental that I arrived at this areaof study - my own personaljourney
led me to seekout ways in which outdoor practice could be developedto address
disorderedeating for other women. Two contrasting poems that I wrote
(an
ten
about
ago
nervosa
one
my
experience
approximately
years
of anorexia
anorexic soul) and the other about the meaning of my own mountaineeringpursuits
(an outdoor soul) - highlight the significance of my own personal history. Although
written at separatetimes I place these next to each other as the main premise of my
between
disorderedeating and the
is
the
narrative
exploration of my relationship
in
be
immediately
it
the
Further,
though
evident
even
outdoors.
may not necessarily
`outdoor
between
both
did
them
soul' allowed
exist
poems a relationship
- an
freedom from an `anorexic soul'. This indicates how the outdoors servedas a
central component in my own recovery from anorexia nervosa.
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An Outdoor Soul

An Anorexic Soul
Tragedy it was of an infested image

I sit in waiting as the mountain gods summon my pace

A power to determinemy future emotions

My mood anchoredby their shadows

A burial of happiness

My future destinedby their moods

A figure of a perfect body

I swallow their identity

Becameborn within a shatteredmind

And monitor their fortune

Torn betweeninstinctsandimposedshadows
Justseekingfor mineto be listenedto

A momentof time
Yet, an eternity for me
Searchingfor their hope I journey into their

A journeyto decrease
thatchangingnumber
A destination where a deadly silence was heard

unknown void

Two voices challenging every mouthful

An enlightenment of life

And that fatefulbalancedecidingthe nextmeal

Not a darkenedhollow

Calculationsof everytaste

Questionsof uncertainty now needno answer

A sum of death

(Kaye Richards, 1993)

A world evolving around an outer shell
Dependentupon the inner core
One mouthful away from that poisoning void

andI cameto reign.
Those armies of purpose still battle
each day I wake, each night I sleep

I needno longeranenemy,but an ally
I cannot forgivethe enemy
Sowill I everarriveat peace?
(KayeRichards,1992)
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In correlating my own narrativeswith the developmentof an intervention for
women with eating disorders I have come to seehow eachof the key realms eating disorders,outdoor adventure,and therapy - are reflected in three phasesof
my life experience.I note here that I exclude my own early childhood narratives. I
do recognisethe significance of these,especially in the context of psychotherapy,
as it is such experiencesthat form the basis of personality development.However,
the more recent narratives I sharehere bear relevanceto understandingthe social
and cultural dimension of personalchangeprocessesin the outdoors. They are also
illustrative of the rhythmic processbetween the personal and political, and the
objective and the subjective, that I have navigated during the feminist research
process.
The first narrative - `out of anorexia in the outdoors' - highlights how my initial
experienceof outdoor education impacted upon my healing from anorexia nervosa.
The secondnarrative -a `genderedself out-of-doors' - then provides a comparison
betweenmy healing experiencesof the outdoors with my professional training as an
outdoor educator. The third narrative - `a healing self in-doors' - is when my
awarenessof my journeys of `out of anorexia outdoors' and a `genderedself outof-doors' becamemost heightened,and I startedto pursue an in depth therapeutic
historical exploration of my self. It is also the time in which I completed the
researchand developedthe adventuretherapy intervention, and when my
professional developmentas an adventuretherapist was in effect `in action'.

If the modelof the researchinterventionasintroducedat the beginningof the thesis
is now comparedwith the reflexiveprocess(SeeFigure4) what canstartto be
uncoveredis the parallelprocessof myself asa researcher.Upon exposingsomeof
the pointsat which my self is interwovenwith eatingdisorders,outdooradventure
and therapy, the relevance of these experiencesbecomesevident, in relation to the
theoretical perspectivesthat underpin a model for adventure therapy for women
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with eatingdisorders.This includesa relationalandembodiedperspectiveof the
self, Cartesiandualism, and identity politics. From a researchperspective,upon
revealing theserelationships appropriatereflexive strategiescan then be put in
place. In relation to my own narratives the reflexive strategiesthat have emerged
include embodiedfieldwork / reflexive bodywork, relational ethics /a reflexive
relational self, and a therapeutic reflexive self.
In engaging in a reflexive processRibbens and Edwards (1998:14) highlight how
the researcheris "poised on the threshold" betweenthe different experiencesof the
public, private and personal spacesof people's lives and their own lives as
researchers.I acknowledgethis dynamic processby situating my own narrative
within eachof thesedifferent thresholds. Thus, as a feminist researcherit is
important to give recognition to the fact that there is a complex processby which
private and personal lives are transformed into public meaning and are set against a
social backdrop. At all stagesof the researchprocessa feminist researcherneedsto
not only take these into account she also needsto act reflexively about these.
The narratives I shareare initially posed as questions. I do this as a way to invite
the readerto consider how I might have felt in these situations. I use this as a
strategy, for evoking a personal reaction and hence a `felt sense' of my narrative(s),
which is obviously contextualised in the narrative of each reader. Further, I use
`her' and `she' insteadof T. I do this as I speakfrom a genderedself of `female'
and consider this as another way for the readerto be reminded of my gender
identity.
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6.5

Narratives of an adventure therapy researcher

6.5a

Out of anorexia in the outdoors
Stories of recovery from anorexia contain important understandings
about `reality' and `knowledge'; especially about the ways we come to
know, and about the role of the body in this knowing.
(Garrett, 1998: 173)

Imagine an anorexic woman in an outdoor wilderness space. In what ways did she
expressher physicality as she climbed a mountain? How did her attention to eating
and self-starvation changeas the needsof bodily function, life goals and movement
were different from her everyday lived experience? In what ways did her selfcontrol through self-starvation shift to a control of self in an outdoor environment?
How did experiencing extreme fatigue on a glacier during an expedition enableher
to re-evaluateher relationship between body, food and self- and addressa somewhat
extreme duality between mind and body? What metaphor did having to eat
representfor her in this setting? How did the she managea reconnectingprocess
between self, mind and body? How did she project images of her relationship with
her body and self onto the wilderness landscape?What did nature representto her as
a form of a relational connection?How did her experienceof a transcendenceof self
createa spacein which expressionand self-identity were transformed? What was
the processby which she redefined her embodied self? How did feelings of selfesteememergethat enableda valuing of self to develop? How was success
determined by her relational competencewith other people? How did she redefine
the boundaries of her anorexic spaceand her own self-identity?
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6.5b

A gendered self out-of-doors
Bodies are not simply abstractions,however, but are embeddedin the
immediaciesof everyday, lived experience. Embodied theory requires
interaction betweentheories about the body and analysesof the
particularities of embodied experiencesand practices.
(Davis, 1997:15)

Imagine a woman entering an outdoor educationtraining programmewho had been
in
from
did
journey
`out
In
the
a
on a
of
of anorexia
a shift
outdoors'. what ways
female
all
group to a predominately male group experienceof being
predominately
in the outdoors impact upon her senseof self and bodily identity? What did she feel
when she becamelabelled as someonewho would not perform physically? How
did she feel when she was participating in technical outdoor skills coursesand she
was given obviously easiertechnical outdoor tasks to complete than those of her
male counterparts?What pressuredid she feel when she never felt quite good
enoughto attain the physical performance at the so-called required standard?How
did she cope when a physical injury meant she was unable to maintain a physical
presencein her professional developmentand compete in conversationsof physical
in
How
did
to
performance and achievement?
she manage negotiate a space which
she felt unable to expressher vulnerability and feelings? Why did her body size
literally double during this time? How did she feel when her values of personal
development and personal changebecome silenced within a forum that was
supposedlyclaiming personal development goals? Why did she feel unable to be
both vulnerable in her feelings and accessher physical power as a woman? Why did
she hold outdoor qualifications, yet still question her competenceand confidence in
holding these? What coping strategiesdid she put in place to deal with all these
processes?How did theseemotional difficulties impact upon her physical and
psychological health? What happenedto her self-identity as she negotiated a
different spaceto that `out-of-anorexia outdoors'? How did these experiences
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impactuponon her ongoingrecoveryfrom anorexianervosa?In what waysdid her
feel
in
`out
the
outdoors'
silencedin a `gendered
experience
previous
of
of anorexia
self out-of-doors'?
6.5c

A healing self in-doors

Personaland professional goals and one's source of self-esteemmay be related
to the project undertakenor the manner in which it is conducted. We want to
emphasisethat in researchon therapeuticpractice, knowledge of the substantive
domain as a function of personal experiencewith such practice is a major
determinateof the perspective brought to the study.
(Hoshmand& Martin, 1995:36)

Imagine this woman now trying to promote healing out-of doors. How did her
experiencesof anorexia out-of-doors and gendered-selfoutdoors influence this
process?What was the processof self-empowerment she was now faced with?
How did developing an identity as a feminist researcherinform such a process?
How did competing in mountain marathonsrepresenta way of maintaining a
physical identity and a senseof personal empowerment? What awarenessof her
relationship between her body and self did she experiencein theseevents? How did
she feel when she labelled herself as a feminist in what had become a male
dominated culture for her? What aspectsof her knowledge did she then find herself
experiencing being silenced?Ask yourself why she turned to healing in-doors?
What did she learn when 15 years later she revisited her experienceof `out of
anorexia in the outdoors' through a processof `healing indoors'? What
psychological depth and understandingdid she now bring to theseoutdoor
experiences?What questionsdid shethen ask herself as she compared her own
healing in doors with her initial healing outdoors?What frustration did
she feel as
shetried to place this new found emotional and vulnerable self in what she had now
come to understandas a genderedself out-of doors? How did she feel when she
startedto recognisethe ways in which she had been oppressed? What
K. Richards
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was the impact upon her psychologically when no one was validating the
connectionsshe was making? How did she feel alienated?What did she start to
realise about the significance of being a working class woman in a traditionally
middle class environment?How did she deal with reading theoretical perspectives
on eating disordersthat matchedher lived experience?How did her relationship
with food and eating changeduring this time? How did her relationship with other
women who had troubled eating impact upon her relationship with troubled eating?
What did she feel when her expressionof emotion was viewed as a symptom that
neededto be dealt with by medication? How had her readings of feminist
approachesto women's mental health enableher to challenge and resist such
assertions?What identity crisis did she experiencewhen she could no longer sustain
physical activity due to a physical illness? How did she regain her senseof selfempowerment?What did she learn about the functions of physical embodiment in
the outdoors?What relief did she feel when she found what felt like a theoretical
answer to why she had experiencedout of anorexia outdoors and then found herself
struggling with a genderedself out-of-doors? How did all of the above insights
impact upon her own continuing healing journey and her ongoing journeys in the
outdoors?

6.6

Challenging dominant discourse in outdoor adventure

6.6a

Out-of anorexia in the outdoors: reconnectingwith a relational self
How did sheredefinethe boundariesof her anorexicspaceandher
own self-identity?

What did naturerepresentto her asa form of a relational
connectionandself?
There is a stark difference between the narrative of `out of anorexia in the
outdoors'

anda `genderedself out-of doors'. As the researchandpracticeunfoldedI was
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alwayscuriousof trying to find an answerto why this differencehadoccurredfor
me. I recallmy experienceof healingin the outdoorsasfeelingempoweredasa
female group member -I felt able to fully accessthe outdoors on my own terms.
Physical achievement,although significant, did not representthe whole experience.
There was anotherprocessin action that had been present- what was this? Why
had the changing relationship betweenmyself, others and nature proved significant?
As I startedto read the theoretical literature on the concept of a `relational self (see
Jordan et al., 1991) I gradually becameoverwhelmed at the resonancethis theory
had for me. I suddenly felt as if I had, in part, found some answerto why the
experiencehad shifted so dramatically from `out-of-anorexia in the outdoors' to a'
genderedself out-of-doors'. I can clearly rememberthe moment at which I made
this connection at an identity level - it just fitted. For me this was a significant
therapeutic moment- it had reconnectedme to part of my authentic self that had felt
so clouded for so many years in the outdoors. It becameclear from this point
onwards how my healing outdoors had reconnectedme with my relational being.
Yet, as I moved into a genderedself out-of -doors this relational self had become
denied. Obviously from a critical perspective I pose certain questionsas to why this
was so.

6.6b

Relational psychology and self-development

A relational model of the self takes into account the ways in which being in
relationships is central to feeling good about oneself and enablespsychological
growth to occur with the maintenanceof self-esteem(Jordan et.al., 1991, Surrey,
1984). Its premiseshinge upon ideas such as relational confidence and relational
flexibility. An ability to attain and be able to sustain healthy relational contact
and
movement with others is central in particular to women's internal valuing systems
(Jordan, 1994). A denial of this valuing system, therefore, impacts
upon women's
feelings of self worth. It is arguedthat situations that create
poor self-esteemare in
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fact characterisedby relational non-responsiveness(ibid).

However, a contrasting

view of the self is still a dominant view in westernpsychology and is often sought
through outdoor education experiences. This is a view that continuesto over value
an autonomousand independentself, whereby separationfrom others rather than
interdependentbehaviour, self-control and mastery are seenas a necessaryfunction
of healthy psychological developmentand approachesto personal development.
My ongoing experiencesof a `genderedself out-of-doors' were basedupon a
traditional western model of developmentwhereby mastery, control, achievement,
separation,and an autonomous/ independentself were emphasised.Further, the
spiritual and transpersonalrelationship I had with the outdoors was not
acknowledged. Thus, the core senseof self I had been allowed to both experience
and nurture, and hence serve in my recovery from anorexia nervosahad in many
forms becomeinvisible and denied for me as I continued on my outdoor journeys.
This provided a challenge to me feeling able to maintain a developmentof selfesteemenhancementthat had previously been in action. This was, in part, a result
of a psychological denial of a core component of my internal valuing process.
As I grew more attuned to this link I startedto ask myself how a relational knowing
could be developedas a central premise both in the researchand practice that
underpinnedmy work in adventuretherapy. This was a turning point in my
theoretical understandingand led me to recognisethe significance of a relational
ontology, and hencerelational ethics, in the researchprocess(see Busier et.al.,
1997). I also correlated this connection to theory of the aetiology in eating disorders
for women, as is highlighted by Sesanand Katzman (1998:81):

"Eating disorder pathology developsas a responseto the confusion and
`crisis of connection' that girls experiencearound the loss of their
relational
world as they come of age within a culture that does not value these types of
connectionswith others."
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In making such a link betweenrelational psychology, the intervention of eating
disordersand researchapproaches,the central feature of feminist researchwas
developed,whereby empowering other women becamea central feature of the
I
As
I
to
started adopt a relational perspective startedto reflect
researchprocess.
intervention.
became
being
I
the
the
on
my
women
on
relational
with
more critically
more curious and critical of the ways in which I had kept myself out of relational
connection with the women and the ways in which I could actively enhance
relational movement. Reflexively, I recall noting down a senseof psychological
disconnectionwith the women when I interviewed them. It was interesting how one
interviews
final
intervention
in
the
the
therapy
commented
after
adventure
woman
that she would have liked to have beenmore in relationship with myself as a
in
had
disconnected
felt
I
had
that
she
with me.
noted my reflexive
researcherand
in
feel
focus
had
impacted
how
to
the
on
researchprocess
my
notes
upon my ability
I
during
intervention
that
the
the
aware
women
authentic relationship with
-I was
lived
during
These
this
time.
was negotiating a power relationship
were part of
in
the
of
significance relational ethics the researchprocessand
experiencesof
representeda key link of how theory was correlated both with therapeutic practice
is
highlighted in their researchon the psychological
As
and researchpractice.
developmentof adolescentgirls Brown and Gilligan (1992:8) comment, "we
predicted that it was the relational nature of our conversation with girls that was
developmental
had
improvement,
for
the
effects we
observed- clinical
responsible
progress,a strengtheningof voice in relationship".

6.6c

A gendered self out-of-doors: Negotiating an embodied self within a
discourse of cartesian dualism

Why did shehold outdoorqualifications,yet still questionedher
holding
in
these?
andconfidence
competence
Why couldn't shebe vulnerablein her feelingsandstill accessher
feelings of physical power as woman?

Givenmy experienceof anorexianervosait is inevitablethat the body andits links
K Richards
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to physicality have been a central feature of my narrative. However, this has been
accentuatedgiven the function and role imposed upon women's bodies in the
outdoors. In those times of finding it hard to feel I could maintain a connection with
I
how
self
now
my authentic
see
my physical disempowermentwas an element of
this difficulty. My body was not only a central site of power for me in terms of my
relationship with anorexia nervosa,it also grew to becomea central site of my
in
the outdoors. Although I was physically competentand
a
woman
oppressionas
extremely enthusiasticto develop my technical outdoor skills, over time it felt very
difficult to feel empoweredin this. I becamelabelled as someonewho would never
be able to attain my ambitions for physical achievementin the outdoors. I
embodiedwhat it meant to have a woman's body in the outdoors and I perpetuated
this myth as a result of my personal/ social history. As Hepworth (1999: 100)
highlights "the regular practices that individuals carry out on their bodies becomea
form of discipline of the body, on a docile body, which is produced by constitutive
of the politics and economicsof society". The list is endlessof the incidents that I
recall that now resonatewith me as a social control on and over my female body. I
also discovered a link that reinforced this thinking in anotherresearchproject I
completed whereby other women in their accountsof negotiating a `genderedself
in
fact
developed
had
disordered eating as a coping mechanism
out-of-doors'
(Richards, 1998). This suggeststo me a very powerful expressionof the experience
of being disempoweredas a woman in the outdoors and its manifestation through
the body and eating. However, this is not surprising when one examinesa feminist
perspectiveto eating disorders. As Brown (1993a: 55) points out, "the ambiguous
halfway point between the demandsof liberation and of traditional femininity in
which women find themselves,is such that controlling the body and eating
behaviour is one of a few meaningful and promising ways to an acceptablesenseof
self'.

Having realised at an identity level that I no longer felt I neededto starve
myself,
continuing to pursue a healthy relationship with the outdoors on my own terms felt
an important component in continuing my recovery processfrom anorexia.
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However, I then found myself with a double bind, on the one hand knowing there
faced
being
then
through
the
of
was a way out anorexia
outdoors, yet
with
dynamics
that would make such a recovery even more problematic. It is
oppressive
here that my troubled eating then respondedto the social circumstancesthat I was
faced with, but I now expressedthesedifferently in terms of my relationship with
food - whether consciously or not I startedto overeat. It is no surpriseto me that
over the period of my training as an outdoor educatorwithin four years my body
size had literally doubled. My anorexia had now beentransformed into a different
form of troubled eating, whereby this was a responseto the circumstancesof my
experiencesof training as an outdoor educator. I had to find new coping strategies
to now deal with my oppressionas a woman, but one that was not expressed
through self-starvation, as my early outdoor experienceshad given me a way out of
anorexia.

6.6d

Cartesian dualism and the body

The body and the relationships we have with our bodies are impacted upon by a
discourseof Cartesiandualism - that is a discoursethat reproducesmany parts of
is
dichotomised.
As
Malson
(1998:
124)
"whilst
the
ourselvesas
mind
points out
privileged, the body is constructedas alien, as an enemy that threatensour attempts
at control and must itself be controlled". This is not only permeatedin western
society it also exists in the outdoors. A discourseof cartesiandualism fuels a
control of mind over body, which reinforces a hating of the body. Individuals,
especially women, respondto this, as they are encouragedto pursue the goal of
being `thin', whereby `thinness' signifies the minds triumph over the body and its
desires(Bordo, 1990). It signifies control and therefore integrity of the self.'
(Matson, 1998: 129). I found myself still being faced with this discoursein the
outdoors, and this proved problematic as I tried to continue in my recovery from an
eating disorder. I was being required within this discourseto strive for the
masculine ideal of the body over mind control. Yet, as I pursued such goals I was
only faced then with clear messagesthat I should not even expect to reach the
technical and physical performance equal to that of men situated in this discourse. I
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was being told to strive for it, yet being denied it when I did. This was inevitably a
dynamic
being
in
I
that
way which was
oppressedas a woman and provided a
presentedanothernegotiation of my searchfor my authentic identity and the
redefining of my relationship with troubled eating.
On reflection I also recognisehow a discourseof Cartesiandualism was also related
to another difficulty associatedwith developing technical competence. I was a
women who wanted to be both vulnerable in my senseof being and also be
physically competent. Yet, it felt the structureswere saying you had to be one or
the other. Plus, the other that was being oppressedwas the vulnerable and
emotional part - the aspectof the self so frequently associatedas a female trait.
However, I continued to try to maintain my commitment to vulnerability and
achieve physically. This at times felt an impossible combination to sustain-I
being
highly
in
both
to
the technical and affective
a
resistance
skilled
experienced
domain. It was if they could not work together. I then endedup in a place of
So
level,
for
technical
sabotagingmy own skill
my own ambitions
performance.
the end point was oppressionof my potential as a female outdoor educator,female
mountaineeretc, whereby my authentic self again becamedenied and imposed
upon.

6.6e

Identity politics and personal development in the outdoors

In continuingto askmyself of the waysin which my identity hasbeenshapedby
fitting
into
feeling
have
how
led
these
to
the
the
of
not
socialstructuresand
me
outdoors,nor knowingwhat the unspokenrulesare,I haveinevitably askedmyself
aboutthe significanceof my socialclass.I havefoundmyselfmanytimes
fit
the
questioningwhethermy experiences
of
outdoors the modelthat is presented
by the dominantmeanings,andcorrelatepart of this to my working classposition.
Many feministresearchers
who havegrownup in a working classenvironmentnote
the senseof finding themselvesin a processof classtransitionasthey complete
research.On the onehandthey realisethat they do not fit into the middle class
structures,yet they alsofind themselvesfeeling unableto fit into the working class
structures:a senseof beingin `no man's- woman's- land'.
K, Richards
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My earlier outdoor education experiencesbetweenthe agesof fifteen years old and
seventeenyears old included school expeditions, yet thesewere in an inner city,
working class,comprehensiveschool. The model of expedition that such
based
were
upon were taken from a middle class structure of a popular
experiences
youth expedition organisation in the UK. Yet, what was traditionally a middle class
being
phenomenonwas
made accessibleto a working class group of young people.
I argue that in the processof providing such experiencesto a working class group of
young people, the meaning of these experiences,although similar, was in some
ways transformed. I am left asking myself now how much this social text of
outdoor education createda reality for me that in some ways I still find difficult to
accessa voice for - the basis of my beliefs and values about outdoor education at
times have felt silenced. It is as if my meaning ascribedto its processesis not
matching the espouseddominant middle class structures- something remains
silenced about my experiencesand the way I make meaning from them -I cannot
find a voice for them. Again, this provides a challenge to my senseof feeling unable
to maintain my authenticity in outdoor education. Thus, wider social structuresalso
interact with genderto add another dimension to the way an individual is `allowed'
to access,define and maintain their beliefs and esteem.
The social structuresthat currently determine approachesto outdoor education,
coupled with the ways women experiencetheir bodies in the wider social world
continue to provide a place of difficulty for women to develop and maintain an
authentic senseof self-identity. This is heightened in the outdoors, as the
internalised messageswomen bring with them about their bodies and physicality
enter into a complex set of interactions within many of the traditional mechanisms
still evident in the field. What comes into focus upon considering a relational,
embodied and genderedself is how the dominant self-esteemmodel in outdoor
education continues to marginalize women, as it remains disembodied and in
relational denial. Developing self-esteembasedon achievement is fundamentally
flawed. This indicates that self-identity has a political dimension and
some of the
assumedgoals of participation in outdoor adventure - i. e. self esteemenhancementK Richards
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need deconstructingto identify what dominant groups they currently serve and how
in
keep
current processes
a cycle of oppression action.

6.6f

Identity politics and reflexive processes

What I have determinedfrom my own narratives and developing a feminist identity
is that the politics of identity becomesa central feature of reflexive strategies. As
found
have
identity
has
I
emerged
my growing awarenessof my own
as a researcher
myself in a position to give more recognition to the political frameworks that
determine self-identity - my own narratives interact with theoretical meaning
journey
find
Given
I
own
personal
my
myself easily agreeingwith
making.
Griffiths (1995:82) that "an account of the construction of self needsto show how
social circumstances,material circumstances(including embodiment), changeand
growth all come together to make a self'.

It is with an acknowledgementof the political elementsthat come together to make
I
how
led
As
I
to
think
these
that
the
a
result
about
am
enter
a self
researchprocess.
have become clear that an examination of power as embodied in researchrelations
is one of the many reflexive agendasof researchingeating disorders.I agreewith
Coffey (1999) in that we "experience fieldwork as embodied social actions", and I
in
bodies
(2000:
28)
"our
Moje
that
also agreewith
speakwhat our mouths are
it
has become clear to me that in order to act responsibly
Thus,
to
refused speak".
with my reflexive process,recognising how power relationships are transformed
is
by
As
body
Moje
through
the
out
pointed
necessary.
and expressedwith and
(2000:39) becausewomen have socially embeddedrelationships with their bodies
"it seemsespecially important that women engagedin collaborative relationships whether with other women or with me - think carefully about what their bodies and
body discoursesmight mean for the production of power in relationships". Thus,
embodied fieldwork becomesa central agendain feminist research,and one that is
fundamental to researchaiming to provide an opportunity for both intrapsychic and
social changefor women. This feels even more heightened in the area of eating
disorders, especially if adopting a feminist approachto researchingtherapeutic
interventions.
ý-
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6.7

A healing self in doors: developing a therapeutic reflexive self
What insights did she gain when 15 years later she revisited her experience
of anorexia outdoors through `healing indoors'?

During my own journey of `healing in doors' I have revisited my earlier outdoor
experiencesthat were part of my `out of anorexia in the outdoors'. Although my
during
this phasehad resulted in a significant therapeutic
outdoor experiences
impact - they helped me step out of anorexia - they had not beenprocessedat any
depth.
in
What
`healing
in-doors'
for
psychotherapeutic
me was a place
provided
which the meaning of theseand the deep emotions attachedto them could be
expressedand experiencedat a deep felt level. I was sat processingthe significance
of my outdoor experiences,but this time indoors and fifteen years later, and
correlating them to my early historical narratives, a somewhatdifferent processto
the immediate reviewing that is traditionally used to make meaning from outdoor
experiences.

The fact that I was revisiting these experiencesfifteen years later does signify the
therapeutic impact that they had upon my senseof self. However, attention to the
psychotherapeuticmeaning of thesehad not been given a processof self-expression
and meaning making in the context of my own therapeutic self, nor what it meant to
behaviour
in
terms
me
changeand personality restructuring. Although I
of my own
knew those earlier experienceshad been therapeutic, I also knew that they were not
psychotherapyin the sensethat I had not expressedor dealt with the deep
intrapsychic impact they had upon me. My own personal psychotherapyhelped to
clarify this position for me.

What is difficult for me now, however, is the processof therapeutic change I am
faced with in terms of overcoming the psychological consequencesof what it meant
for me to experiencemy self in a `genderedself out-of- doors'. I find
my self in a
difficult processof determining what elementsof my psychological experiences
are
part of my personal history, and what elementsare part of the way in which the
K Richards
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social and political structuresdeterminemy psychological state. Thus, I bring an
analysis of where the personal and political meet in my own processof
psychotherapy.It is here that I come to understandmore fully what both a feminist
approachto psychotherapy(see Worrell & Remer, 1992) and an adventuretherapy
approachmay consist of.

6.8

Therapeutic benefits of the research process

My own psychotherapyhas enableda reconnectingprocessto parts of myself that
have become disconnectedduring my endeavoursin the outdoors. Also, I have
used this researchas a way of engaging in this reconnectionprocess.However, the
therapeutic impact of the researchoutside of individual psychotherapyhas also been
evident. During the earlier stagesof the researchwhen I was familiarising myself
with the literature of feminist approachesto eating disorders an intra-psychic
changeprocess,whether consciousor unconscious,was in action. My food
behaviours changedas I began to make more active choices about how I viewed
food, and what my relationship with food and my body symbolised for me now. My
eating habits were changing and incidents confirmed this to me. For example, I was
able to throw food away without feeling guilt, nor having a desire to eat it all. I
started to recognisethe ways in which I was having a more comfortable relationship
with food and my body. My over eating tendenciesstartedto reduce, and I started
to lose weight - but not in the sameconflicting relationship I had when I was in the
mist of anorexia nervosa. This processwas mainly fuelled by gaining more
knowledge of how women's bodies are a site of oppressionand the ways in which
troubled eating is a reaction towards an imposed genderedidentity. I started to gain
a new senseof personal power and recognisedin my new found choices around
eating that I was in fact embodying the very social and political act of transforming
women's identity, and allowing a more authentic relationship with my identity and
body to emerge.
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Given the feminist and therapeutic nature of the researchI completed it does not
appearcoincidental then that I can note therapeuticbenefits of this work and situate
thesein the processof my own healing from troubled eating. Yet, I believe that
theseprocesseseventually had a psychological toll due to the deepinternal process
of changethat was embeddedwithin a feminist framework and was occurring
without any accompanyingappropriatepsychological supervision or intervention.
The alienation that accompaniedthis was also reinforced by the genderedstructure
of the outdoors that adds to the resistanceof emotionality being a highly prized
goal.

6.9

Developing an adventure therapy approach

The lack of therapeutic spacein the outdoors reflects a shift required of outdoor
practice to move from a developmentalprocessagendato a psychotherapeutic
processagendaworking at psychological depth if it is to work in an adventure
therapy context. It was difficult during the researchpractice to gain a senseof
therapeutic community in the outdoors. I also experiencedon numerousoccasionsa

discourseof Cartesiandualism-it hasto be eitherhealingindoorsor healing
outdoors.I think the successfulapplicationof adventuretherapywill needto
includean integrationof both approaches,
in
depthwork about
significant
as
doesnot necessarilyhaveto be occurringin the outdoors.Its
outdoorexperiences
psychological meanings and insights can be drawn from healing indoors - as my
exploration of `out of anorexia in the outdoors' through my own `healing indoors'
illustrates. Yet, as I suggestthis there is the question of what would it have looked
like to have the in-depth psychological processesevident in `healing in doors' in the
immediacy of the outdoor experience? This is perhapsa spacein which an
adventuretherapy approachstartsto emergemore fully, and a rhythmic process
between `healing outdoors' and `healing indoors' can be developed.
In evaluating the purposesof critical reflexive researchin adventure therapy the
meaning of this from a therapeutic perspective,as well as feminist perspective,
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needsto be consideredfurther. Lees (2001: 137) highlights the relationship that
between
exists
naturally
reflexive researchand therapeuticpractices:
"It is well-suited to research in the therapyprofession by virtue of thefact that
have,
in effect, beentrained to think in a reflexive action
therapists
many
research way; they are already doing it to some extent. In order to qualify
doing
they
are
already
what
as `research' they simply needto research what
they are doing in a rigorous way."
Although reflexive skills may be evident for therapists, it can not be assumedthat
theseare immediately evident for adventuretherapists - the identity of adventure
therapistsas of yet doesnot necessarilyimply psychotherapeuticcompetence.
However, being `reflexive' will inevitably enhancethe self-awarenessof adventure
therapistsand consequentlyprovides a mechanism for addressingthe professional
is
developing
Addressing
therapeutic
competencies.
needsof
such competencies
important at this current juncture of development within the field of adventure
therapy, as very little professional training to become an adventuretherapist
currently exists. Thus, the way in which researchin adventuretherapy is
does
becomes
issues
it
about
as much a question about professional
approached
as
philosophical preference. This is one of the many examplesof how researchmet
with practice in the development of the adventuretherapy intervention that these
narratives speakfrom.

In adopting a feminist stanceto researchand practice, acceptanceof the ways in
which you are discriminated against, along with awarenessof how you collude in
this, is not an easy processto engagein. Its experiencescan be highly demobilising.
This is easily accentuatedwhen there is no one to validate one's experiences,when
there is an ongoing internalisation of other women's oppression,and when the
researchtouchesthe very core of the researcher'spersonal identity and individual
psyche. Yet, if as a researcherI can be reflexive around such experiencesthis
contributes to understandingsof gender related and adventuretherapy related
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researchpraxis, as it enablesme to reflect upon what it meant to be a woman doing
such researchat this historical moment in time.

6.10

Conclusions

From the narratives I shareI raise the notion that self-identity is a social and
political phenomenon. In exploring the processesof identity formation critical
questionsneedto be posed as to what are the current dominant views of self-identity
formation in the outdoors? What, why and how are current `projects' of personal
developmentin both outdoor education and adventuretherapy constructed?Who do
they currently serve and benefit? Who do they exclude? Can they really embracethe
healing of suffering for all? Also, what are the structuresthat researchin the
outdoors are built upon, and how do these structuresdeterminethe research
undertakenand, thus, impact upon the potential for understandingand working with
different client groups, especially from a therapeutic perspective?
The processesof developing an identity as a feminist researcher,coupled with the
processesof developing an identity as an adventure therapist researcher,illustrate
the complex matrix of meaning making in such work, along with the transformation
processesthat underpin such work. As all of theseprocesseshave the capacity to
impact upon a researcherthe ethical questionsabout how to supervisethe researcher
developing such skills needto be considered.For example, what structuresneed to
be put in place in order to enhancethe processesof critical reflexive practices, and
provide professional emotional protection and support as researchersengagein
feminist and therapeutic researchendeavours?

The goal of developing the reflexive strategiesI consider in my researchare at the
heart of adventuretherapy feminist researchand practice in providing
a step
towards a theoretical approachthat embracesempowerment and change,along
with
self-healing and social healing in the outdoors. In conclusion for this chapter, I end
with a poem that touches for me the changeprocessesthat as a collective group of
women, who were part of the adventuretherapy intervention, whether as a
K. Richards
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participant, therapist, outdoor trainer, or researcher,we all experienced. It is a poem
I sharedat a time when as a group of women we were all sharing part of the
intervention. It helped me to gain a senseof a collective journey that had touched
the personaland political `spaces'of all our lives as women on our ongoing
journeys.
I am a raft without a rudder, a drift on a sea of pain.
During theselong months I have beenpeeling away like an onion,
layer after layer, changing;
1 am not the samewomen, my daughter has given me the opportunity to look
inside myself
and discover interior spaces- empty, darb strangely peaceful I had never explored before.
Theseare holy places, and to reach them I must travel a narrow road blocked
in
beasts
jump
imagination
the
that
my
out
vanquish
many
obstacles,
with
of
path.

IsabelAllende (citedin Joyce,1996:7)
6.10

Post reflexive conclusions

The reflexive process,as detailed, above was written shortly after the intervention
had been completed. Since the writing of the above reflexive processtime lapsed
how
I view this processupon
in
I
the
and continuing
reflexive process now consider
if
how?
has
ie
in
this
thesis
the
and
so
changed anyway now
completion of
The narrative I provided in this reflexive chapter illustrates how I tried to locate my
own personal,political and theoretical biography in relation to the study undertaken
and its related theoretical and practical components. It also provides insight into
what it meant for me to adopt a feminist approachto research- i. e. how it changed
me in relation to a feminist agenda,the insights gained and how I related to the
study undertake. The reasonfor writing this was so the reader could make
judgements about the biases in which I bought to the study, how these could then
impact on the
K. Richards
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conclusionsdrawn, and also the ways in which the study changedmy awareness. It
had
developed
feminist
for
how
I
to
as
also served a way
as a
me understand
between
in
I
the
the
the private,
ways which expressed relationship
researcherand
personaland public spacesas I developedan awarenessof a reflexive agenda.
This processof making transparentthe private, personal and public spaceis what I
now consider as a first step in developing a feminist researchidentity and leavesme
with some anxiety and uncertainty. This anxiety and uncertainty is whether the way
in which I approachedthis was the right way, and I question whether it will be
judged as irrelevant and merely a subjective narrative of myself that bearslittle, if
any relevance,to the reflexive agendaor process. This is perhapsheightenedas this
chapterhas been in the public domain as a chapter in book (seeRichards, 2002).
Looking back on this published chapter I wonder whether I actually want this now
to be in the public domain, thus questionning whether making the personalpublic
and political in this way is something I would now choose? But I am unable to
revert this decision, so the anxieties remain with me. This scenariorepresentsthe
dilemma of transforming private and personal knowledge into public knowledge
and the sensitivities of this process,not only for myself, but also for those narratives
I
left
I
that
am
make
public.
now
of others
with questions of how participants may
respondto having aspectsof themselvesmade public and what real control and
awarenessdo they have over this processand, furthermore, the political significance
of this process.I was able to make my choices in what I made public and kept
in
private, although retrospect I might now make different choices. So given this, I
am left with questionsabout how to effectively addressmaking private knowledge
public knowledge with more genuine concern for participants of the research
process.

The confusions, dilemmas and decisions about developing a reflexive approach,
especially from a feminist stance,were an inherent processof the study. Having
pennedthe reflexive chapter I noticed when analysing the data that I was less

concernedwith wantingto find evidenceof the interventionworking andmore
concernedwith finding andmaintainingthe true voice of the women. I cannot say
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that it is solely a result of the reflexive chapter,but by locating the subjectivity of
I
my narratives could then perhapsfocus more cautiously on the needsof
maintaining what was real for the women, rather than it being clouded by own
narrative. For me that was what was important in the first stageof developing a
feminist identity.

Being able to now seethe reflexive chapter as a first step in developing a feminist
researchidentity is helpful, yet I now seemore clearly the further ways in which
developing a feminist reflexive approachis required, as noted in Chapter Six. It is
clear in this study that there is lack of reflexive detail of the data analysis process-I
would approachthe reflexive processat this stagemore systematically in future
research.For example, recording and analysing the relational, embodied and
therapeutic reflexive incidents more systematically throughout the study, both
during the intervention and also during the data analysis process.
Mauthner & Doucet (1998) point out that there are four key aspectsto the reflexive
data analysis process,including:
1)

Locating ourselvessocially in relation to our respondent

2)

Attending to our emotional responseto this person

3)

Examininghow we maketheoreticalinterpretationsof the respondents
narratives

4)

Documentingtheseprocessesfor ourselvesandothers.

The reflexive chapterwas a way of starting to addressthe above points, however, it
didn't necessarilyachieve this systematically during data analysis. This is what I
now seeas the secondstageof developing a feminist researchidentity, as I now
recognisethat an active approachto maintaining a thorough reflexive processwas
somewhatlimited during the data analysis itself. However, this was partly due to
time restraints as previously identified in Chapter Five.
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As wasalsonotedin ChapterFive the `voicecentredrelationalmethods'to data
analysiswas an approachthat I wanted to adopt to maintain the reflexive approach
during the data analysis process. As Mauthner and Doucet (1998: 126-132) point
out this requires reading the data at four different levels:
One: Reading for the plot and for our responsesto the narrative
Two:

Reading the voice of the `I'

Three: Reading for relationships: how spoke about interpersonal
relationships
Four: Placing people within structural contexts and social structures.
What strikes me about this processis that this framework would actually be helpful

in guidinga reflexiveapproachthroughoutall stagesof the researchprocess,
especiallyfrom an actionresearchapproachasit would enablethe reflexive
dimensionto be an embeddedpart of the process.
In conclusion, the reflexive account is how I made senseof a key feminist agenda.
The main lesson I have learnt is how I would be more systematicin its processand
link it more carefully to the data analysis process. I believe it is inevitable that the
first stageof developing a reflexive feminist agendagets caught up in the personal
narrative of the researcher,as this is how to start to make senseof what reflexivity
meansboth theoretically and practically. Following on from this first stage,as a
researcherI can now move towards a more critically aware reflexive position that
becomesmore about the reflexive agendasof developing `other' knowledge that
seeksto transform the lives of marginalised `others'. And although this process
recognisesmy position in this process,I am able to handle my own narrative with
more understandingof its appropriate function and place in exploring,
understandingand more carefully representingthe narratives of others.
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SECTION TWO:
Developing Practice
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Chapter Seven:
Describing and analysing the
intervention
therapy
adventure

7.1

Chapter Overview

This chapter will provide an account of the how the adventuretherapy programme
developed,discussingthe different stagesof the researchand offering an overview
different
intervention
itself.
The
the
of
related componentsof the intervention will
be examined, along with the dilemmas and issuesfaced in working therapeutically
outdoors and working with women with troubled eating in this setting. This will
highlight key issuesrelated to ongoing developmentsin adventuretherapy practice.
The processesin action and the women's correspondingexperiencesobviously go
hand-in-hand. This will aid understandingof how decisions made directly relate to
the women's experiences. Becauseof this iterative process,the data analysedare
presentedin a way that provides description of aspectsof eachof the five phases
and what was learnt about working therapeutically, along with related accountsof
the women's experiences. The women's individual experiencesas related to
evidence for psychological changeas a result of participation in the adventure
therapy intervention are analysedin Chapter Eight.

7.2

The generaladventure therapy approach

The interventiondevelopedin this specificresearchprojectwasan adventure
therapyprovision,andinitially represented
a uni-modal,primarytherapyprovision.
Theprogrammeevolved,however,to becomea multimodalapproachas,afterthe
residentialphase,someof the womenengagedin otherforms of therapeutic
treatment. The aim of the programme was to createa therapeutic intervention for the
treatment of eating disorders that encompasseda feminist approachto adventure
therapy. Examples of quality adventuretherapy practices are rare in the United
Kingdom. It seemedimportant, therefore, that the development of good practice
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be
first
the
to
needed
priority. This was achievedby examining the practical
relationship betweenoutdoor adventureand therapy with a group of therapists, and
by using a feminist approachto the researchand the intervention programme,which
ensuredthat ethical practice guided all decision-making. In bringing together
outdoor adventure,therapy and eating disorders,a phasedapproachwas
implementedwhich createda distinctive intervention in its own right (seeTable
Three). The specific content and delivery of each of thesephasesemergedduring
the process,when the learning from one phaseinformed the transition to the next
phase.

Table Three:
Adventure Therapy and Eating Disorders:
An overview of the five phases of programme development
Activity undertaken

Phase

" Gaining ethical consentfrom participants

1) Exploring Adventure "A residentialweekendexploringgoodpracticein adventuretherapywith a
(all
therapists
of
group
plenarysessions
videotaped).
Therapy Practice:
Examination of the relationship between outdoor adventureand therapy.
"
Brathag Hall Trust
Team
trainers
therapists.
"

alignment of outdoor

and

issues
Identifying
of workingwith an eating-disordered
"
clientgroup.
" Consideration
of the alignmentof researchandpractice,with the piloting
of researchtechniques.

" Exploration of feminist principles in adventuretherapy practice.
" Main researcher'sreflexive links between theory and practice.

2) Recruitment and
Pre-Course Design:

Liverpool John
Moores University

" Exploringcollaborationwith eatingdisorderinterventionprovisions.
" Recruitmentof womento participatein the intervention.
" Gainingethicalconsentfrom participantsto takepart in the research
" Six weekly sessionswith women participants setting individual
therapeuticobjectives.

" Aligning therapistsandoutdoortrainers.
" Identifyingandreflectingfurtheruponfeministprinciplesof eating
disorderinterventionandadventuretherapypractice.
" Completion of questionnairesand researchjournals by the women.

3) Adventure Therapy
Residential

Intervention:

Brathay Hall Trust

reflexivelinks betweenresearchandpractice.
" Main researcher's
"A week-longadventuretherapyresidentialintervention.
" Individualandgrouptherapy,alongsideparticipationin outdooractivities.

" Identifying and exploring individual therapeutic objectives.

" Inter-personal
recall to accesspsychologicaldepthduringropescourse
activities.
" Audio-recording of group therapy sessions.

journalsduringresidential.
" Completionof research
" Completionof questionnaires
at the endof the residential.
" Main researcher'sreflexive links between theo
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" Six months of bi-weekly / weekly evening meetings.

4) Follow-On Course

andClosure:
LiverP ool John

Moores University

" Transferof therapeuticprocessto everydaylife, focusingon addressing

social changeby examining the social construction of body identity.
" Generationof self-supportedhealing.

" Interviewwith outdoortrainer.
" Completionof individualinterviews,focusgroupandof questionnaires
at
closure.
" Main researcher'sreflexive links betweentheory and practice.

5) Developing and
Reflecting upon
Adventure Therapy
Practice:

"A therapist residential weekendin adventuretherapy.
" Team reflection upon adventuretherapy approach.
" Developing wider practice in adventuretherapy.

" More detailedexaminationof theprocesses
of changein adventure
therapy.
" Therapist researchfocus group (completed at Liverpool John Moores

Brathay Hall Trust /
Liverpool John Moores

University).
reflexivelinks betweentheoryandpractice.
" Main researcher's

University
Each stageof the five phasesof the programme developmentare discussedand

relatedthemesandissues,asdrawnout from the datacollected,areexamined.As
identified in ChapterFour eachone of thesephasescan be seenas an action

knowledge
from
from
both
the
that
the
so
researchcycleand
emerged
eachphase,
therapeutic team's point of view and the women participating in the intervention, is
relevant.

7.3

Phase One: exploring practice in adventure therapy

A pilot adventuretherapy weekend programme was run for women therapists,
where they joined the researcherand outdoor trainers who would be working on the
intervention in examining the issue of good practice. This group of therapists were

all qualifiedcounsellors/psychotherapists
with a wide rangeof experienceof
working with clients in different settings, including eating disorders. One therapist
had experienceof working in an outdoor setting with from an eco-psychology
perspectiveto practice, but none had direct experienceof working from an outdoor
adventure approach.At this stagean all-women group of therapistswas chosenin
order to support the exploration of a feminist model of adventure therapy. It was felt
that the issuessurrounding the processesof empowering women in adventure
therapy would be more easily discussedin an all-women forum. However, it is
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important to rememberthat simply providing an all-women's spacedoesnot
necessarilycreatea feminist approach.Diversity and power relationships actively
exist within any women's group, and addressingtheserequires continual
implementation of feminist principles. During this weekend it was also important to
test some of the researchtechniquesin order to harmonise researchmethods with
therapeuticpractice. Thus, the pilot weekendwas designedto achieve several goals:
" To enablea group of women therapiststo explore the relationship
between outdoor adventureand therapy.
" To enable outdoor trainers and psychotherapiststo work together
successfully.
" To explore feminist principles in action in an adventuretherapy
process.

" To identify issuesrelatedto eatingdisordersthat might arisein an
outdooradventuresetting.
The importance of applying feminist principles to adventuretherapy required the
team to look closely at two issues.First, to ensurethat the experiencesprovided for
the women were not so dramatic that they would get in the way of the women's own
process(seeMitten, 1994). Second,to ensurethat the safety requirementsand the
demandsof leadershipdid not adversely affect the processof empowering women.
As identified by Mitten (1994: 60), in adventuretherapy there is a danger that, "the
higher the risk or perceived risk of the program, the higher the client's initial
dependencyon the leaders.This senseof dependencygives leaderseven more
power over the client than in a traditional indoor therapeutic setting. The fact that
these issueswere confronted severaltimes during the weekend served as a warning
that they would need to be worked with constantly during the therapeutic
intervention.
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The task of working with an eating disorder client group raised fears and concerns
for membersof the team. The pilot weekendprovided an opportunity for these fears
to be discussedopenly in a supportive environment. A number of findings emerged
from such discussions.For instance,it becameclear that some of the therapistshad
body
the
shapeof women with eating
and
views
of
abilities,
needs
stereotypical
disorders,highlighting aspectsof the social construction of eating disorders. In
had
it
therapists
that
the
some
of
emerged
also
a complex relationship with
addition,
their own body image, weight, eating habits and food. Some describedhow, in the
processof developing their practice as therapists,their relationships with food had
altered, in that they engagedin eating for a senseof nurture to balancethe emotional
demandsof being a therapist. These findings served as a warning to the team that
the therapists' views and their own difficulties surrounding body-identity and food
could obviously affect the therapeuticprogramme, unlessthe whole researchteam
committed themselvesto discussingtheseissuesopenly. Thus, throughout the
intervention there was a crucial need for the team to "addresstheir own unease
regarding body size and weight" (Szekerly & DeFazio, 1993: 377). This awareness
servedto underscorethe role that `the self'

ould play in the intervention and

highlighted a specific way in which a reflexive approachwould prove significant
throughout the researchprocess(see Chapter Six).

7.4

PhaseTwo: recruitment and pre-course

7.4a

The recruitment process

In order to recruit participants onto the therapeutic programme it was necessaryto
provide them and other potential collaborators (including eating disorder
intervention centres)with a clear description of the programme itself and why it
could be expectedto succeed.Although, an overview of the general approachcould
be provided the team couldn't offer evidence to suggestit would be effective, the
expectedoutcomeswere speculative.This was not surprising granted the limited
amount of researchthat has been done in this somewhatnew area. In addition, most
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initially
the
of
groups
approachedworked in traditional medical settings and
appearedsceptical about the possibility of linking treatmentwith an outdoor
experiential-basedintervention. This not only highlighted the contribution the
researchwould have in developing future partnerships,it also had an influence upon
the recruitment process.The final approachtaken was to recruit women to
participate in the programme through adverts in the local community.
Prior to the intervention taking place, a decision was made to move away from a
medical model of eating disorders,in order to embracethe feminist perspective.
This allowed the researcherto reject the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria (APA, 1994).
Instead,the recruitment adverts identified common componentsof troubled eating,
lose
to
weight, low self-esteemand food/weight
such as always wanting
invitation
for
preoccupation,as an
participation. These adverts were placed in
women's toilets on local university campuses,in order to ensurewomen privacy
whilst they took details of the programme (seeAppendix Four for copy of the
advertisement). In addition, an article in a popular local newspaperinvited potential
participants to contact the team. In this way the team attemptedto recruit to a
wider, non-university population. However, it proved difficult to take antidiscriminatory practice further (see Lago & Smith, 2003).

Oneof the womenidentifiedhow the novel approachthat outdooradventure
her
therapyrepresented
motivated to respondto the initial advertsandgaveher a
senseof hope for her recovery. She had been struggling to find a successful
intervention for many years and the approachsuggesteda new possibility that she
felt was previously unavailable:

Brenda: "First of all therewasthe advert,or the article in the Femail Page
in the Echo [a local newspaper] and it was something that could
actually catch my attention when I was on the slope of where, in
fact, my attention was getting less and less. I was withdrawing
more and more into myself.
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Therapist:So it wassomethingthat stoodout?
Brenda: So this was something that actually was different enough, or
whatever one might want to call it, that would make me actually
take some action, becauseI was in theposition where I
was taking no action... I was on the Prozacfor thefirst time ever,
I'd had to go and see my GP about depression,I had been
diagnosedas being clinically depressed,I didn't much
care about me or anything.... So then it was the coming together
then, it was almost as though I was able to step off the slope,just
across to have a look at what this stuff was, onefoot on."
(Individual closure interview)

Katy alsocommentedhow the outdoorcomponentshadappealedto her:
"Basically the Christmas before I'd probably been at my lowestpoint and I
was really wanting to do something to get out of it, I supposeit's any
help
I was going to take it
It was
that
that
up
came
might
give
opportunity
...
made all the more appealing by thefact that it was outdoors, I wouldn't have
beenso keen to go awayfor a week to a hotel or some intensive therapy or
like
because
it
it centred on the outdoors
that,
was
anything
mainly appealing
I alwaysfelt very awkward but I knew I was going to go ahead and do it. "
...
(Individual closure interview)
From this, it is clear that the novelty of an outdoor adventuretherapy provision may
have affected the women's motivation to engagein therapy. And inevitably a
client's motivation to engagein therapy is an important ingredient for change.
The requirementsof the university's researchethics committee createda feminist
dilemma. The ethics committee had stipulated that participants should

seek

permission from their doctors (G.P.) to take part in the programme (see Appendix
Five for a copy of the ResearchEthics Application). From one
perspective this
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representeda sensibleprotective procedureas people who are suffering from severe
forms of troubled eating may run risk of an increaseof cardiac arrest (Treasure&
Smukler, 1995) and there may have beenother health reasonswhy participation
be
should viewed with caution. However, from the feminist perspectivethe
requirementto ask permission from a G.P. to take part in the programme
demonstratesthe ways in which medical power operatesto take control over
women's lives. It was quickly realised how this requirement for medical permission
impact
the women's experienceof the intervention. The issue of
could negatively
G.P. permission was openly discussedwith the women and actually presentedan
ideal opportunity to identify implications of adopting a feminist approach.
Fortunately, none of the women had any objection to the requirement and no further
problems were experienced.However, this episode served to raise the team's
awarenessof the range of issuesthat had to be dealt with when trying to achieve
feminist principles in practice.

7.4b

The women who participated
The group of six women who finally choseto participate in the programme
including
troubled
presenteda range of
eating,
self-starvation and bingeing/purging
behaviour. Their agesranged between 20 to 56 years old and the actual age of each
woman is not provided as to protect their identity. Each woman had been
experiencing forms of troubled eating for a number of years; four of the women had
been in traditional counselling prior to the intervention.

Giventhe womenhadself-selectedontothe programmethis meantthat somekind
of assessmentto take part was not appropriate. However, information was gathered
from them about their history and related issues(see Appendix Six for a copy of
information sheetwomen were askedto complete). Along with this as part the
of
researchthe women all completed the Eating Disorders Inventory (see Appendix
Two for of a copy of this questionnaire). Table Four provides an overview the
of
scoresfrom each of the eight dimensions of the EDI taken at the beginning of the
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intervention. These scoresindicate the levels of related symptoms,as discussed
earlier (seeChapter Five), any score over 0 indicates that responsesare in the
direction
of that dimension. As can be seenmost women have scores
symptomatic
higher
indicate
higher
0,
the
a
scorerange
prevalencetowards that
over and
(see
Appendix
Four
for
EDI
data
a
copy
of
normative
and what scores
symptom
in
represent terms of clinical presentationof anorexia and/or bulimia nervosa).

Table Four:
EDI Scores at the beginning of the intervention
EDI Dimension

Katy

19
Drive for thinness
Bulimia
16
27
Body dissatisfaction
_Introspection
17
_Perfectionism
14
Interpersonal distrust
2
Introspective awareness 15
_Maturity fears
3

Andrea Jackie Brenda
24
19
27
30
15
15
24
20

3
0
7
10
0
8
3
3

6
15
22
14
4
4
15
2

Maria

Josie

15
4
25
8
5
6
4
1

5
0
14
0
1
0
0
0

Thewomenpresenteda rangeof eatingissues-- includingbulimia andcompulsive
had
Many
taken part in other interventions and two women
the
women
eating.
of
had previously beenhospitalised. From a feminist view point all the differing

felt
for
take
the
to
part
were
reasons choosing
valid -all
women they wantedto
addresssomethingthat relatedto their troubledeating.
For somewomenthe difficulties anddistressassociated
with troubledeatingwere
more prominent than they were for other women. For example Katy and Andrea
had higher scoresacrossa range of the dimensions, suggestinga chronic
presentationof troubled eating. However, these scoresdo not offer an in depth
overview of the women's distressor provide any insight into the different

motivatingfactorsasto why the womenchoseto takepart in the adventuretherapy
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intervention. This information was gleanedboth during the pre-coursemeetings,
from the personal information sheets,personalresearchjournals and interviews at
the end of the programme.
The kind of troubled eating symptoms the women presentedin their journal entries
into
behaviours.
insight
Maria's
thoughts
associated
eating
relating
and
offered
journal entry illustrates how she used food as a way of dealing with emotions and
how she felt continually dissatisfied with her eating. Feeling out of control and
experiencesof guilt were common feelings she experiencedaround
food eachday. She also indicates how her troubled eating was linked to her
`stuffing down' emotions with food:
"The past few weekshave been "out of control" asfar asfood is concerned. I
have been eating loads of "rubbish ", not so much bingeing all at once, but
just eating more than I really need- eating to "stuff down" thefeelings of
feel
hatred,
I
fear,
because
doesn't
then
stress,anger,
anxiety etc, which
work
"stuffed "fat, horrible, angry again and GUILTY!

I keep telling myself that it doesn't matter what weight I amfor the
programme, but I would still love to shed some by April. It will make mefeel
better about myself, more comfortable. (I supposeif I were really truthful, I
being
by
for
1
judged
the way I look the
that
scared
am
of
would say
others,
that's how it always is. I don't want to be that way anymore."
Brenda's journal provides insight into her bulimic behaviour and she also offers
evidence of the associatedemotional dimensions of her troubled eating patterns.
She also points to what was common for many of the women, in that searching for
eating solutions diets and specific eating regimes were common activity as
strategiesfor trying to find ways out of troubled eating. However, it can be argued
that such an activity only servedto reinforce her troubled eating:
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"I put on the TV on and realised as Igot to the end of thefood that I was
putting food in my mouth when some was still in my throat. I then made 2
bagels with very low fat cream cheeseand had a packet of crisps and a pear.
I could only eat one bagel and I then made myself vomit and then a bowl of
had
a coffee. I wanted more but
porridge and raisins with skimmedmilk and
didn't eat and insteadstarted writing myjournal.

I don't knowwhat thefeelings are 1 am experiencing.I feel alone,especially
have
been
American
I
those
watching
one
of
as
shows wherepeople are
`helped'1feel lonely and needyand 1 am saying 'what about me? ' and 'I hurt
too

As I write this I start to well up becauseI havebeenafraid all ofmy life. I
have
by
feel
I
held
I
felt
on
safe.
am
always
guard
anyone....
never
never
I needto eat to make myself big enough to do everything. I needto eat tofill

the lonelinessI feel as everyonegetson with their lives. I needto be big so
that I get noticed andpeople will hear me. I need to eat so I will not die.
I want to break this clay exterior and step out, but I supposeI might be
vulnerable, like a new chick or baby turtle comingfrom its egg and not yet
be
I
I
itselffrom
the
to
to
while
predators.
need
safe
grow. 1 am
able protect
breaking thepast now! 1 am sick of being trapped in it. I want to live.
Having written this text, I decided to look at thefood combinationsplan to
just make an intervention in the eating cycle I have been onforever it seem."

Andrea presentedthe most chronic form of troubled eating, whereby her cognitive
processesabout how she related to food and her body where extremely troubled.
Her journal entries indicate how she was clinically depressedand how she was
experiencing desperationwith trying to cope with her trouble eating:
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"I like myself more when I am thinner. But I worry that my eating will get out
control again. Each day is a battle. At the momentI don't want to go out or
seeanybody. I hide under my waterproof coat - it is big and long. I dread
the summer beingfat. I want to hide awayfrom everyone."
(PersonalInfo Sheet)

"I am disgusting.I can't standmyselfsometimes.My bodyis sopainful to
touch as well - thefat parts are really sore to touch, they hurt and thefatter I

feel.
"
(Personal
Info
Sheet)
they
the
more
painful
get
"Why do I turn to food and eating when 1 am so unhappy? I just can't seem
to help it. I just feel the needto eat, it is a desperatefeeling. It is not a
hungryfeeling becauseyou are sofull up. Thefuller you are the more you
hate
The
I
"
(Journal)
into
myself.
mouth.
more
shove
your
"I have shut myself off from people. I get too depressed. I feel terrible most

feel
have
boring
I
Just
the
time.
confidence
no
and
useless.
anda wasteof
of
dead
"
(Personal
Sheet)
I
Info
I
time.
the
most
of
was
space. wish
From the personalinformationsheetthe womencompletedat the startof the
interventionit is evidentthat eatingproblemsimpactedon their everydaylife in
differentways,for examplewith work, daily activitiesotherthanwork, thoughts,
feelingsaboutthemselves,andpersonalrelationships.For Andrea,the womanwith
the mostchronictroubledeatingindicatedthat her eatingproblemssignificantly
interferedwith all aspectsof her everydaylife all of the time.
Having recruited women to take part in the intervention, concern still remained,
however, for the other twenty-four women who inquired about the programme. As
always, those who do not chooseto participate in intervention programmes
present an interesting group. On the one hand, these figures demonstratethat there
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are a significant number of women who feel they need help and, on the other, it
alerts us to the problem of structuring adventuretherapy provision in a way that
it.
themselves
to
people
avail
enables
of

7.5

Phase Three: adventure therapy residential intervention facilitating a therapeutic change process

7.5.a

Addressing ethical concerns

Initially, the team made a decision, that during the adventuretherapy residential,
they would not encouragethe women to undertake outdoor activities that required a
large amount of energy expenditure.This seemedsensiblein view of the likelihood
that severalwomen would limit their energy intake. (The programme that was
developedin view of this considerationcan be found in Appendix Seven,whereby
the outdoor activities used are describedin more detail). The team made this
decision primarily becausethey were working with a relatively unknown client
group and did not want to take unnecessaryrisks. However, this was an
uncomfortable decision given the feminist approachto adventuretherapy and the
team recognisedhow it risked colluding with a medical and pathological model for
is
disorders.
Indeed,
there
an argument that denying accessto adventure
eating
experiencesbasedon both a medical model and the socially-constructed fears of
working with women with troubled eating, will maintain women's disempowerment
and unnecessarilydeny them accessto adventure and wildernessjourneys. This
seemsparticularly unethical given that these experiencescould provide a fruitful
opportunity to addressmany of the dynamics of the women's troubled eating.
Nevertheless,given that the outdoors is basedon masculine models of development
it is perhapsnot surprising that an issuethat is predominately presentedin women
becomesmarginalised and overlooked.
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De-emphasising food

7.5b

Food intake or weight gain was not encouragedas a goal for therapy, in fact they
during
`de-emphasised'
the programme (seeBurstow, 1992). The women had
were
complete freedom with respectto food intake. The intervention team acceptedthe
women at whatever weight they were and took an approachthat focused on the
meaning and purposeof troubled eating for the women. It was important that the
in
imposed
that
respected
and
no
choices
eating
were
conditions
were
women's
(1993:
126)
"feeling
is
As
Brown
them.
says,
out
of
control
central to the
upon
bulimia,
therapy that takes control away only
and
of
anorexia
experience
exacerbatesthe problem". And somewomen expressedtheir frustration at
had
interventions
focused
that
they
therapeutic
centrally
experiencing
on what
eaten.

"I went to seeoneyesterday and I was very upset becauseI was meant to
for
hadn't
blamed
it
they
turned
they'd
up and
on me
meetsomebodyand
going to the wrong centre, and he came along and he was sitting there eating
a sausageroll whilst we were talking and I mentioned that a lot of problems is
I've beenreally worried about my eating disorder coming back or getting
how
he
heart
did
And
just
today
then
went
much
you eat
worse again.
and my
sank "

(Katy final interview)

During the residential phasemeals were provided at regular times, yet at the same
time it was acknowledgedthat even though food was being de-emphasisedthe
women were likely to have concernsand anxieties surrounding these times. These
anxieties were openly discussedand the women were supported to negotiate meal
times in whatever way they chose.As a group they decided to have a short session
after each meal to discusstheir experiences.In an effort to de-emphasisefood intake
and weight gain, the therapists did not encouragethe women to direct attention to
what they had eatenor evaluate what they would eat at future meal times. This deemphasisingof food impacted upon the women's experienceof the intervention.
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For example, Katy commentedon the relaxed attitudes around food and how
refreshing this was for her:

Katy:

It was "you can come have dinner if you want, you don't have to
comeand have dinner". There was never anyone who asked "have
you eaten today? ". It was all about our feelings, and our selfesteem- if wefelt secure in that situation. And you were so casual
about thefood it was never made an issue.

Therapist: And that was somethingthat really worked with you, was it?
Katy:

Yes,it was great. You treated us like we were people, but when I've
beento counsellors I've felt like they've treated us like people who
don't eat or people who do and therefore they class6 us. 1f 1 say I
lunch,
breakfast,
I
I ate dinner they'd say you're just a
ate
ate
person with an eating disorder.

(Individual closureinterview)
Being awayfrom homealsotook awaysomeof the everyday-to-daypressurethat
the womencould experiencearoundfood. Katy notedthat beingawayfrom home
helpedher asshedid not feel pressuredwith eatingandthuswhilst shewasaway
her eatingwas `a lot moreconsistent'thannormal,asshecomments:
"Generally 1 had breakfast, lunch and dinner, whereas normally if I was at
home I may not eat all day and then binge, or I may only have breakfast and
then apiece of fruit at ten o'clock at night. I think it helped becausewhenever
I eat at home or on my own I'm always scared I won't be able to stop eating,
whereasI know there I'd have the opportunity to overeat a little bit.
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So it did feel more secure becauseI knew I could eat a meal and it would be
OK.... It's strange that eventhough I felt more awkward and I couldn't eat a
lot of tea, it felt better than if I had ate a meal with myfamily, becauseI feel
like they're always watching what I'm eating and they wouldn't understandif
I didn't eat so much, there'sjust this whole pressure at home. I mean there
was a different sort of pressure there."
Alongside Katy's feelings senseof feeling relaxed around food she still had eating
associatedanxieties during the residential and she managedtheseby eating in
secret,as she comments:
"Yes [it made more anxious]. It's a feeling I always have but it was made
feel
I
in
that if I've had a problem I've always
the
always
situation.
worse
had to prove to people who might think I'm being a fraud... It meant 1 ate a
bit more in secret, I mean I could have eaten more at the mealtimesand I'd
havefelt OK with it becauseit was burning it off, so I had to eat a bit more in
secret." (Final interview)

how shecanfind it moredifficult to control
In contrast,for Andreasheexpressed
her eating when away from home becauseshe feels she loses some control over her

eatingassheis not in total controlof what food is available:
"I get more unsettledwhen Igo awayfrom home. Iget confused. I don't like
people cookingfor me. WhenIgo away and have to eat what is cookedfor
me I don 't feel as if I have any control over my eating. I eat too much.
SometimesI make myself sick ifl have eating puddings or bad things when I
am away. " (PersonalInfo Sheet).
"I don't understand why this happensto me, this bingeing and purging
and
hating myself. I wish I understood, Why I get so distressedand
unhappy
when Igo away and I feel as ifl have to eat and eat," (Journal)
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Thesedifferent experiencesof eating illustrate the range of anxieties surrounding
food. In de-emphasisingfood during the programme the aim was that the women
find
felt
in
for
that
them
that setting. At
strategies
comfortable
could
most safe and
had
intentionally
they
the focus of the therapeuticwork,
what
eaten
was
no point
unlessthis was independentlyraised by them. From both the women's and the
team's experienceof the therapeutic working it seemedthat the approach(of defood)
was a successfulcomponent of the programme.
emphasising

7.5c

Facilitating therapeutic depth during activities

During the residential programme it was tempting to think that most, or all, of the
adventuretherapy programme had to be outdoor activity based.Such a traditional
approachwould have put the focus on achievement.Insteadthe team wanted to
createa process-orientatedresidential, in which there was an emphasison
therapeutic change.As suggestedby Peeters(2003: 127) "all too often adventure
activities are taken out of an educational,or even recreational framework, and
presentedand counselledin an almost identical and standardisedway within an
adventuretherapy programme". We were wary about simply taking a
developmental approachand thus combined outdoor activity experienceswith the
setting of therapeutic objectives, and a significant amount of time was spent
processingthe outdoor experiencesat psychological depth. Both before and after
the activities, individual therapy sessionswere provided during the residential.
These sessionsgave the women an opportunity to focus solely on their individual
needsand enable work at psychological depth to be facilitated. In addition the
outdoor activities were facilitated therapeutically as they took place.

The personalaccountsbelow from BrendaandMaria highlight the valueof the
combinationof activity andtherapeuticwork with a therapist. Theseaccounts
highlight how the moretraditionalformsof counsellingintegratedalongsidethe
outdooractivitiesenabledthemto identify personallymeaningfulissuesandthus
makerelevantlinks to someof the underpinningcausesof troubledeating.
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Maria:
"Before the rope work we each had % hour with out individual therapists...
This was extremely useful as quite a bit of "stuff' came up particularly the
knot in my stomachwhich I feel when I get angry. The therapist askedme to
close my eyesandfocus on the knot, and to go inside it and try to describe
what it looked like andfelt like. The image that came to mind was of a
`roaring furnace , which we linked to me feeding thefurnace (anger) with
food'. The sessionendedwith the therapist asking me to think about what it
furnace
take
the
start putting
out. I was able to cry in the sessionwith
would
her. Part of me wanted to do this,for the release and possibly also to let her
know how bad I had beenfeeling. But another part of mefelt veryfoolish and
silly and completely ashamedof myself, but hopefully 1 am beginning to
"let
fine
it
just
have
its
this
to
me,
realising
and
of
part
a good cry
overcome
all go".

(Journal)
Brenda:
"I realise from talking with my therapist that 1 am doing without my share
becauseI'm not sure how much is my share. I will `eatup' others share if
they leave them there when I should (there's that word again - leave them so
that they can have them later. I reckon 1 am needy/greedyor else I would not
have the needfor finishing offbits that other's apparently don't want. I need
to check with my self about what it wants, how much it wants, when it wants it
and then, if it's enough."

(Journal)
7.5.d

Addressing issues related troubled eating through adventure activities
Images of sexual abuseare, for some women, highly associatedwith troubled eating
(Burstow, 1992). Given the strong link between childhood sexual abuseand the
incidencesof troubled eating it was essentialto be sensitive to the use of touch
and
physical contact in our work in the outdoors. In activities where touching was
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involved, as it often is with outdoor activities, it was important to be considerateof
by
have
been
that
experienced the women.
could
past physical and sexual abuse
Consequently,guidelines similar to those usedwith survivors of violence and sexual
helpers
For
neededto obtain the women's consent
applied.
example,
abusewere
before touching, allowing the women to retain control over their experiences(see
Mitten & Dutton, 1993; Webb, 1993). Addressing this relationship between
troubled eating and sexual abusehighlights the complex therapeutic skills required
in managing and working at psychological depth in an adventuretherapy context.

Oneof the objectivesof the outdooractivitieswasto enablewomento developa
body,
their
of
self
and
and of the underpinning
greaterawarenessand appreciation
dynamics of their troubled eating. Hence, some of the outdoor activities were
designedto refer specifically to the dynamics of troubled eating. For example, a
individual
help
journey
to
the
their
was used
women explore
nature-focusedoutdoor
in
relationship with nature, conjunction with their relationship with troubled eating.
In part, this was a way of exploring a relational model of eating disorder through the
processof reconnectingwith nature. This was an important approachto the
programme as it avoided an over-emphasison task- and success-orientated
activities, and actively tried to emphasisethe relational aspectsof the women's
experiences.Art therapy was used in conjunction with this nature activity, providing
the women with an alternative expressivemedium, to help them interpret the
having
important
(see
Hogan,
1997).
It
that,
their
was
made
meaning of
experiences
spacefor creative expression,sufficient time was allocated to addressthe
therapeutic issuesraised during this process. The journal entries below from
Brenda highlights how she made metaphorical meaningsfrom this activity:

"Meanwhile,backat this adventure,I found a thing which wasdeadbut
which had supported life in theform of a lichen. I took it to represent that my
old life was dead and gone, but that new growth had takenplace. If! had a
magnifying glass in microscopesI would see even more life on it as it was
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probably teeming with microscopic creatures. This was the object of how I

felt now.
Whenwe wentfor the second object to represent how we wanted to be on
Friday I could notfind anything as I did not really want to feel different,
however, is this because:

I
a) am scaredof change
feeling of ok-ness
b) I wantto savourthis un-experienced
don't
know
how
feel.
I
to
else
c)
I needto explore this with me therapist. I want to be able that the `stick
....
will get trampled underfoot by everyonein life. I want to change.I want to
"Whoa.
Look at what you are doing to my stick
these
say
and
push
people
Look how you are trampling the life out if it and spoiling its beauty. It has
dry
feeding
live
host,
I
to
the
asparasites
needsand a right
on me.,
until am a
stick too. Do I need to have to wait until then before 1 am left alone and my
lichen can grow? Weill I am not going to let you. Weall have to have
but
life,
for
be
just
But
it
too.
not
our
responsibilityfor
own,
others
must
equitable - give and take.
As I sit here with myjournal at 7.30amI am aware of profound insights into
my life. In particularly, there is X, - which I seeas a parasitic and
polluting. I need to follow this further and will do so. My life must change.
The wheel is turning and I will not be crushed under it. It is inevitable as the
day will pass into night, so my life will pass into
"
.....

(Journal)
When more task-orientatedoutdoor activities were used, it was important that the
dynamics of troubled eating should not be reinforced, for example, by the
women
not being able to listen to their bodies. It is the nature of high perceived risk
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listening
body,
that
they
to
to
the
can
participants
overlook
encourage
as
activities
they tend to require a denial of personalchoice and can, "foster an attitude of
`pushingthrough' one's feelings to get to a `better' place" (Mitten, 1994: 77). In
how
these activities were presentedand
this,
the
team
to
of
was mindful
order avoid
therapeutic support was available throughout all the activities. The staff delivering
the activities were continually mindful of how traditional ways of facilitating may
be inappropriate in the context of addressingwomen's specific needs.For example,
it"
do
"go
were not used becausethey encourageda
you
can
on
commentssuch as
denial of physical self and personalneeds.One activity (a high ropes course)was
determine
how
demonstrated
in
This
to
total
the
silence.
women needed
completed
their preferred way of engaging in the activity. Otherwise there would have beenthe
in
individual
inadvertently
taking
the
away
group
others
control,
and
risk of
feelings
the
of powerlessnessthat are associatedwith the
underlying
reinforcing
developmentof troubled eating.

7.5.e

Video work: developing personally relevant metaphorical meanings

Video work was used as a therapeutic tool to enhancethe therapeutic meaning and
depth derived from the outdoor activities (this technique was also used as a research
method, seeInterpersonal-ProcessRecall in Chapter Five). The women's
back
in
then
the
activities
played
course
were
and
ropes
video
recorded
participation
in individual therapy sessions.With the support of the therapist, the women were
then able to explore in more depth the meaning of the ropes course experiences. In
addition to meeting the researchobjectives, the video work also served to initiate a
processof whereby participants could reflect more fully upon how they viewed and
it
body.
However,
to
their
related
could not be expectedthat the women would
easily let go of their negative body images. As suggestedby Hutchinson (1994: 165)
as women we, "have built our identities around the struggle between ourselves and
our bodies. Letting go of negative body attitudes threatensthe very foundation of
how we seeand construct our lives". Thus, the use of videos was challenging for
some of the women, providing a direct visual image of their body. Hence, they were
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in
if
to,
to
the
they
technique
chose
were
supported
use
and,
working
not pressured
through their concernsabout using it. Three women choseto use the technique. This
highlights how ethical dilemmas needto be carefully consideredin all aspectsof the
image
for
body
it
because
In
that
a
negative
exists
researchprocess. addition, shows
large number of women, the use of video techniquesmay presenta gender issue that
in
be
to
carefully negotiated outdoor experiential programmes.
needs
The women who chooseto use this IPR video technique reported gaining a greater
benefit
issues
for
The
therapy
their
of this
and goals
were.
awarenessof what
feminist
from
and therapeutic perspective,was that the outdoor
a
approach,
individual
that
significance,
meanings
were
of
metaphorical
activities generated
imposed.
In general,the video work enabledthe women to seethe
than
rather
fully,
to
them
them
them
explore
and
more
enabling
metaphorsand expand on
identify individual therapeutic objectives on which to focus during the remainder of
the intervention. One woman, Brenda, who used IPR was able to understandmore
fully what her experienceof the recorded event meant for her. She wrote in her
journal entry at the end of that day how her experienceof taking part in one element
had
(the
low
symbolised a processof rebirth:
enclosednet)
of a
ropes course
"When it was the enclosednet (which I had not realised was enclosed,1
I
I
trapped).
that
could not push out with my elbows sufficiently
was
realised
because
it
this
was
my weight/gravity on my mass
room
and
enough give me
felt
force
As
I
I
it
trapped and
the
than
narrowed
could exert.
was greater
fell
between
I
two
tree
trunks.
able to ask the crew to pull
exhaustedand was
the netting awayfrom the tress to give me room. I wanted to be cut out and it
from
instruction
the instructor was not helpful but
the
encouragementand
and
not unhelpful either.

I wasexhaustedbut had to considermy options. I could try and reverseor I
could try and go on. I decided to try and go on and I took the time with my
therapists assuring me I had `all the time' I needed. Once I had my
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shouldersand armsfree I was OK but exhausted-drained. I carried on
however,and didn't feel as if I waspushing myself but only that it was the
do.
did
final
did
I
thing
the
to
and
not
very
push
notfeel
natural
complete
that was necessaryor that I hadfailed.
The experiencewas a birthing experience. I wanted to get out and I was
trapped. I wanted to be cut out becauseof the harnessand I had to make a
decision to come out under my own steamas others couldn't do much to help,
blame
blame
But
I
I
the
the
than
net.
couldn't
particularly
could
net any more
history!
for
birth.
It
just
my
was my mother
Did I needre-birthing? I think I havejust done that on the ropes. I did it on

my termsand in my time.
WhatI havelearned(at endof day with activities)
1) That I have to trust -I did trust and it was to thefront of my mind
2) That evenwhen we sort out the ground rules (about needing help and
forget
help
OK.
That
is
to
we
sometimes
we
need)
what
ask
3) That sometimesyou just have to feel thefear and do it anyway. Only I

for myself.Trustthat evenif it is difficult and
can do something's
do
I
what it takesto makemesafe.
can
painful,
(Journal)
Brenda, who had been experiencing bulimia for many years, discovered how she
from
herself
demands
free
the
to
excessive
of dependentmembers of
was struggling
her family. As she took part in an outdoor adventureactivity she developed a
clearly felt senseof what that entrapmentmeant for her as she struggled to traverse
a cargo net on a high ropes course. As her weight causedthe net to close round her
she experiencedthe entrapmentcreatedby her family and her binge eating response
to them.
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Another woman, Maria, also reportedthe significance of her experienceof taking
in
part an outdoor activity. The use of IPR was particularly useful as this enabled
her to acknowledgehow shewas becoming more self-acceptingof herself and how
therapeutic changewas in action:
"Today we went on the high ropes I was anxious about it for most of last night
had
let
first
first,
(made)
I
I
thing
this
to
yesterday
morning.
agreed go
and
as
Jackie go first. This was doubly scary, as I could not see how anyone else
had
When
I
(the
fear
I
just
it!
it,
to
the
on
with
get
unknown).
copedwith
of
became
first
"obstacle"
1
`frozen with fear" and could not
the
to
got up
I
backwards
"rooted
I
forwards
the
to
to
spot"
unable
and
go
or
move. was
let
flow
felt
I
first,
but
I
just
them
this
to
then
quite silly at
point.
started cry at
from
for
better
felt
bit
With
I
the
release.
a
support and encouragement
and
the others, I managedto "move on " and complete the course. It was reall
And
I
but
DID
IT!
I
the
what
a
sense
of achievementat
scary,
end. can
help
And
to
the next memberwith the obstacles.
the
was able
conquer
world!
It was worth going through thefeat to feel GREAT!

I then looked back over the 2 videos of the rope work with the therapist
[IPR].. It was a "strange" experience,becauseI felt so much empathyas I
back"
like
had
"
It
"stepped
"Maria
the
around
go
course.
was
and
watched
"distanced myself"from "me ". I have neverfelt this way before, I usually
"cringe" at the sight (or even the thought) of myself on video, usually with
much hatred and self-loathing - but today it was different, nice, comfortable.
I was also able to makesome links betweenall my issuesaround `fear ",
feeling "trapped" etc and my eating behaviour but some of them still need
deeper.
The therapist mentioned about going into the woods and
exploring
"crying" with the emotion of its beauty. Becauseshe struck a chord in me,
the tearsf owedyet again.
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I feel like something is really beginning to happen, things are changing and
for the better. And I feel I amfinally making contact with the "real me", my
"inner strength ", my own healingforces. For me, this trip is proving to really
successfulto now. "
(Journal)
Both of the women's experiencesabove representsignificant therapeuticmovement.
It could be arguedthat it was only the combination of the ropes courseactivity, IPR
interventions
by
therapeutic
the therapist who worked safely at
processand skilled
psychological depth, that the women were able to processthe significant meanings
both
They
the
are
profound examples of what adventuretherapy
of
experiences.
looks like from the perspectiveof clients and their accountsoffer some indication as
to the potential that adventuretherapy has for achieving therapeutic goals and
facilitating psychological growth.
7.5h

Critical feminist incidents

In trying to work in accordancewith feminist ethics the theraputic team recognised
that there were occasionswhen these standardswere not achieved and led to a
negative impact on the women. And in fact the incident describedbelow was
corroboratedby what the woman wrote in her journal. Josie, had a specific health
concern and was currently on medication for high blood pressure. Even though she
had expressedher anxiety relating to this issue,the team for some reasonhad
overlooked this and were not responding fully to her anxieties. Her concerns
accumulatedin her choosing not to participate in one of the ropes course activities.
It was the related events to this specific incident and her experienceof them that
lead to her feeling relatively disempowered. Part of her journal entry for that day
clearly expressesthis:
"When I didn't do things I think my level of self esteemwent down and I felt
bad
quite
about not doing it, probably that's the biggest issuefor me, 1
enjoyed doing things but that were well within my physical capabilities, I felt
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really good about doing them and I really enjoyed doing them, I really
enjoyeddoing things. I think that would be important within the programme,
that people realised that they were really going to be stretchedphysically. I
would have to be very careful, I know the GP signs the things, but I don't
know whether theyjust put their name to something,how well do they really
know their patients, are they going to give them a bit of a check before they
go, I doubt it, theyprobably just sign theform along with all the other things
they've got to sign, I think you'd have to be quite careful.
BecauseI think the consequencesof not doing them, becauseof your level of
fitness and health problems you can't do thesethings, I think it's quite
significant whenyou don't do them, asfar as self esteemgoes and how you
feel about yourself, it's notjust somethingyou can brush off, it's quite
for
your own self esteemand what you get out of the
significant really
programme as well. It's very inhibiting and quite damaging really, damaging
to your self esteem,in hindsight maybeI might havepushed myself a little bit
more. I'm not sure, becauseI know my blood pressure wasn't very good and
high,
I
back
it
when went
was
well not high but it was raised, I had to go onto
stronger tablets, so I would say that people definitely need to check. It
wouldn't be enoughfor the doctor to say yes I'm OK, 1 think if people have
got problems then they need to look into that and they need to think quite
seriously. "

(Journal)
It is clear from Josie's reflections that the team had overlooked the ways in which
the invitation to take part in the outdoor activity was in fact silencing her and
exerting power over her and her body. At one point the instructor in fact told her
`we're going to require her to put on a harnessat least, and to wear the
equipment',
so she spent the time of the activity in a harness.However, there was no need for
any practical or safety reasonwhy this was requested. Furthermore, the
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in
for
disempowerment
this situation were
than
empowerment
rather
opportunities
in
whereby
participation the outdoor activity took priority. Also,
not addressed,
failed
incident
team
to use this as an opportunity to examine
the
the
even after
from
incident
disempowerment,
learning
the
the
so
conceptsof empowermentand
be
further
it
is
for
Josie
this was neither
to
that
and
clear
overlooked
even
continued
intervention.
therapeutic
successful
a woman-centred,or
After this incident happenedthe therapist team consideredways in which they had
incident
back
feminist
look
did
this
to
they
standards
of
at
practice as
not conformed
incident
implications
Interestingly,
the
this.
the
of
on examination
and recognised
linked back to an issuethat emergedin relation to practice - that of maintaining
in
therapeutic
the
practice without adequatesupervision and
ways which
effective
the counselling aspectof outdoor therapy had been mismanaged. This issue is
discussedfurther later in this section, however, in the meantime,to illustrate the
in
dialogue
during
focus
therapeutic
the
team
the
which
of
group
a
concernsraised
this was discussedis provided below:
K: What struck me there is about power, and body and if you think about the

harness.
thing
of
putting
on
a
physical
actual
V- -Andwhat that symbolisesin termsof bodyandpower.
K" That's actually one question I want to ask that's illustrative of it, is how
there were episodes,for example like that, where the body and the way we
body,
impacted
the
so what were the times when the
uponpower with
worked
body becomesdisempowering by the way we worked

...

B: There was another incidence wasn't there, when they were doing an
activity and she didn't want to takepart in to begin with ....
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J." And also she usedher power in not coming. To stand alone in that and not
succumbto thepressure.
V: Wenever used that as a way of looking at issuesdid we, we never drew

that as an opportunityto look at what it meantto be empowered,
what the
dynamics of that was.
B: Quite a lot of the time she wasn't very powerful, she stood aside and she
was very cold, her hands were cold and she was shivering, it was cruel now I
think about it, while everybodywas working. She was doing odd things, like
holding onto ropes when it was necessary,but they were things at the side, it
wasn't central things, supporting others but not in big roles, not standing
there and talking somebodythrough.
J." But if we'd had had the opportunity at the time to analyse like this, we
could have changedsomething there and then. I don't think we looked after
days
for
For
hog,
I
I
I
ourselves.
was shattered
me plunged in, went whole
for
fact
I
in
weeks
afterwards, mentally and physically,
was shattered
afterwards, and I don't think we put enough in there to take care of ourselves
to actually work out what was going on.
B: That would be a difficult thing to do if you have this picture of not having

themand us,becausein order to takecareof ourselveswe actually haveto
havetime away,whichwe did, but that createsus as different.
J.: Maybebecauseit wasresearchwe had to bedifferent.Becausewe have
got a differentagendahaven'twe, we needan outcome,whetherthat's
positive or negative.
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This incident points to the ways in which careful managementof participation in
outdoor activities and its related psychological processesneedto be achieved. It
also alerts us to the ways that the `body' continues to be a site of personal and
how
in
have
immediacy
meaning
psychological
and
supervision could
enabledmore
addressingsuch issues(this issue is discussedlater in this chapter). Even when a
team were actively working with feminist principles the incidents highlight how
coercion can unnoticeably happen.

7.6

Phase Four: The post-residential follow-on and sustaining change

7.6.a

Post-residential therapeutic adjustment

The maintenanceof changeis essentialin knowing how successfulan intervention
is, and is often the areain which researchin adventure therapy is limited.
Examining how experiencesare transferred to everyday life and how changehas
been maintained gives greater insight into the overall therapeuticprocess.
Throughout the intervention the women who had startedexperiencing changewere

be
back
to everyto
they
maintained
concernedandwantingchange
when
returned
day life. Maria raisesthis in her journal mid way through the residential,
"I feel the whole experienceis really helping me to "confront parts of myself
and "let things out/go ". However, I am a little uncertain as to how 1 am
going to "take it all back with me to the real work". I desperatelywant to do
this, but I feel 1 will arrive home on Friday andjust fall into my old patterns
of behaviour. I just hope that ongoing support will be available, else all the
hard work of the week may be in vain. "

(Journal)
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Brendaalsoraisesher concernsabouttransferringthe experiences
to everydaylife,
"All of thesethings that I have addressedandfound in thejourney of
discovery through Adventurous Growth will be difficult to transfer into
everydaylife, but I'm sure if I communicateclearly, explaining my needs,set
for
boundaries
'how
inside
it
the
to
transfer
all'
manual
and
search
my
myself, I will be able to do it. It may be like constructing the MFI wardrobe
be
but
be
it
it
flimsy,
it
time
take
to
a start
will
get
some
right
and
and
may
Thank
feel
I
I
the
you all
can
construct
solid
pine
wardrobe
and
ready...
when
for allowing me to grow andfind the `me' who I recognise but which I thought
was lostforever. "
(Journal)

From an outdoor adventureperspective,Allison's (2000) analysis of post-expedition
life,
dynamics
the
the
to
of
of
adjustmentuncovers some
return everyday
identifying how there is a grieving processupon return from expeditions. He
be
"it
that,
reasonableto understandpost-expedition adjustmentas a
suggests
would
grieving process,perhapsthe grieving of the environment, of the people and the
likely
time
or
most
alone
a combination of theseand other aspectsof
community, of
the expedition experience" (ibid.: 34). From an adventuretherapy perspectivesuch a
grieving processneedsto be examined within the context of the therapeutic
processes.The impact of any transition processmay be a critical factor to manage
when working within a therapeutic setting. For example, the client and therapists on
the residential will have worked hard to develop a therapeutic alliance in the
be
increasedif this
feelings
thus,
relationship, and
of abandonmentcan easily
is
be
This
may particularly significant, in this case,
process not carefully managed.
given the level of depth the therapists felt they were able to achieve in such a short
amount of time.
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7.7b

Maintaining therapeutic change: Participants experience of
Phase Four

The post-residentialfollow-on phasewas comprised of a six-month programme of
bi-weekly, or weekly evening meetings.As the aim of the whole programmehad
been to generateself-supportedhealing in the women, the objective of this phase
had
healing
to
that
the
taken place
to
transfer
that
the
women
ensure
were
able
was
life.
If changeshad occurredthe women would then
to
the
residential
everyday
on
have to find strategiesto maintain change,as troubled eating behaviourswould not
is
immediately.
This
trying
to
necessarilystop
processof
maintain change
illustrated by Maria:
"After residential: I did worry a little bit last week about putting weight on,
as I did eat rather a lot, I haveput about 2-3 pounds on, but am not as
concernedas I would be normally. However, I intend to try and eat when I
hungry,
3
than
set mealtimes,and to watch the quality of myfood
am
rather
hoping
lam
the
than
that I will not experiencethe urge to
rather
quantity.
"stuff myself' with food, as it is no longer necessaryto "stuf down all my
feelings" or to be afraid of "letting out myfeelings and emotions" Anyway,
...
today I haven't focussed onfood as I normally would, and am trying to eat
feel
hungry. I am also aware of the necessityof incorporating some
I
when
exercise into my time. (For healthy reasons,not just weight!) so this morning I
wentfor brisk walk I am go for another one this evening, if the weathers nice
and if I feel I like it!. " (Journal)
Also, some of the women did not want to prolong the emotional strain involved in
working therapeutically, as Katy expressed:
"It becameharder afterwards, in a way afterwards becauseI wasfeeling
pretty good about myself, I didn't want to go back becauseI rememberedhow
emotional it was, I didn't want to go back and bring up all those emotions.
K. Richards
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The other thing is that I was almost like I was happy to go along ignoring the
fact that I have had problems, which I feel really guilty about now, I felt like I
should have supportedyou more ...And at the time I wasn't needingsupport
anyway, I didn't want to risk going back and speaking to counsellors and
dredging it all up."
(Final interview)

The re-adjustmentdifficulties some of the women faced highlight the importance of
boundaries
in
clear
and
contracts,
setting
order to manageindividual expectationsof
adventuretherapy programmes.Also, simply thinking that dramatic changesat the
end of a residential intervention have positive benefits might be an inadequate
Coping
healing.
the
therapeutic
complex processesof
understandingof
changeand
strategies,such as disorderedeating, may, in fact, be reinforced when these
dramatic changesneed to be integrated into everyday life, as was briefly referred to
by one woman after the residential.
Katy:

I think it [my troubled eating] was the same if not a bit worse
initially, becauseI'd lost the security of being in that
environment... I was worse again when I came back without the
support of the group.

(Individual closureinterview)
For Andrea, her experienceafter the residential reinforced her senseof loneliness in
everyday life and her eating seemedto get worse as she found the experienceof
loneliness more difficult to cope with:

"I felt so good to be with you all in the Lake District. I didn't feel at all
stressedand it was such a lovely feeling, I didn't feel any pressurefrom
normal everyday life. It all came back as soon as I got home.

I feel really aloneright now and sinceI cameback Everyoneseemssofar
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away. I miss talking to people who really understandand care and with
similar problems and experiences. I felt positive, full of hope and strong when
I was with you all. I didn't feel stressedor under so muchpressure. Now it
has all come back being here. I don't know what to do, if I can be helped. I
feel so alone and sacred I don't like being me. I wish I wasn't like this. I
feel desperatelyunhappy, my eating is getting worse. "
Andrea's experiencehighlights how her awarenessof the difficulty of her day-today life had been raised as a result of the intervention. She found it difficult to
maintain thesepositive feelings back into everyday life. This raisesa feminist
into
how
her
limited
integrate
her
to
change
social situation
question about
capacity
everyday life. Reading her personaljournal in more detail provided an awarenessof

the difficulties anddistressof normalday-todaylife activities- assoonasshe
returned home thesepatterns of behaviour, thinking and feeling returned.
The ability for participants to maintain therapeutic changeis a key consideration of
any intervention. It becameclear that the opportunities for maintaining change
its
be
lost
to
they
the
of
were not as effective as
needed
and
some
programme
in
discussed
did
is
Although,
(as
the
some of
women
momentum.
maintain change
ChapterEight). there was still a needto have developedmore effective strategiesin
this area. Therapistsrecognisedhow the women may have felt abandonedin some
way, as one therapist comments,

"I think sheexperiencedmeas havingabandonedher at the end. I meanthe
relationshiphad an impactand thentheyjust left. "
The mostideal situationwould be for the individual therapiststo havecontinued
working with the womenin a similar way ason the residential. Giventhat the
therapists had worked at psychological depth this could have been capitalised on
more fully and helped the women in managing the transitions back to every day life.
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As the follow on programme continued it was important to continue the theme of
follow-on
the
period was seenas a time
empowerment
and
consequently
personal
directing
for
initiating,
the
and
women
assume
responsibility
would
more
when
discovered
In
it
that
their
own recovery programme. practice was soon
sustaining
theseobjectives placed excessivelyhigh expectationson the women. In particular
the feminist intention of empowering the women led to too weak a structure for the
defined
demoralising
lack
The
and
structure
of
proved
sessions.
evening
disappointing for the women and affected their ability to transfer the gains made on
the residential to every day life. Most of the women expresseddissatisfactionwith
this stage. For example, Maria commentedhow the group identity became
fragmented:

"But it was all a good experience,it surpassedanything that I could have
disappointing
but
Brathay
the
experience,
was
afterwards
expected, actual
becausethere was talk that there would be something else, it would go beyond
Brathay, it would carry on and we could still keep that feeling that we had
then. But it just flopped.

There was something very spiritual about it and I felt sure we could
...

havetakenthat backwith us and continued.....my expectationwasthat we'd
did,
because
in
thegroup seemedto
the
that
way
we
not
carry on as a group,
disintegrateand drift, we drifted as a group."
(Individual closureinterview)
Katy, commentshow afterthe residentialsheexperiencedheightenedfeelingsof
lonelinessandfound it difficult to adjustwithout the high level of supportand
during
that
the residential:
understanding wason offer
Therapist:And that experienceof support, what happenedto you whenyou got

backof residential?
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Katy:

I felt it wasall gone,I felt disappointedandlet down,I felt that was
just on a course.I couldhavedonewith someoneto talk to a lot of
just felt so strange.
the timereally. Justgoing backto the meetings
Being there was brilliant and then you just get back to reality, but it
seemedevenworse than ever before.

Therapist:And that's really importantto acknowledgethat reality seemed
more difficult after the residential than before. Wasthat because
you'd experiencedsuch extremesupport and understanding?
Katy:

Yes,becauseeveryonewas therefor you. It was quite lonely

It
has
back
You're
gone.
as well.
coming
onyour own,everyone
just takestime to re-adjust I suppose.

(Individual closureinterview)
At the time the womenwereableto describetheir dissatisfactionand,in responseto
their needs,a structuredprogrammewasdevisedarounda seriesof relevanttopics.
The new programmeincludedus all attendinga picnic in an outdoorsetting,
workshop sessionson the development of personal coping skills, an examination of
the impact on our lives of the social construction of the body, planning the creation
of a personalvideo story and a final closure review sessionbuilt around experiential
activities and individual interviews.

Thereis no doubtin the therapeuticteam'smind that the follow-on sessionshadthe
potential to contribute significantly to the women's recovery. A number of them,
however, fell short of achieving this for extraneousreasons.For example, the
purpose of holding a sharedpicnic - to celebraterenewed relationships with the
self, others, the outdoors and troubled eating - was not achievedbecausethe
occasion was not fully therapeutically processedwithin the context of the women's
lives
in
terms of societal influences. Nevertheless,the team learned
everyday
K. Richards
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lessons
from engaging in the follow-on. We learnedthat, whilst the aims of
valuable
feminist practice are undoubtedly essential,achieving them required a progressive
approach,recognising the social and cultural barriers that may impede progress.
Initially, the therapeutic expectationsof the women were too high and, at the
beginning of the follow-on programme,it was important to provide a high level of
both
that
the therapeutic depth worked at during the residential and
reflected
support
the women's continual need for structure. This highlights the difficulty associated
initial
transferring
the
changefrom outdoor experiencesinto everyday life,
with
which may be even greaterwith an adventuretherapy process.Had the team had the
knowledge and resourcesto continue to provide a therapeuticprogramme that
matchedthe women's expectationsand needsin the follow-on period, the whole
adventuretherapy processwould have probably had a greaterimpact on the women
who participated. As it was, the therapeutic impact of the residential was enormous
but, as is the caseso often, the effect was somewhatdiluted once the women
returned to their everyday setting.
During the final closure sessionthe women, when the women were interviewed
one-to-one,identified how they defined personal changeand the ways in which they
thought the adventuretherapy intervention had aided such changeprocesses.For the
women that did not attend this session,interviews took place at other convenient
times for them. The interviews had the dual purpose of helping the women to
review their experiencein more depth, as well as gathering important researchdata
on the ways in which the experiencemight have impacted upon the women's
troubled eating. The women also completed the EDI questionnairefor the fourth
and final time.
7.7

Phase Five: Continuing developments in adventure therapy

The final phaseof the programmeinvolvedsharingthe learningthat wasgained
from the interventionprogrammewith a groupof professionalpeers.The dialogue
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with professionalsalso allowed us as a team to reflect upon the adventuretherapy
had
been
developedand to consider the ongoing developmentof
that
approach
adventuretherapy in a wider professional context. A selection of therapistsand
professionalsoperating in a variety of therapeutic contexts, including the outdoors,
invited
to participate in an adventuretherapy weekend.
were
The feminist, adventuretherapy approachto the weekendwas similar to that of the
residential for the women with eating disorders.The team set a clear agendafor the
weekend, which included an emphasison therapeutic intervention, as distinct from
personal development.The implication of this was that everyone who participated
would be invited to work at a significantly deeppsychological level. It was hoped
that the participants' reflections on the impact of the programme for themselvesand
its relevanceto their professional contexts would deepenour understandingof the
changeprocessesinvolved in adventuretherapy.
The therapists' weekend differed from other parts of the intervention in that men
were involved, which meant that the therapeuticteam had to negotiate feminist
issuesin a mixed gender setting and, thus, this brought gender issuesto the
forefront. As female therapistsworking with men it was noted that we found
ourselvesreacting to the men in ways that were markedly different from the ways in
which we interactedwith the women in the outdoor adventure setting. We were
more hesitant in trying to facilitate their processingof the experiencesand, in
general, we stayed a greaterpsychological distance from them. Overall, working
with a mixed group meant we had many more complex processesto critically
evaluate as we tried to managean adventuretherapy processand addressgenderprojected thinking (seeBonds-White, 1996).

A numberof additionalissueswerehighlightedduringthe weekend.Althoughthe
aim wasto work at a level of psychologicaldepth,someparticipantsfound it safer
to pushemotions(like fear) out of awareness
asthey engagedwith what canbe
K Richards
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high-risk
as
perceived
activities, such as the `PamperPole'. Thesereactions gave an
opportunity to observethe defencesused by participants to reduce the impact that a
full engagementwith the outdoor adventureactivities could produce. Severalof the
found
themselvesuncomfortable with the notion that, as therapists,
also
participants
it is a professionally appropriateexpectationthat they should engagein their own
developing
of
self-awarenessand personal growth. Thus, some of those
process
who came from the worlds of developmenttraining, occupational- or cognitivebehavioural therapy had difficulty with the expectation that they should engagewith
activities in a way that was personally meaningful rather than using a goalorientated, or task-accomplishmentapproach.The tendencyto cheer people on and
encouragethem to accomplish tasks conflicted with the more therapeuticapproach
of enabling people to experiencethemselvesfully in the novel settings.
Therapeutically, the aim was to help participants focus on their own processas they
engagedwith an activity and to engagein depth with the meaning that the activity
had for them. It was important for participants to use the outdoor activities in ways
that they found most growthful, rather than being chivvied into achieving targets set
by others. All of theseissueshelped to distinguish the unique featuresof the
adventuretherapy processas describedearlier, from other forms of outdoor
experiential learning. It becameclear that the acceptanceof this personal therapeutic
approachwill be essentialfor future developmentsof adventuretherapy.
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Chapter Eight:
The women's experience:
The evidence for psychological change
8.1

Chapter Overview

Having provided some analysis of the implementation of the intervention this
chapter will now consider more fully the women's direct experiencesfrom a
It
perspective.
will examine what impact the programmehad on the
psychological
in
identified
did
impacts
i.
lead
to
ways
any
women and what
sustainedchange- e.
the intervention work? An initial overview of changeidentified from the data
analysis of eachwoman's experiencewill be discussed. As part of this, the scores
acrosseachdimension of the Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI) are also examined.
The chapter then examinesthe key therapeutic ingredients that, from the women's
perspectives,were presentduring the intervention, highlighting the ways in which
theselead to any identified psychological growth. In conclusion, the chapterwill
provide an overall assessmentas to the potential adventuretherapy may have as an
intervention for troubled eating for women.

8.2 An overview of change

TableSeven(below)providesan initial overviewof the waysin which changes
wereevidentfor eachwoman. As canbe seenthe womenhada rangeof presenting
problems,alongwith differing evidenceandperceptionsof change.In the longer
term key componentsof a successfulinterventionfor womenwith troubledeating
arechangesin attitudestowardsfood, eatingbehavioursandpatterns,and
developinga morepositivebodyimage. Therewasevidencethatthe intervention
madea positiveimpacton suchbehavioursfor four of the six women.
The evidence in Table Seven is drawn from a range of data
collection methods (as
in
noted the table and discussedin Chapter Five). The scoresacrosseach dimension
x. xicnazas
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of the Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI) offer further triangulation of the qualitative
data; in fact the changeson the dimensionsof the EDI corroboratedwith how the
detailed
their
troubled
accountsof change.
presented
eating
along
with
more
women
So although the scoresfrom the EDI are not statistically examined,they provide
data
help
they
to monitor changeacrossa range
valuable
especially
as
point,
another
identified
Five)
dimensions.
As
(see
Chapter
any score over
previously
of related
indicates
dimension
some tendency towards that symptom, and
on
any
zero
for
is
higher
tendency
the
the
that
the
score
more clinically significant
obviously
that woman. Also, it would have been useful to have had EDI scoresfrom the
in
in
intervention
before
have
taking
the
to
confidence
part
more
women sometime
what the scoresrepresent.
There are gaps in some of the women's accounts,in that more researchdata were
bias
danger
is
from
As
of
a result, there a
somewomen and not others.
collected
(i.
is
have
data
data.
lot
by
Where
the
e.
missing
most
a
of
created experienceswhich
for Jackie becauseshe chosenot to complete some of the methods) therapist
observationsare used for further triangulation. It could also be arguedthat those
disclose
had
to
more
who
experiencedmost change/ormost motivated changemight
of their day-to-day experiences. However, this was not the casein this study Andrea who did not offer evidence for any sustainedchangeactually wrote the most
detailed researchjournal.
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8.2a

Maria: An overview of change

Maria presenteda range of troubled eating behaviours. These included out of
control eating and overeating, managing feelings by troubled eating, a high level
of body dissatisfaction and a negative self-image. When askedas to whether
she had noticed any particular signs of changeas a result of Brathay she made
strong claims that the intervention had reducedher troubled eating:
"Definitely there has been. Going back to thefood, there's a definite

change,becausebeforeBrathayI wascaughtup in a battleof constant
near-starvation, dieting, starving, and then obviously being hungry I
wanted to binge and I am not doing that as much now.
Well I'm not bingeing so much becauseI'm not starving. I still feel
....
that I'm eating too much, but I enjoyfood. I still usefood to comfort me
but it's not as bad, not as desperate,and I have given myself more

food
is concerned."
to
permission relax where
(Individual closureinterview)

A key aspectof beingableto reduceher troubledeatingwasthat shebecame
moreacceptingof herselfandexperiencedfewerassociatedfeelingsof guilt
with eating.
"Oh yes [quite a moveforward becauseit takessucha load offl. I still
give myselfpermissionto eat somethingwhen1'mfeeling stressed.There
was an example in work a couple of days ago, I just got myself into a bit
of a state and the stomach was all knotted and myfirst thought was right,
I'll go and get a bar of chocolate. In thepast I would have been
really
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angry with myselffor havingfelt like that or I would havegone and got
the chocolate and then I would have beenovercomewith guilt. But I
recognised the needfor the chocolate and where it was comingfrom, it
was related to the stress and I thought sod it, let's go and have a bar of
be
like
done
There
but
it.
it
chocolate and
with
was guilt,
wasn't anything
it has been in thepast. So that's a definite sign of changefor me."
(Individual closure interview)
A key changefor Maria was an increasein her self-esteem,where her focus
moved away from managing her troubled eating to considering how to empower
herself. There are many examplesin her journal and individual closure
interview of how she becamemore self-accepting and positive about whom she
hinged
less
became
Her
upon her body image, whereby she
was.
self-esteem
be
to
was able
more acceptingof who she was and thus her self-undermining
cognitions reduced:

"I feel moreconfidentaboutmyself,in myself,morepositiveaboutmyself.
I still get thefeelings that 1'm uselessand worthless,but I'm changing,
I'm looking at myself diferently. "

(Individual closureinterview)
As the adventuretherapy progressedMaria was able to accessher own inner
resources:

"I feel like somethingis really beginningto happen,thingsare changing
andfor the better. And I feel I amfinally makingcontactwith the "real
me", my "inner strength") my own healing forces.

(Journal)
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In understandinghow thesechangesoccurred for Maria, an extract from her
journal offers a glimpse into the processof changethat occurred for her. Here
how
describes
shewas becoming self-aware of what maintained her
she
troubled eating and she was able to gain strength and compassionfor herself
through self-expressionand self-acceptance.Consequently,her self-esteem
becameless tied up in her body image:
"On last day of residential: I havejust beenreading the entryfor 2
March, 1 am aware that myfeelings of physical self-consciousnesshave
not beenan issuesat all on the programme. It seemsmy selfconsciousnesshas been to do with "what's inside me" and now what's on
the outside. I hope I can take this back into the "real world" with me.
It's beenthefear of "letting go " of what's inside and thefear of letting
anything or anybodyget inside me. But this week hasproved to be a
breakthrough, and I have let lots of "stuff ' out, and taken in lots of "new
stuff'. I have cried so much, shown myfeelings and emotions to all of the
front
in
others - me crying
of twelvepeople - and it was OKAY! "

(Journal)
It was evident that Maria was experiencing changesand the experiencewas
transformational for her:

"It waslike a turningpoint in my life, definitely it wasa big turning
...
point for me,the wholeexperience,in termsof personalgrowth and in
terms of eating as well. "

(Individual closureinterview)
"I feel not a completely different person but much different to the person I
wasjust before the residential. "

(Individual closureinterview)
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And given these changesshehad a more positive outdoor look on life:
"And to think that two weeksago I was so low, that I wonderedwhat the
lonely
felt
had
felt
I
I
I
to
so
nothing. But
point was anything.
and afraid,
now I have hope, and newfriends, new confidenceand whole new outlook
on life and newplans and goals. "

(Journal)
"In general I amfeeling quite happy,positive, hopeful and excitedfor the

future -I think I'm finally beginningto live! "
(Journal)

The scoresfrom the measuresof the EDI correlated with the way in which
Maria describedher experience. At the beginning of the intervention shewas
towards the upper limit for Drive for Thinness and above the upper limit of
Body Dissatisfaction on the mean scoresof the normative date for anorexia
had
Immediately
EDI.
the
the
these
the
at
end
of
residential
scores
nervosaon
fallen
for
(see
Six
Her
had
Table
comparison
a
of scores).
scores
now
reduced
data
for
the comparison group of college women
the
normative
within
meansof
(seeAppendix Four for an overview of EDI normative data). This indicates a
substantial reduction in her clinical symptoms from baseline.
In fact the intervention, although not as significant as the dimensions of Drive
for Thinness and Body Dissatisfaction, had some impact on all the other
dimensions. In terms of sustaining changethe scoresindicated that
her.
for
However, the scoreson Body
maintenanceof changewas evident
Dissatisfaction alert us to a possibility that over time body dissatisfaction is
increasing,
it
longer
but
term
slowly
without
measures is difficult to ascertain
whether body dissatisfaction had maintained stability or not. For Maria the
from
the EDI, along with the qualitative data, provide evidence to
scores
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suggestthat the adventuretherapyinterventioninitiatedsignificantchangeon
key dimensionsrelated to troubled eating and worked in many different ways.
Table Six:
Maria: Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI): An overview of change in
scores from beginning to end of the intervention (a total of 9 months)
EDI Theme
First

Time point duri n intervention
7 months

meetingat
Beginning

Endof

2 months

after

residential

after

residential /

EDT Normative Data
EDI
EDI

Normative Normative
Data for

Data for

College
Women
Group

residential at the end
anorexia
of the
nervosa
intervention

of
intervention
Drive for
thinness

15

2

1

2

11.3 ±7.0

5.5 f 5.5

Bulimia

4

1

0

0

1.8 +3.5

1.2 f 1.9

Body

25

6

7

9

11.9 ±7.9

12.2 # 8.3

Ineffectiveness 8

1

2

0

11.4-+8.4

2.3

Perfectionism 5

2

0

2

8.9 ± 5.3

6.2 ± 3.9

Interpersonal
distrust

6

2

1

0

6.9 ±5.3

2.0 ± 3.1

Introspective

4

0

0

0

9.2

3.0 f 3.9

1

0

2

0

4.8 15.1

dissatisfaction

awareness
Maturity fears

8.2b

-+6.9

-+3.6

2.7 t 2.9

Brenda: An overview of change

Brenda startedthe intervention having experiencedtroubled eating for many
years, specifically bulimia. She had undertaken counselling at different stages
of her life, but had not found a way to successfully intervene her bulimic
behaviour. During and after the intervention Brenda identified changesin a
range of different ways. After the intervention, troubled eating did not
dominate her life as much as it did before the intervention it was no longer the
core of her senseof self. Instead thoughts and feelings associatedwith troubled
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eating had shifted to a place within her self that were less consuming and more
accommodatingfor other parts of her self-structure and this she had reduced
obsessedthoughts about eating:

"My wholelife hasbeenfocusedon the eatingand that it isn't now,and
yet I still want to be slimmer andfitter. But even that is not an
obsessionalthing.
Yesit was central [troubled eating], whenever1 was mapping out my
...
life and problems, eating would have taken up most of thepage and there
would have beenaround the edge little bits squeezedin type of thing.
Becausethe eating was the thing, I was convinced that it was the eating
that neededthe treatment, that change neededto befocused on. And I
supposein someway that is a stigma with change really, thefact that
although it's still there and a lot of it will be old habits die hard as well, it
doesn't seemto be the most important thing, or evenas though it is
deal
have
I
to
with. "
something
The intervention clearly provided Brenda with a sensethat she was undergoing
psychological change. She was learning how to tackle relationships with others
more effectively and she seemedto be spending less time thinking about eating
and related troubled behaviour:
"Somehowor other I've got an innatefeeling that all theseother things
that are being changed in my life, that 1 am changing in my life, that

there'san inevitability to thesechangesoccurring,so it's to do with
relationshipsand how I conductmyselfand aboutlearning to be me,all of
thosethings,that its inevitablethat the eatingwill changeand it's almost
as thoughsomehowor otherI'm so secureabout that that I don't even
have to consider it, I don't have to take it off the shelf...
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Before I felt the eating dominated me, but I don't feel as though I'm
dominating it, so if in looking at whether it was of thepage, ff I think of
thepage being on a table, then the eating is somewhereacross the table
front
I
"
far
is
in
table.
the
the
the
sit
at
of
me
as
corner,
and
page
on
(Individual closure interview)

Brenda's experiencealso seemedto be profound in the sensethat it was a
turning point in her life. Before the intervention she suggeststhat she denied
her emotions and feelings, and did not feel that motivated for change(although
level
intervention
in
did
have
the
to
take
of
some
part
so she
she was motivated
intervention
her
life
After
the
outlook
on
was very much more
motivation).
her
inner
had
been
to
that
resources
would enable
able access
positive and she
to effectively work towards ongoing change:
"Well where I was talking before about turning in on myself, I have
flower
dying
in,
its
image
or
something
closing
of a
and petals
almost an
but now I feel it's the entire opposite, it feels as though it's much more
healthy,
it's
it's
that's more thefeeling
that
strong and
outward,
feeling.
done
be
before
this
to
rather wilting and nothing could
compared
I'm aware I supposethat things can be done and that 1 can do them. I
think that bit of it comesreally from the Brathay experience,it was the
do
becoming
finding
bit,
it
the
things,
also
courage
aware
was
courage
that that was something that was intrinsic, it waspart of me anyway, I just
didn't know it was there It was about W. I found the courage in my
...
higher self.

SoI supposereally the analogytherewould be aboutrather than it just
....
beingthisflower that wasclosingup and wasdying it wasalso aboutthe
soil it was in and the lack of nurturing, the water, the things that were
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feels
like
help
But
it
it
there.
to
to
now
not just the
needed
grow weren't
flower but theplant and the soil is healthy, vigorous. "

(Individualclosureinterview)
Brenda seemedto have identified her ability to initiate changeand this had
in
had
find
because
in
her
been
`courage'
to
about,
own
words,
she
able
came
herself, enabling her to have an increasedsenseof self-belief and selfher
inner
thus
access
own
resources:
recognition, and
"... 1 think that I really neededthe courage to do the things that I've done
in terms of life changes
So I supposedefining the change which has occurred with
.....
Adventurous Growth would be really that it has beenmajor change, but it
hasn't felt too uncomfortable really and it was to do with Adventurous
Growth enabling me to find something within myself to do that. So
instead of me having people outside belaying, I realised that it was
belay.
"
inside
that
could
me
something

(Individual closureinterview)
Overall, her experiencewas very much a cathartic one:
"... I do very muchfeel that it was cathartic, so that was something that
have
happened
don't
hadn't
I
if
that
think I
the
change,
actually affected
been
have
where I was, becausewhere I was on a downhill
would
even
slope really. "

(Individual closureinterview)
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Shortly after the residential Brenda also commentedon how she was putting
learnt
into
skills
practice:
newly
"I am surprised at how I am dealing with life by constantlyputting into
place the adventurousgrowth principles. I looked at the task I was
fearful of, ascertainedwhat was required of me,put into place the support
I
I neededand steppedforward
isfast and I am safe
the
carabineer
....
...
I
be
harmed
I
cannot
as am now sure of my own power and centeredness.
do
have
longer
to rely on others in most situations
afraid and
not
am no
for my well-being and safety. Thankyou A. G !"
(Journal)

The scoresfrom the measuresof the EDI correlated with the way in which
Brenda describedher experience. At the beginning of the intervention she
for
highly
Body Dissatisfaction, Bulimia and
on
measures
particularly scored
Ineffectiveness. Immediately at the end of the residential these scoreshad
dramatically reduced (seeTable Sevenfor a comparison of scores). In fact
bulimic symptomsappearedto have been nearly completely eradicatedand this
been
7
later.
have
The score on the
to
maintained
months
changeseemed
dimension of Body Dissatisfaction had also reduced at the end of the residential,
however, over time the score for this dimension slowly rose again and after 7
it
beginning
to
the
similar
at
of the
what was
months was pretty much
intervention. This suggeststhat although after an initial high impact on this
difficult
level
found
it
Brenda
to
this
of change.This raises
sustain
score
interesting questions about how to maintain a positive body image in a society
that regulates what the ideal body image is.

Although not assignificantasthe changeon the dimensionsof Drive for
Thinnessof Body Dissatisfaction,the interventionseemedto alsohavesome
impacton all the otherEDI dimensions. Her lower scoresafter the
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intervention indicate how she has reducedbelow the meansfor patients with
bulimia nervosaas presentedin EDI normative data By the end of the

interventionher scoresfell within the meanscoresfor the comparisongroupof
body
from
dimension
dissatisfaction
(see
the
women
apart
of
college
Appendix Four for an overview of EDI normative data). This suggestsher
from
baselinehad reduced. In terms of sustaining change
symptoms
clinical
these scoresindicate that maintenanceof changewas evident for her, however
as noted above maintenanceon some scoresproved difficult (i. e. body
dissatisfaction and drive for thinness). Overall, the scoresfrom the EDI, along
with the qualitative data, suggestthat the adventuretherapy intervention had

for
Barbara,
her
bulimic behavioursseemedto
especially
as
provedsuccessful
have nearly been completely eradicated.
Table Seven:
Brenda: Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI): An overview of change in
scores from beginning to end of the intervention (a total of 9 months)
Time point durin g intervention

EDI Theme

7 months

2 months
First meeting End of
after
residential after
at beginning
residential
residential / at the end
of intervention
of the
interventio

EDI Normative Data
EDI
EDI

Normative
Datafor
Bulimia
Nervosa

Normative
Datafor
College
Women
Group

15.0 f 5.0

5.5 ± 5.5

6

0

2

n
0

15

1

0

2

10.8 f 5.4

1.2 f 1.9

Body
22
dissatisfaction

9

14

21

17.9 ±7.9

12.2 f 8.3

Ineffectiveness

1

6

2

11.0 ± 7.5

2.3 : 3.6

Perfectionism 4

3

8

4

8.8 ± 4.8

6.2 ± 3.9

Interpersonal
distrust

4

1

5

1

5.3 ± 4.5

2.0 t 3.1

Introspective

15

2

3

2

11.1 * 6.8

3.0 t 3.9

2

3

0

1

4.4 t 4.6

2.7 t 2.9

Drive for

thinness
Bulimia

14

awareness
Maturity fears
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8.2c Katy: An overview of change
Katy presenteda range of troubled eating behaviours, including bulimia. She
had previously received psychiatric treatment for these associatedsymptoms.
Shehad also been to counselling previously, and as noted earlier, she had not
interventions
experienced
previous
as successfulas they seemedto
necessarily
how
treatment
on
a
which
medical
model
concentrated
and
operate
on what
much she ate.
Katy's changeswere not as significant as those identified by both Maria and
Brenda. There was some evidencethat the intervention did have a positive
impact on her acrosscertain dimensions and that she had a positive experience
during
her
Mainly,
felt
intervention
the
enabled
slight
changes.
she
which
felt
in
and
she
more comfortable with eating:
eating normalised someway
"Well my eating pattern did change [during the residential] becauseI
wasn't at home, it was totally different to how I would eat at home.I think
it did make me realise that 1 could eat relatively normally, eat three meals
"
day,
felt
I
comfortable.
a

(Individual closureinterview)
For Katy the processof changewas still very much rocky at times, but her
troubled eating behavioursdid seemto reduce in some way. She commented
that shortly after the end of the residential her troubled eating had been the least
problematic since it had startedmany years earlier;

"After the residential,a coupleof monthsof er, wasprobably the bestI've
beensincethe wholeeatingdisorderstarted "
"Well it was initially worseor the samebut thenit did get
better...sometimesI evenforgot I'd got a problem with my eating,I could
eat threemealsa day and notfeel bad aboutit and wouldn't think about
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running to the toilet and 1 wouldn't be counting every calorie and thinking
I'd got to go for a walk for two hours or whatever."
(Individual closure interview)
What seemedto be of greatestvalue for Katy was an increasedlevel of selfconfidence and more positive feelings about what she could achieve.This
enabledher to take action as she felt more equipped to make positive choices
about her life:
"I know it did give me a lot more confidence in myself becauseI
remember up until Christmas I wasfeeling really good about myself but a
lot of that camefrom that week It's only since then that I've had those
morepositive feelings about myself."
"I know that myfeelings about myself were a lot different, I felt good
about myself, I was happy about the relationship I was in and I suppose
my whole situation was better, I was doing things, I was applying for

had
I
university,
moreof an idea of whatI wantedto do.
It has given me the support and the confidence in myself to go ahead and
do something like that. The reason I've never done something before is
becauseI haven't got friends to go with, I've never had the confidence to
go andjoin a group. "

(Individual closureinterview)

The residentialseemedto offer Katy a chanceto reflect on her currenttroubled
eating and give her some tools to consider how to get out of the cycle of
troubled eating, as she comments:
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"I think I wasdesperateto get out of that cyclebecauseI realisedit
wasn't getting me anywhere, but I think the residential gave me a lot of
the tools to do it, even if it was subconscious,becausea lot of it was, but it
did give me a lot more confidence."
(Individual closure interview)

Her increasein confidence seemedto then motivate her to make positive
life:
her
about
choices

"So now I'm looking for experiencesthat will help me in life, things that
I'll enjoy doing. "
(Individual closure interview)
It is important to note that Katy did not complete a researchjournal, so there is
limited insight into the day-to-day impact of the residential, or ongoing
experiencebeyond the residential phase.

The scoresfrom the EDI dimensions (seeTable Eight) suggestthat Katy
sustainedvery little changeacrossthe dimensionsmeasured. Her scores
remained in the upper limit of the meansof normative data for combined eating

in the EDI (seeAppendixFourfor an overviewof EDI normativedata).There
was someindicationthat at the endof the residentialbulimic behaviourswere
reducedslightly for Katy, which reflectedwhat shesaidin her interview- the
differentenvironmentfrom her everydaylife madeit easierfor her to avoid
bulimic triggers. However,in returningbackto everydaylife, over time, her
bulimic behaviourreturnedto its usualpattern. Katy's troubledeatingwas
morechronicthanmostof the otherwomen(herscoresrepresentthe upperlimit
of the meansof normativedatafor combinedeatingdisordersin the EDI), so
similarly to Andreashemay haveneededa longeradventuretherapy
interventionto initiate sustainedchange.
ic. Klcnaras
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Table Eight
Katy: Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI): An overview of change in scores
from beginning to end of the intervention (a total of 9 months)
ED[ Theme

Time point duri n intervent ion
First
7 months
End of
2 months
after
meeting at
Beginning
residential after
residential /
of
residential at the end
intervention
of the

EDI Normative
Data for
Combined Eating
Disorders

intervention
Drive for
thinness

19

20

17

14.5 f 5.5

Bulimia

16

7

16

10.5t 1.2

Body

27

27

27
Q'aire not
completed

dissatisfaction

16.6 f 12.2

Ineffectiveness 17

19

19

11.3 ± 2.3

Perfectionism 14

18

13

8.9 t 6.2

Interpersonal
distrust

2

4

7

5.8 12.0

Introspective

15

18

19

11.0 f 3.0

3

5

3

4.5 ± 2.7

awareness
Maturity fears

8.2d

Josic: An overview of change

Josiearrivedat the programmehavingspentmanyyearspersonallyaddressing
her troubledeating. Shehadnot previouslybeenin counselling,but hadtake
inspirationto tackleher troubledeatingfrom the earlierfeministmovementin
in
bodies
to
the 1970s,as she explains:
relation women's

"I don't know,becauseoverfifteen yearsI still can't tell you I did this or
I did that and that's what made it change,I don't really know quite how it
has changed,I don't really understand it myself, I can't pinpoint
anything. The thing that started to change thingsfor me was Orbach's
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Fat is a Feminist Issue, not becauseI agree with everything that sheput in
it, but becauseit was revolutionary at the time, and that did make me look
at things in a different way and that did help me at the time."

(Individualclosureinterview)
It seemsthat her changestartedby having her consciousnessraised about
feminist perspectivesto eating and the female body, and this initiated a
in
her
troubled eating and body dissatisfaction. Given her previous
reduction
for
her
participation in the programmewas not
experiences motivation
necessarilyabout engaging in a changeprocess,but insteadit was about
is
had
in
her
life
(one
this
the
already made
changesshe
reinforcing
could argue
in fact a processof changeas it has related psychological processesand
had,
her
Given
the
goals
she
motivation for taking part in the
outcomes).
different
in
to the other women participating. She
some
way
programmeswere
wanted to establishwhether the previous change she thought she had made in
in
fact
Thus,
had
been
to
troubled
was
now
eating
stable
and
relation
sustained.
from her point of view her experiencewas more about reinforcement of change,
itself.
in
From
direct
than
this perspective she felt that from the
change
rather
a
intervention she gained the reassurancethat she wanted about her ongoing
from
troubled eating:
recovery
"Reinforced changedlike I said before, it must have taken me about
fifteen years to turn my troubled eating around andfind other coping
So
going up to Adventurous Growth was a new experienceand
strategies.
it was awayfrom home, there was nothing familiar there, I was with a
didn't
I
really know, having only met them really briefly,
group of women
and it was certainly going to highlight whether I had left a lot of my
troubled eating behind or not. I mean it would have been a classic
situation for me where I probably would have turned to food in order to
cope, and I didn't, so really I would say it underlined this metamorphosis
if you like, in myself, that's takenplace over all theseyears. "

(Focusgroup)
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It seemedthat for Josie she felt empoweredbeing part of a women's group and
that the experienceoffered her reassurancein being able to manageher troubled
eating in more stressful situations. However, she felt that she could have
benefitted from a greater focus on relationship with her body image, suggesting
that this was still an areain which she had some level of distressand was
fully:
to
motivated addressmore
"I didn't think about eating that much when I was up there, and I didn't
lot
feel
body
image,
issues
touched
that
a
on
we
actual
eating
really
or
becausebody image is something that is one of my, maybehang ups is too
but
I
Maria
think
said it. I still have this thing of
strong a word now,
looking in the mirror every morning and turning this way and that way
and I'm still maybeover careful about what I wear and what I feel that I
look in that. I seeother people who are bigger than me who are wearing
things and I think I'd never wear anything like that, I just wouldn't be
body....
So we didn't really addressthat....
to
that
part of my
able show
Yes,it could have been,just becausethat is one thing that still plays on
my mind. I still can't be one of thesepeople that say I don't give a shit,
I'm going to wear what I want."
(Individual closure interview)
Josie's EDI scoresreinforce her motivation for taking part in the programme
(seeTable Nine). She scoredzero on five of the EDI dimensions (Bulimia,
Interpersonal Distrust, Ineffectiveness,Introspective Awareness,and Maturity
Fears),relatively low scoreson two of the dimensions (Perfectionism and Drive
for Thinness), and scored somewhathigher on only one dimension (Body
Dissatisfaction). Thesescoresfit the meansof the normative data for the
comparison group of college women on the EDI. This indicates that Josie
presentedwithout clinical symptoms at baseline (see Appendix Four for an
overview EDI normative data). Her EDI scoresare also illustrative of the fact
she had overcome many of her troubled eating behaviours prior to the
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intervention and that she was not looking for changeacrossmany of the
dimensionsidentified on the EDI. Given this, it is not surprising that signs of

dimensions.
is
EDI
There
the
are
not
evident
across
of
most
one
change
dimension - body dissatisfaction- that indicates some changehad taken place.

This wasthe dimensionthat Josiewasmosttroubledabout,which alsomatched
how shedescribedher.
Table Nine
Josie: Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI): An overview of change in scores
from beginning to end of the intervention (a total of 9 months)
EDI Theme

First

Time point dur ing intervent ion
7 months

EDI

meetingat
Beginning

Endof
2 months
residential after

after
residentialI

of
intervention

residential

at the end of
the

Normative
Datafor
Comparison
Group of

intervention College
Drive for
thinness

5

3

1

2

Women
5.5 t 5.5

Bulimia

0

0

0

0

1.2 t 1.9

Body
dissatisfaction

14

8

7

7

12.2 t 8.3

Ineffectiveness

0

0

0

0

2.3 ± 3.6

Perfectionism

1

3

0

0

6.2 t 3.9

Interpersonal
distrust

0

0

0

0

2.0 13.1

Introspective

0

0

0

0

3.0 ± 3.9

0

0

1

1

2.7 ± 2.9

awareness
Maturity fears

8.2.e

Jackie: An overview of change
Jackie had different reasonsfor taking part in the programme and these were
least similar to all the other women. Jackie's troubled eating was related to her
early childhood experiencesof basic neglect (i. e. not being fed adequately),
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Jackie struggledto eat and take care of herself, and in someway her troubled
in
eating was sharp contrastto the way the other women's troubled eating
manifesteditself. Although it was not possible to gather all the researchdata
for
is
Jackie
little
there
thus
and
required
very
associateddata for analysis, as
she only completedthe EDI questionnaireand took part in using IPR, change
was still evident. Therapistscan easily recall moments of changewhen she
used IPR following participation in ropes course activities - she moved from
`I
do
it'
facing
to
saying
can't
challengesand then being able to say
repeatedly
`I can do it' - which indicated changesin her cognitive self-belief patterns. At
the end of the programme shejoined an expedition group and went on a3
month outdoor expedition to a remote part of the world. She also initiated
ongoing personalpsychotherapyafter the intervention. Thesecan be seenas
positive outcomesfrom the programme and reflected her motivation for taking
her
life.
in
action
positive
Jackie's EDI scores,match how she presentedher troubled eating. For Jackie
some associatedsymptoms of troubled eating were apparent,but they were not
as chronic as they were for the other women -- her scoreswere relatively low for
those that she did indicate a tendency towards (see Table Ten). In comparison
with the mean scoresof normative data from the EDI she didn't present
symptoms of either anorexia or bulimia nervosaand her EDI scores
predominately fell with the meansof the comparison group of college (see
Appendix Four for an overview of EDI normative data for both of these forms
of eating disorder). There were some minor changesevident on dimensions at
the end of the residential (e.g. reduction in Ineffectiveness and Interpersonal
Distrust). There was also one score- Introspective Awareness which was
significantly higher at the end of the residential. The therapeutic explanation for
this is unclear, and it could have a variety of explanations.
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Table Ten:
Jackie: Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI): An overview of change in scores
from beginning to end of the intervention (a total of 9 months)
EDI Theme

Time point durin
First
meeting at
Beginning of
intervention

End of
residential

interventi on
7 months
2 months after
after
residential !
residential at the end of
the

EDI
Normative
Data for
Comparison
Group

intervention College
Women
5.5 -15.5

Drive for
thinness

3

3

4

Bulimia

0

0

0

Body
dissatisfaction

7

9

7

12.2 f 8.3

Ineffectiveness

10

6

7

2.3 f 3.6

Perfectionism

0

0

0

6.2 t 3.9

Interpersonal
distrust

8

5

5

2.0 ± 3.1

Introspective
awareness

3

7

1

3.0 ± 3.9

Maturity fears

3

2

1

2.7 ± 2.9

No q'aire
completed

1.2 f 1.9

Andrea: An overview of change

8.2.f

Andreawasexperiencinghigh levelsof distresswith her troubledeatingand
wasbeingtreatedfor depression. Shehadbeenexperiencingsymptomsfor
manyyears,andthesehadmorerecentlyaccumulatedin her so that shewasnot
ableto work. At the beginningof the interventionshewasawaitingreferralto a
local eating disorders specialisedcentre. Her symptoms of troubled eating and
depressionwere the most chronic of the women, as her journal entries below
indicate:

"I feel so terriblyfat I can't copewith anything. 1find life hard to cope
with but whenmy eatingis out of control living seemsso hard sometimes
K Richards
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impossible,I'm so scared of getting fatter andfatter andfatter and never
being able to stop eating. I know 1 would definitely kill myself. I couldn't
for
fight.
battle
be
hard
I
That
to
the
too
me
would
situation.
cope with
don't think I'd have the strength to carry on. It would be too hard. I
know I give in too easily, but after so manyyears of this torment andfear
You
hard
failing
the
time.
tired
trying
get so
so
you get so
of
and
all
fight
being
food,
for
I
to
to
control
cravings
used
not
able
your
scared of
themfirst but I give in now. ff I crave something I first have it, but
for
last
it
months,you are so out of control and the weight piles
sometimes
on, you first seemedto get trapped. Like being on a fairground ride and
you can never get off, it just keepsgoing on and onforever on this
don't
forever.
be
I
to
the
want
nightmare.
part
of
nightmare
continuing
That is why I went to the doctorsfor help. I was going to kill myself,my
depressionwas getting too muchfor me to deal with, my life is a mess. I
feel so sad all the time. I don't want to getfatter anymore. I just want to
die so everything can be better again, and I don't have to fight this
be
Just
to
at peace with myself".
want
anymore.

My bodyis sopainful to
I am disgusting.I can't standmyselfsometimes.
touch as well -- thefat parts are really sore to touch, they hurt and the
fatter I get the morepainful theyfeel. (Personal Info Sheet)
Why do I turn to food and eating when I am so unhappy? I just can't
feel
desperate
help
I
feeling It is
it
is
it.
just
the
to
to
a
seem
need eat,
because
full
fuller
The
hungry
feeling
you
up.
are
so
you are the
not a
hate
I
The
into
your
more
myself.
more you shove
mouth.
(Journal)
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As well as the journal entry above, otherjournal entries indicate that Andrea's clinical

depressionwasa factorin her presentationof troubledeating:
"I can cry and be unhappyin my bedroomin the dark and I don't haveto
pretend to be happy to anyone when I feel so sad and alone and worthless." (Journal)

"I just feel as if I don't want to be here. I get angry at Godfor making me
live instead of thanking him for my life. I know I should try and make the
feel
But
it.
so terrible, I don't know where thefeelings
whenyou
most of
comefrom - you just can't seemto make them go away. It's like getting
smotheredin a black cloud and it's killing you, you just can'tfind a way
out. It has to go away on its own- you can't make it go away. " (Journal)

"I haveshut myselfofffrom people. I get too depressed.I feel terrible
most of the time. I have no confidenceandfeel useless. Just boring and a

wasteof space.I wishI wasdeadmostof the time." (PersonalInfo Sheet)
It wasevidentfrom Andrea'sjournal that participationin the programmewas
beneficialin termsof it beinga positiveexperiencewherebyshefelt and
experiencedsupport,andshewasawayfrom the everydaystressesshe
experiencedfrom day-to-day:
"I felt positive,full of hopeand strongwhenI waswith you all. I didn't
feel stressedor underso muchpressure.
I wish I felt strong like I felt sometimesat Brathay Hall. It was so lovely
to have everyone's help and support...
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1felt so good to be with you all in the Lake District. I didn't feel at all
...
feel
from
feeling,
didn't
lovely
I
it
any
pressure
stressedand was such a
home....
back
I
life.
It
got
as soon as
all came
normal everyday
I felt really privileged to bepart ofAG and to be with everyoneat
...
Brat hay Hall. Thankyou Kaye and everyoneelsefor all your help and
last
felt
how
I
Words
the
the
throughout
week
cannot express
on
support
day. It was a very overwhelming experienceI miss everyoneand I miss
having nice people around me." (Journal)
There is no doubt that aspectsof the intervention were in some ways a
full
for
in
during
felt
`positive,
Andrea
that
the
therapeutic experience
week she
from
life.
felt
hope
the
relief
pressuresof everyday
and strong' and she
of
However, she also expressedhow she found it difficult when returning home
from the intervention, and that this time heightenedher feelings of loneliness.
"I feel really alone right now and since I came back Everyone seemsso
far away. I miss talking to people who really understand and care and
felt
I
full
hope
and
and
experiences.
positive,
of
problems
with similar
feel
I
didn't
I
you
stressedor under so much
with
all.
strong when was
do,
has
back
being
here.
I
don't
know
if
Now
it
to
all
come
what
pressure.
I can be helped. I feel so alone and scared. I don't like being me. I wish

I wasn't like this. I feel desperatelyunhappy,my eatingis getting worse."
Andreafound it very difficult to attendthe follow up sessions.Shenotedin her
journal how shefound it difficult to motivateherselfto attendasshefound
difficulty with thejourney andfelt overwhelmedwith the placeandgeneral
peopleshewould passwhenarriving at the venue. In herjournal, sheoften
apologisedto the groupfor not beingableto attend.
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Andrea spoke about her day-to-day experienceof troubled eating in depth in her
journal. She reported her daily routine in detail and listed what she ate and her
in
depth
behaviours.
She
to
continued write
associatedstruggleswith eating
intervention.
journal
her
Her
throughout
the
offered a rich
experience
about
insight into how she lived a life with troubled eating and how she was unable to
find a way to make changesin her day-to-day life. At times, her narrative was
unsettling to read as it illustrated, not only how the intervention had not had an
impact, but more worryingly how she seemedto be deteriorating over time. The
concernsfor her welfare were discussedwith some membersof the therapeutic
team when the journal was being analysed. Becauseshe had been seeingher
GP and had a referral to an eating disorder treatment centre it was felt that her
welfare was being taken care of at that point. But it did raise an ethical
dilemma, and again illustrated the link between researchand practice.
Andrea's EDI scoresreinforce her narrative descriptions - that there is no
(see
Table Eleven). Her scoresacrossall the
evidenceof sustainedchange
dimensions of the EDI are all above the upper limit of the meansof the
normative data scoresfor anorexia bingeing and purging. She representsan
disorders.
So
EDI
the
of
eating
scores
well
presentation
as
as
extreme clinical
indicate
that the
the
the
symptoms,
of
related
scores
also
representing
extent
intervention had no sustainedimpact - her scoresremained at the upper limits of
data
for
EDI
(see
Appendix
Four
the
scores
of
of
an overview
means normative
did
have
data).
Although,
EDI
the
to
normative
seem
of
residential
an initial
impact on introspective awareness,on return to everyday life, over time this
scoredreturned its original score, suggestingno sustainedchangeon this
dimension. Again the EDI scorescorrelate with other data collected, especially
her researchjournal whereby she often reported on how difficult she was
finding life. The chronic nature of Andrea's troubled eating again raises
questionsas to how the intervention could have been more tailored to meet her
therapeutic needsand aid in her recovery more successfully than it did.
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Table Eleven:
Andrea: Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI): An overview of change in
scores from beginning to end of the intervention (a total of 9 months)
EDI Theme

Time point duri ng intervent ion
First
7 months
End of
2 months
meeting at
after

EDI
Normative

Beginningof residential after
residential/
intervention
residential at theendof

Datafor
Anorexia-

bingeing
and purging
15.0 ± 5.6

Drive for
thinness

24

24

18

the
intervention
27

Bulimia

19

14

15

18

8.9 t 5.8

Body
dissatisfaction

27

27

27

21

14.4 ± 8.5

Introspection

30

29

27

30

13.1 ± 8.7

Perfectionism

15

10

10

8

9.5 ± 5.1

Interpersonal

15

14

17

11

7.3 ±4.9

Introspective
awareness

24

13

23

21

12.0 ± 7.5

Maturity fears

20

6

9

9

4.6 ± 4.9

distrust

8.2g

Conclusions about psychological changes

Overall,the interventiondid impacton the womenin someway, however,the
level of impactandthe dimensionsof changeweredifferent for eachwoman.
For somewomenthereis clearly sustainedchangeacrossa rangeof symptoms,
whereasfor otherwomenthereis lessevidencefor change,andfor onewoman
thereis clearly no evidenceof change(seeTableTwelve for this general
overview).
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Table Twelve:
A general overview of change
Participant
Maria
Brenda
Katy
Josie
Jackie
Andrea

Overview of change
Valuable sustainedchange
Valuable sustainedchange
Some sustainedchange
Reinforced change
Some sustainedchange
No sustainedchange

For those women that did experiencechange,different aspectsof the
intervention provided opportunities for personal growth and development. This
then lead to changesin the following areas:

" Reducedtroubledeatingthinking
behaviour
Reduced
troubled
eating
"
patterns
" Reducedbodydissatisfaction
" Improved self-confidence

" Increasedself-understanding
" Increasedself-acceptance
" Greatersenseof self-reliance
" Increasedrelational connection with others
" Ability to extend and managewidened comfort zone
" Courageto continue with personal changeand growth
" Redefining of troubled eating
" Acknowledgment of troubled relations
" Using new skills in everyday life

" Increasedmotivationfor changeandhopefor the future
"A

8.3

morepositiveoutlookon life

Key ingredients that facilitated change

K Richards
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At the beginning of this thesis the theoretical considerationsof working with
women with troubled eating were discussed. These considerationspresented
dominant
to
challenges current
perspectivesto working outdoors and the claims
for associatedbenefits. The argument of this thesis was that by offering
participants a more women-centredapproach,whereby psychotherapeutic
approacheswere successfullyintegrated into working outdoorsthen women
be
could
offered a therapeutic intervention that meet their needsmore fully.
It is evident from the women's experiencesof the intervention that for some of
them the adventuretherapy experiencewas transformational and they were able
to maintain change. Given that the intervention seemedto work for some of the
it
is important to consider what
the
though
not
all
women,
women, and even
were the key ingredients that facilitated such transformation, and consider these
in light of the theoretical basis of adventuretherapy,

8.3a

Outdoor adventure ingredients

Severalkey ingredients are often identified as developmentalcomponentsof
discussed
(as
in
Chapter Four). Some of these
outdoor adventureexperiences
ingredients were identified by the women as having therapeutic qualities. These
included finding personally relevant metaphors,expanding individual comfort
zones,the ability to managepersonal and psychological risk more effectively,
in
experiencing achievement a non-competitive environment, experiencing trust
(e.
of
personal
resources
accessing
g. courageand self-reliance),
and
a range
More detailed examplesof theseprocessesin action, as expressedby some of
the participants, is discussedbelow.

Regardlessof whether working therapeutically or not, risk taking and expanding
individual comfort zonesis cited as a key benefit of the adventureexperience
(See Gass, 1993). The ways in which this processwas in action for the women

andthe associatedimpact,for exampleon cognitiveprocessedandself-esteem,
K. Richards
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was clearly expressedby some of the women. Brenda found that these
experiencesenabledher to feel more equippedto managea range of everyday
life risks (e.g. relation risks):
"And I have done it! It was marvellous and I managedto feel free and
safe. I did it by havingfun, making the others (and me)feel OK byjoking,
ignoring those around me and concentrating on myself and thenjust
going for it. I would do it again. My comfort zone is widened.
I am skilled up now and know what to takes to get very situation I
encounterwhich causesme difficulty, into my comfort zone. WhatI really
mean is I am prepared to take risks within reason, to feel thefear and to
deal with it. In this way, I will extendmy comfort zone until I fear

nothing.I havemy adventurousgrowth kit with meat all times,stored
neatlyinsideof me,easytofind because1 useit frequently.
Now how can 1 transfer this to my other life? Well I could havefun and
makejokes sopeople would feel happy. I could ignore others needs
(although I can hear them) (PerhapsI should acknowledgethat 1 hear
them) I have got my `me'focus right and when we've done all that not to
but
for
just
it - Geronimo! Now of course my comfort
the
odds
consider
zone is widenedso where's the next challenge? I guessputting all of this
into practice is the circuit of everyday life. "
(Brenda: Journal)

A key goal of the intervention was for the women to accesstheir own inner
strength and capabilities, feeling that they had more personal resourcesto
engagein change and able to feel more self-reliant beyond the initial adventure
therapy residential. There are numerous accountsfrom the women as to how

they accessed
this personalcourageandthe waysin which this hada positive
K. Richards
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impact on their self-esteem. As Brenda comments:
"I'm aware I supposethat things can be done and that I can do them. I
think that bit of it comesreally from the Brathay experience,it was the
finding
bit,
do
becoming
it
the
things,
was
courage
courage
also
aware
that that was something that was intrinsic, it was part of me anyway, I just
didn't know it was there.
I think that where I was before Adventurous Growth was really that I
didn't know I hadn't the courage then, it didn't evenoccur to me, so I
didn't know I didn't have it if you know what I mean, there was no
consciousnessthat it could be something that existed, thisfeeling "
(Individual closure interview)

It wasaboutme. I found the couragein my higherself '.
....
(Journal)
And Maria illustrateshow her completingthe high ropesactivity enabledher to
feel empoweredand recognisethat shecould achievegoalsshepreviouslyhad
doubtedin herself:
"Then it was the V-ropesand I bloody did it. It was the most incredible
feeling. Climbing the ladder was okay, until I got to the top. I managed
to getfrom ladder wire and was okay, until I got to the top. I managedto
from
the ladder wire and to stand and look at Barbara -I couldn't
get
look down. Wekept constant eye contact and "leaned on each other ". I
down,
let
but not giving her
in
"I
Barbara
was really worried case
enoughsupport (physically or verbally) or maybe even 'falling off' and
spoiling the whole experiencefor her, But I didn't let her down and she
didn't let me down WE DID M.
--
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Thenwe did thepole "-I

didn't make it thefirst time, andfelt

disappointed andfrustrated. But with support and encouragementfor the
others I DID IT the secondtime! It was truly amazing I surpassedmy
been
found
inner
there that
always
strength and courage
own goals and
just couldn't reach it.
I watched the video later and still can't believe I did it. Or maybeI
should start to say "yes, I can believe I did itl. "
(Maria: Journal)

Although an increasein self-confidencehas been associatedas a positive
in
(see
discussed
outdoor
activities,
as
earlier
outcomesof participation
ChaptersTwo and Three) this is often underpinned by an achievementmodel.
In this study self-confidencewas very much related to self-understandingand
in
achievement
activities was only one of many
whereby
relational processes,
aspectsof the experiencethat enabledpsychological growth and understanding,
and this often had a relational component amongstthe women. So even though
it
hand-in-hand
the
of
component
experience,
a
went
was
useful
achievement
developing
and
self-understanding
relational capacity.
with self-expression,
The reflection by Maria (from her final interview) is evidence for how selfduring
how
facilitated
the
therapy
adventure
programme and
understandingwas
this then impacted on her gaining a more in depth understandingabout troubled
eating behaviour:
Maria:

I feel more confident about myself, in myself, more

positive aboutmyself. I still get thefeelings that I'm
but
1'm
uselessand worthless,
changing,I'm looking
at myself differently.

Therapist:

How doyou do that?
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Maria:
Therapist:

Maria:

How it's happenedor theprocess?
How it's happened?

I think at 13rathayI let the lid off all the stuf inside.
It's like X said, it was a catharsis. I knew I had to
let
up
open and something out becauseI was like a big
pressure cooker, ready to explode. I've let stuff out
been
I've
and
able to look at what's come out and it's
not as bad when it's on the outside.

Therapist:

So it's lesstroublesomeholding it, becauseit's out?

Maria:

Yes,it's more troublesome trying to hold it in and keep
it down and cover it up with food, that's what I was
doing. But I'm letting it out and I'm letting myself
have thesefeelings, whether it be anger, sadnessor
have
what
you. Instead of trying to run away and hide
from it. "

(Individual closureinterview)
8.3b

Psychotherapeutic and feminist ingredients

Other componentsthat seemedof therapeutic significance were those more
associatedwith feminist and psychotherapeuticgoals. These included
commonality of experience,sharedwomen-centredexperiences,relational
connection, self-understanding,self-acceptance,and self-exploration at
psychological depth. Bloch & Rubenstein (1980) identify nine therapeutic
factors of group psychotherapy : 1) catharsis,2) self-disclosure, 3) universality,
4) acceptance,5) altruism, 6) guidance, 7) self-understanding,8) vicarious
learning and 9) instillation of hope. All of these factors were evident in
many
different ways during the intervention, many of which have already been
describedin previous accountsof women's experiences.
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The women expressedhow they valued working with others, indicating how
for
fostered
This
them.
connections
positive
and
was
movement
relational
for
other participants, which then enabled
relationships
and empathy
equitable
them to feel empowered:
"Maria followed and I offered support and we did it together. I felt that
she was evenmore scared than I, so I was saying `leanon me. Lean on
had
her
In
for
terror
the
to
spite
she
of
strength
me and sacred
me'.
care
"And you lean on me". Thisfelt so beautiful. It was equitable
"
We
we
communicated, planned and we co-operated.
relationship.
(Brenda: Journal)

"The strength that comesfrom being with a group of womenwho have
felt..
"
know
for
how
their
that
other
and
each
situation and
good
empathy

(Josie: Individual closureinterview)
"Next we hada session"raft reflections". ThiswasmeandAndreaand
Katy, with the therapist,l hadn't cried infront of the therapistor worked
did
however,
I
her
front
(I've
in
therapeutically.
cry,
of
cried
with
for
)
this
session
special
and
was
really
me. This is
everyonenow!
becauseI could relate to Andrea and Katy in so many ways, such deep
both
They
beautiful
for
them
and
so
much
compassion.,
are
such
empathy
different
I
their
ways (everyoneon the programme is
people
own
beautiful, including the therapists!!), but deeply, deeply, troubled. I feel I
really want to reach out to them and help them, and take away their pain.
(1feel so strongly about it, that 1 am beginning to cry it, as I write). "

(Maria: Journal)
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"I have also experiencedsometremendouscompassionfor others this
weeksomethingI thought I had already experience,but never really had.
That senseof wanting to take away thepain and suffering of others
"
self-aggrandisement.
without
(Maria: Journal)

"One of the things that struck me was how empowering being part of a
women's group is, how you canfeel empowered,the strength that comes
from being with a group of womenwho have empathyfor each other and
know their situation, and how good that felt. "

(Josie:Individualclosureinterview)
For thosewomenfor whomthatthe interventionwasmostsuccessfulnoticed
key changesin how they relatedto others:
"Now I can seehow my projections have been affecting other
relationships in my life, and can now see how I can overcomethem."

(Brenda:Journal)
Commonality of experiencewas also noted as a valuable component of the
intervention:

"That was what made it safe [the commonality], I didn't feel such a freak
not a freak but everyone'sgot the problem... Yesit was the commonality
of that but I supposeit could have beenpeople with the same depression
or self esteemproblems, notjust eating disorders but they'd have had to
have had problems

In a way it was reassuring becausea lot of it was
....

very similar to me."

(Katy: Final Interview)
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"I was talking to Katy and Andrea, as we discussedour "eating issues".
This was a useful exerciseand it also gave the three of us the chance to
for
bit,
did.
This
therapeutic
up
was
which we
really
me,just
open a
hearing how others share similar problems - it made mefeel much
better."
(Maria: Final Interview)

For some women having time for themselveswas novel and also liberating, as
Maria comments:
"Referring to the entry dated 2 March I can now expresshow I felt during
for
family.
from
feeling
first
I
time
was
my
surprised
way
guilty
my
at not
I
I
didn't
I
being
half
them,
thought
therefor
them
and
miss
not
as much as
feel
liberated,
free,
did
Yes,
I
elated, excited, I JUST FEL71!"
would,
(Journal).

From a researchperspectiveit was also noted how even though it was a research
if
feel
just
did
they
they
were
as
subjects for the research,arguably
process
not
reflecting that the attention to feminist researchprinciples had in some ways
beentranslated into practice, as Maria comments:

`7 appreciated the support you've given us a lot. You weren't outjust
to get your PhD done,you've thought beyondjust getting the writing,
you've made it morepersonal, we mattered as people not as subjects,
which 1 was a bit worried about, that we werejust subjects, but

you've not treatedus like that".
(Maria: Journal)
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And finally, the intervention provided an unique opportunity for women to be
able to reconnectwith themselvesin ways that previously they had denied
themselves:
"Thank you all for allowing me to grow and to find the `me' who I
recognise but who I though was lost forever. "

(Brenda:Journal)
Overall, the outdoor therapy environment (with its attention on a wide range of
issuesfrom all aspectsof the three key areasof the HOPE model - outdoor
adventure,therapy, and eating disorders) createda setting which was
therapeutic and healing for some of the women. As Brenda describes,the
experienceoffered an opportunity to experienceand examine different aspects
had
been
the
that
previously
of
self,
she
psychologically defendedagainst. This
led her to greater self-understanding:

"It's given me an opportunity for thefirst time ever it feels to really
examinethose things, take them out, as though I was sitting on top of a jar
of something and I could seethose things in and put in my hand and pull
them out and have a look and think gosh that's there, or sometimes
they're not so much nice things and maybeI want to put them back then."

(Journal)
It was recognisedthat group therapy could be effective in the treatment of
troubled eating, as the women would be able to shareand identify commonalties
of experiencesand their relationship with eating (Brown, 1993). Throughout the
intervention women recalled the ways in which they valued this and how they
developedrelational capacity with the other women participants. As Jayne
noted,
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"One of the things that struck me was how empowering being part of
a women's group is, how you canfeel empowered,the strength that
from
have
being
women
empathyfor each
comes
who
with a group of
felt.
know
how
"
that
their
situation and
other and
good

(Individualclosureinterview)

Obviously, both aspectsof the adventuretherapy experience,the outdoors and
therapy, impacted on how the other was experienced. For example, in the
it
just
identifying
the
significant
metaphors
personally
was not
processof
it
facilitated
in
this
the
that
the
was
which
outdoor activity alone
way
experiencewas psychologically processedfrom a therapeuticperspective. Also,
a non-competitive approachto participation in activity underpins a more
in
to
participation
outdoor activities. The accounts
approach
women-centred
from Maria and Brenda below are examplesof the changeprocessesthat these
experiencesaccumulatedin:

Maria:
"Looking back over thefirst journal entries, I hardly recognise that old
person anymore andfeel nothing but sadnessand compassionfor her. It
how
to
think
much I was worried about the trip to the
also seemsstrange
Lake District. I thought I should be slim a bit, I thought my clothes
weren't good enough, or not baggy enough to conceal my huge bum, hips,
feared
feared
I
judgement.
thighs,
everyone's
and
speaking up in
and
front of anyone/ the group, feared expressingmyself, I feared voicing my
opinions, I feared asserting myself, I feared challenging others, I feared
looking
feared
I
inside,feared "letting go " and I feared
opening up,
crying in front of anyone/ the group., I could go on listing myfears, there
so many. But the amazing thing is I touched them all, smashedthough
them all and conqueredthem all. And not once did anyone notice or say
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anything about my size or my clothes. What's more I never worried about
my size or my clothes. Theyare both unimportant. What really counts is
what's inside people, its about relating and communication with others,
reaching out and helping others, its about LIVING!! I have also
experiencedsome tremendouscompassionfor others this weeksomething
I thought I had already experience,but never really had. That senseof
wanting to take away thepain and suffering of others without selfaggrandisement."
(Journal)
Brenda:
"I have beenwearing a large and heavy suit which I can now unzip and
shed ... I need to nourish me both nutritionally and emotionally and no
more. 1 have thepower to deal with life and living and will befree to
every momentthat is good and to experiencethose when it may be
perceived as bad. I have no need of my protective armour of fat. lam
light
with
a
magically, endowed
which is crystal clear and enablesme to
seewhat I need and what others need to, but not at expenseand loss."
(Journal)
8.3c

Peak experiences

The relational connectionsand the developmentof the therapeutic milieu
be
described
in
accumulated what can
as `peak experiences'. Peak experiences
are often associatedwith being in wilderness settings and are described as those
experiencewhen individuals transcendthe ego and have some senseof
spirituality (see Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). However, on this
occasionthe peak experiencewas not just about being in a natural environment.
It could be argued that it was the accumulation of a woman-centredpiece of
work that up lifted women beyond the limitations that society has imposed upon
them and this is best describedby three of the women in their journal accounts:

Maria:
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"After lunch we had a creative" sessionduring which I made a rather
hope
I
".
At
the
theme
one
point
went to the
colourful collage, around
of
loo andfor some unknown reason I was overcomewith emotion. I don't
know where it cameform, but it wasn't anything negative,but something
powerful and spiritual, and again the tears were somekind of release."
(Journal)

I havejust read the acknowledgementfrom others at 13rathay.I was
deeply moved by words of praise and at last 1 am beginning to glimpse the
I
feelings
The
love
to.
they
am
referring
of
empowerment
woman
are
and
feeling now are beyond everything I could ever imagine. Previously,
have
been
have
I
so
experiencespositive and uplifting moments
when
small in comparison. Oh I wish I couldfind the right way to expressit.

Or maybeI can only expressit in my actions,in thefuture".
(Journal)

Josie:
"BecauseI've read a lot of Maslow,, becauseI've related this to Maslow,
he
feeling
I
I
that
that
the
that
all
with
says,
sort
of
end, think
at
not
agree
you called it total humanness,that feeling of being totally human and
having that feeling, I don't know whetheryou feel that entirely on your
being
just
it
was
with other people and in a group of
own at any point,
women like that, feeling in charge of the situation, it's hard to explain
really. That's what I took away with me, it was like a plateau experience,
for
few
"
that
a
weeks.
and
stayed

(Individual closureinterview)
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Andrea:
`I felt really privileged to bepart ofAG and to be with everyoneat
l3ratahy Hall. Thankyou Kaye and everyoneelsefor all your help and
felt
last
how
I
Words
the
the
throughout
on
week
cannot express
support
day. It was a very overwhelming experience."
(Journal)

In conclusion,what wasnoticeableat the endof the follow on programmewas
that the women redefined themselves,not as group of women with troubled
eating, but rather as a group of women with troubled relationships- arguably

behind
issue
the troubledeating:
the
revealing core
"I think certainly the work at Brathag was very much the catharsisfor my
had
I
I
I
already realised couldn't stay where was and
change,although
I'd sought help, at that time I wasn't having the help and it might well
have beenthat the help I'd have had would have beengoing around the
sameold circuit of counselling again.
But something changed with me at Brathay. I think really the situation I
I've
having
is
in
that
the
moment
an
something
am at
understanding of
tried to deny I think in the past, and rather than it being troubled eating
it's troubled relationships.

Yes.Id forgotten in somewaysthat we'd initially cometogetherbecause
we werewomenwith troubledeating,that wasthe ad wasn't it that got us
therefor the cure,it wasall this issueaboutfood. "
(Brenda:Final focusgroup)
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This account draws attention to the role that the adventuretherapy process,
guided by feminist principles, may have played in allowing the women to make
the essentialreconnectionto the relational structure of the self and aiding a
processof change. It also indicated that the goal of offering a more womancentredintervention had in someway been achieved. From a theoretical
perspectivethe approachthat emergedwas similar to a developmental-systemic
feminist therapy approachto working with eating disorders(seeBryant-Waugh,
2000).

Chapter Nine:
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Reflecting upon the development of the
adventure therapy practice
9.1

Chapter Overview

This chapterwill consider in more detail the overall processof the development
of the adventuretherapy intervention. It will primarily examine the focus group
in which the therapeuticteam took part after completing the delivery of the
intervention (for an overview of the background and therapeuticexperienceof
the therapistsseeAppendix Eight). Here the team were able to clarify the
dilemmas and decisionsmade in developing adventuretherapy practice and
reflect upon their own experienceas therapists. For example, the chapter
considershow the therapistsview their therapeutic practice outdoors in
in
to
that
of working an indoor setting. Thus identifying what it
comparison
issues
in
like
for
Along
to
them
with
clients
work
was
an outdoor setting.
with
of working therapeutically, the chapter also identifies the ways in which
feminist ethics influenced practice and issuesrelated to maintaining therapeutic
focus
Along
the
group, the chapter draws upon reflexive notes to
change.
with
identify key issuesthat have emergedin relation to providing adventuretherapy
interventions.

9.2

Developing the `HOPE' model: An overview of practice
development

Fromthe team'sexperienceof developingthe interventionandwith reflection
on the five phasesof action research,three key themesemergedin relation to

developingadventuretherapypracticeandthesewere:
1)
Achievingfeminist ethics
2)

Achieving therapeutic practice

3)

Maintainingpsychologicalchangeandopportunitiesfor
personalgrowth

TableThirteenprovidesan overviewof the issuesrelatedto eachof these
themes,andeachthemeis now discussedin moredetail,enablingsomeof the
internalworkingsof how the `HOPE' modelwasdevelopedto be
considered.
K. Richards
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Table Thirteen
An overview of the kev issuesin imnlementini the `HOPE' model
General Theme

Achieving
feminist ethics

Achieving
therapeutic

practice outdoors

Sub themes
"
"

Empowerment to chooseto participate versusassessment
Facilitating therapeutic empowerment

"

Disempoweringincidents

"

Conflicts in invitation to be co-researcherand client at the same
time

"
"

Overlookingotherbodyrelations
Successfullyde-emphasising
food

"
"
"

Addressing therapiststroubled eating
Lack of supervision
Maintaining women centred practice in other outdoor settings

"
"
"

Maintaining therapeutic processduring activities
Enabling individual therapeutic metaphors
Moving from outcome to processfocus in facilitating outdoor

activities
"
"

Achieving both doing and being during outdoor activities
Maintaining therapeutic practice whilst managingrisk in

outdoorsetting
"

Working with individual goals for change

"
"
"
"

Workingat different therapeuticlevelsin a residentialsetting
Felling empoweredastherapistsworking outdoors
Therapiststaking ownershipof outdoorspace
Educatingoutdoortrainerson the therapeuticprocess

"
"

Managing therapists relationships/experiencesin an outdoor
environment
Moving from traditional outdoor therapy to relational outdoor

therapy
"
"
Maintaining
therapeutic
change

9.3

"
"
"

Meetingdifferenttherapeuticneedsof individualwomen
Ongoingassessments
of changeusedto inform therapeutic
interventions.
Respondingto/takingnoteof women'sresearchjournal entries
during intervention
Not planningthe endingat thevery beginning
Abandonmentin therapeuticrelationshipsafter main adventure

"

therapy intervention
Sustainability of therapeutic interventions not adequately
planned

"

Enablingwomento accesswider therapeuticservices

Achieving feminist ethics
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A key challengefrom the beginning of the study was working out what feminist
ethics meant for practice. As well as making decisions, such as de-emphasising
food intake as a goal for therapy, the relationship betweenfeminist researchand
practice also neededto be managedeffectively. The therapists' recollection of
their experiencesof working with the women helped to uncover what was
different from, and similar to, their usual ways of working in traditional therapy.
The therapists' perspectivesstartedthe processof identifying what was useful
about the adventuretherapy approach.It also helped to reveal the ways in which
the strategiesfor managing a feminist and therapeutic approachemergedin
practice, for example,enhancingthe therapeutic depth of the outdoor
experience.

The team had to continually spendtime considering how they would, from a
therapeuticpoint of view, implement feminist principles, as well as considering
the ways in which a feminist approachto outdoor adventureneededto be
addressed.As was previously discussedthe team recognisedkey critical
incidents when feminist ethics were overlooked (e.g. when a woman clearly had
a disempowering/negativeexperience). In looking back over the programme
the team concludedthat they had not necessarilyalways done the best they
could have done in achieving a feminist approach.It was commentedhow
difficult it was to achieve an equal alliance in the setting:
4: 1 don't think we did particularly well [in fully achievingfeminist ethics,
I think it was a them and us split, which is sad.
2: I think by the very nature of they were being done to, and 1 think in any
therapeutic alliance it's there, there's no getting awayfrom it, if one
person's the therapist and the other person's the client, the power
relationship is there and 1 don't know how you get awayfrom that unless
you're in a therapeutic community where there isn't a therapist.
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4: 1 think you can do much more,you can be in afocusing way curiously

interested,along with your client.So it's moreof a continuum,whereas
focusing is more of an equal alliance. I think we were a bit further away
from it.

2: Yes,thefocuser is the leader in a senseand the listener is the guide.
1: So how did the research, how did the outdoor adventureand how did
the therapy impact on creating that them and us in many ways. I suppose
that's the question.
4: We're expertshere, we're experts here, and we've got expertisehere.
They're particularly not experts there and they're being done to in most of
those areas.
1: Part of what we tried to do all the way through was look at how we
could avoid thepower relationships, maybe not asfully as we could have.
1'd befascinated to maybe draw out what created this and what we need

to try andavoid it and what we could do differentlynexttime.
2: On reflection, for me, we would go of and we'd plan the activities, and
they were waiting, the structure wasn't therefor them, they weren't part
of the planning of the day. They would come and they were presented with
this is what we're going to do today. That must have been very
disempowering,waiting, and there are huge control issueswith it. We
were in our ownplace trying to get research, trying to do it, it was a kind
of passive waiting for them,for the women.
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(Pleasenote protect the identity of which therapist made what reflections on the

developingof practiceeachmemberof the therapeuticteamis indentifiedby
number 1,2,3 or 4).
It seemedthat the therapists' behaviours did in fact impact on the women in this
way. One participant, Maria, reflected on one of the times when a them and
us' split occurred,
"At the end of the day the 4 researchers "went off ' without examination,
it was assumedby the group they were having a debriefing session. But a
few group members(me included) felt a little like is was "them and us"
situation and discussed whether this should be voiced to the
researchers...Also, we were all equally surprised by the inclusion of the
two Brathay employees,as they were allowed to sit in on the "eating"
discussions- whichfelt quite threatening. "
(Journal)

how the unintended`themandus' split hadoccurredit
In trying to understand
becameevidentfor the teamthat the overall infrastructurehadinfluencedthis
andthat someof the nuancesof the processhadat timesbeenoverlooked:
3: 1 canseewhy we did it, it wasverystressful,it wasvery demanding,it
was our comfort zone, so we neededto hang together and I think we've
also got this model of running workshops and weekendsand you're one of

thoseslickperformers.
2: Wewereworkingsomethinglikefrom 7 in the morninguntil 12 at
night and wejust wentfor it.
3: But we didn't work tremendouslyas you say in an integrated way
with
them. I mean we didn't becomebuddies and sidekicks andfriends and
companions.But it's very demanding isn't it, with a big group of people.
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4: So should we have structured that more beforehand,we as a team, that
we could actually do the daily planning with the whole group, rather than
usplanning it the night before, should that have actually been in place
and almostpresented as a menu to the group. As a group, from nine
o'clock in the morning, how shall we do this. So there's ownershipfor
everybody.
2: But that's very anxietyprovoking, if as a group of researcherswe want
to see what the effect is, becausethey may say no way.
4: But then that's their choice isn't it. If we tried to stop those no ways,
were we so much controlling that we were saying we didn't want them to
did
one
no way, and took her bucket and spade home,we
no way, so when
bit
by
became
that...
agitated
all
a

In exploring the reasonswhy the somewhatinequitable relationships had
happenedthe team concludedthat it was somewhatunrealistic to attempt to
createequitable relationships and that these issuesof power dynamics should
have been discussedmore openly. These difficulties were partly due to the fact
that the team was exploring new ways of working and none of the therapistshad
worked therapeutically in the outdoors before. Consequently,some of the
valuable opportunities for exploring what empowermentmeant for the
therapeutic team and the women participants were overlooked. This is
something which the team would addressdifferently in future work, whereby
the views of the women would be more actively sought.
2; I just wonder whether it's unrealistic in this type of research and this
type of therapyfor us to really think we can try and not retain some
power, I think we can give away a lot of power, but it's always there.
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4: Yes,I agree with you, I think it is always there.
1: Becauseit's dcult

as well with adventure therapy to not retain the

power.
2: 1 think it would be naive to think we could, no matter how hard you
work at that, in the hearts and minds of thepeople you're working with,
thepower is related to them, no matter how muchyou pretend that it's not
for yourself

1: It's not necessarilypretending.
2: It's tempting to move asfar into their court as we can, but recognising

we can't moveentirelyinto their court.
4: And that suggeststhat we've got it to move one way or another. The
whole notion of empoweringsomeonesuggeststhat you have thepower in
thefirst place.

2: I see it as walking someone'sjourney for them to unlock their
empowerment,rather than you've got the power.
4: I feel very much at a loss, I want the women here, I want them to be a
knows
because
this
part of
who
where they are now, has this beenan
incredible experiencefor them, have things shifted, have things changed
for them, or would they be sitting here saying well actually agree with
you, you lot did have a whole lot ofpower and you used it or you abused
it or whatever, or no this was quite an incredible journey for me."
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Further difficulties in achieving feminist ethics were identified. The therapist
team consideredthe ways in which power was inevitable as part of the
therapeuticrelationship. It was suggestedthat if the situation had beenhandled
more clearly feminist ethics could have beenachievedmore fully.

It was also

pointed out that, from a therapeuticpoint of view, the women needednurturing
and holding psychologically at the sametime, along with being empowered,and
that this was a way in which the power imbalance emerged- if this dynamic
had been recognisedat the time it could have been managedmore carefully.
Finally, if the structurehad beenclear from the beginning it would have been
lack
Often
to
the
within
of
a
contained structure.
easier enableempowerment
knowing
that
camewith not
containment
exactly how the programme would
decisions
times
that
regarding the structure of the programme
at
end, meant
That
back
is
to
the
they were invited to tell us what would
women.
offered
were
be best. In trying to empower them in this way some of their therapeutic needs
delicate
balance
the
mismanaged:
were overlooked and

2: 1think lookingbackthe bit aboutthe control and thepower, but I think
theyneededto a certaindegreeto be nurturedinto that situationand held.
BecauseI rememberthinkingat the beginningof the weekthatpeople
like
like
by
feel
little,
I
didn't
the
the
children,
and
seemed
endof
week
that at all.
1: And it's that balancethat we'vesaid beforeisn't it. Thathappenedin
thefollow-on whenwe didn't havestructure,so it wasthe structureversus
boundaries,
but makingsure it's not too
creating
and
some
empowerment
does
But
imposepower relationshipsin somesense.But
it
controlling.
that might not be a negativething.
4: 1 think if the biggerstructurewasin and we wereclear on that and our
planning had beenmore effective in terms of what happensnext, then it
would have been OK just to give that information, but wejust weren't
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sharing the information, the waiting and the what's next. Which may in
itself have been quite therapeutic, thefeelings about trust or excitementor
but
how
how
do
depends
handle
it
it
to
on
you
you
want
anticipation,
and
it, becauseI think in the end even the things that we might be looking at,
the negative,might have beenpositive. Whena client comesto therapy
and they've had an awful time in a relationship and they cry their heart
bit
is
I
it's
the
therapy,
this
think,
of the
great,
and
out
and
another
process.

1: 1wonderwhetherthedifferencewashow we couldhavehandledit
with moreclarity.
2: 1 thinkfor me that goes back to thefact we didn't prepare ourselves

beforehand,wedidn't havethat meetingup thereandfelt it.

9.4

Achieving therapeutic practice outdoors

A key aim of the programme was to find ways of working therapeutically
outdoors. Even though outdoor adventure experienceshave inherent therapeutic
in
depth
to
qualities, working at psychological
was seenas essential working
this context. Consequently,it was important to ensurethat counselling and
psychotherapytechniqueswere integrated within the outdoor experience.

As illustratedbelow,the waysin which the therapistsfelt ableto work
therapeuticallyin the outdoorsettingchangedover time. They movedaway
from an outcomeorientatedway of working (e.g. the focusbeingon completing
the activity itself) towardsconcentratingmorecarefullyon the psychological
processat greaterdepth. This represented
a moveawayfrom `riding above
feelings' in orderto successfullycomplete
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into
to
the feelingsandworking with them,with the focus
activities, going
being on how to maintain that psychological emphasisduring participation in
outdoor adventureactivities:
1: I'm interestedto know what shifted, if we think about what happened
on thefirst weekendwe ran to what happenedon the last weekendwe ran,
what awarenesshave we got about what adventure therapy is that's
different,from the beginning to the last weekend.
2: I'll tell you one which comesstraight to mind, I rememberthefirst
doing
were
up
weekendpeople
certain things and they were shouting,
do
final
it,
the
and
come on, you can
weekendI noticed that the volume
dropped and the words completely changed.
3: 1 think we were morefocused on process than outcome,which is

djerent from developmental
workers.
2: And it started off with uspaying lip service to it's thepole rather than
thejump, and by the end it really is, what do you want out of this activity.
4: And what's going on during it....

2: Theyride abovefeelings [outdoor development
workers], whereas
therapistsgo into themand work with them.
1: In thefirst weekend,maybe we working on that, abovefeelings,
whereas at the end of the programme we were more going into them.
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2: So it was achievementfocused in thefirst weekand later it was what's
for
going on
you now. I always experiencethat difference working with
teachers,when they come to learn tasking skills and they're awful, they're
really hard work to work with.

3: I'm thinkingthat theoutdoorpeopleare out of contactin someways.
In exploring the ways in which the work developedthe therapeuticteam
how
their work might differ from more traditional forms of
examined
counselling and psychotherapy. Here they identified that working in the
outdoors was about `doing' therapeutically, as opposedto `being'
therapeutically. This emphasisedthe experiential emphasisof an adventure
therapy approach:

3: And what is the difference then betweenthat context [the outdoors]
and the context of a therapy room.
2: Well there aren't a lot of things in a therapy room. I meanpull up a
die.
chair and you won't

4: And 1 supposea stark contrastfor me,becausestrangelyenoughwe
camebackfrom that and I wasgiven a client who had troubleeating,so it
wasright in myface, it waslike I inviteda client to go insideand asked
themto closetheir eyes.Out thereit would be an invitation doyou want
to keepyour eyesopento be apart of this, whereasthis way wasto close
your eyes,block off'this room and try and imaginethis beautifulplace.
2: Yesbecausetherethey'vegot to bring it infrom outside,wherewe
wereit wasthere.
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4: Somy languagewith the client would be,I'd inviteyou to closeyour
be,
happen
just
it
there
that
might
naturally,
might
or
out
eyes,
whereas
be.

2: 1 think particularly up high whereyou've got that view across among
those trees.

4: And 1 always remember,I don't-know who it was at the top of thepole,
but on one of theseoccasionssomebodywas up there and the moment
before theyjumped they closed their eyesand then as theyjumped they
openedtheir eyesinto this experience,but it was like well if you're asking
somebodyto do that in a room, they would probably keeptheir eyes
huge
had
impact
different
So
that
in
that
the
a
on
me
closed.
environments.

3: Also, the wholenotionof adventurein this contextis aboutdoing,and
in a therapy room you're working at being.
1: And did we conflict with that? How did what we do integrate the being

dynamic
doing,
there
the
was
a
and
or wastheremoreemphasison oneor
the other.
2: No becausetherewasan awful lot of refection on the doing. Whenwe
deciding
looking
down
how
for
it
was
about
us
and
wentout a walk
on
theyweregoing to integrateit all.
4: It's like that stuf abouttalking the talk or walking the talk isn't it.
2: AnotherexampleI wasthinking of waswith Jackie,actually askingher
to do things,askingis this alright. Whichis doing therapeutically.
K. Richards
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3: Like doing therapeuticallyrather than beingtherapeutically.Using
therapeutic adventuresto promote change isn't it, but knowing that's

whatyou're doing."

Another important element was risk, as the therapist's commentsbelow, in
traditional counselling `I pull up a chair and you won't die'. However, in an
outdoor adventuresetting physical risk needsto be constantly managedand
is
death
ultimately
a possibility if safe practice in offering outdoor activities is
not maintained. Given this, physical safety needsto be managedat all times,
along with therapeutic safety. However, at times physical safety has to take
priority over the therapeuticprocess. So facilitating therapeuticwork in an
outdoor setting meansthat the impact on managing physical safety doesneed to
be consideredin light of the therapeutic processand at times thesetwo
processesmay conflict with eachother.
As noted above,the therapeutic team summedup the processof adventure
therapy as `therapeuticdoing'. This acknowledged that even though outdoor
adventureactivities were experiential it was the emphasison therapeuticprocess
during activities that is essential. In trying to establish what had been different
in the relational and adventuretherapy approachdeveloped,in comparison with
traditional counselling and traditional outdoor adventure,the team compared
aspectsof the psychological processesof each approach(seeTable Fourteen).
This helped the team to reflect upon how they had achieved a feminist approach
to adventuretherapy.
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Table Fourteen:
A comparison of the key goals of counselling,
traditional outdoor adventure and relational adventure therapy
Traditional
counselling psychology

Traditional
outdoor adventure

Relational
adventure therapy

Individuation

Self-sufficiency

Mutuality

Self-esteemby personal
autonomy

Self-esteemby achievement

Self-esteemthrough
relational competence

fears
Understanding

Overcomingfears

Embracingfears

Challenging defencesto
autonomy

Challengingself to achieve

Challenging barriers to
intimacy

Power from environment

Power over environment

Power sharingwith the
environment

Being therapeutically

Doing physically

Doing therapeutically

In continuing to examine how practice evolved the team pinpointed some of the ways
in which their practice developed,including the ways in which they allowed
themselvesto use more therapeutically-orientatedprocesses,such as focusing, as an
aid to working at psychological depth:

2: 1 think our framing was different, our framing was much more around

usingmetaphorand invitingpeopleto useit. I meanon the secondone
we actuallydid afocusing input, wesaid this is a way in whichyou can
work
1: Sowhat wasthat aboutin termsof maybethe therapy,theshift.
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2: It was almost a superficial framing, you can use this, this and this in
but
into
into
it,
it
this,
we're
so
really
on
a
way,
we
weren't
whereas
such
that we're sayingfocusing is a tool you can use. Like on the .............
here there was an awful lot of argument about what we were supposedto
do and we could actually work with the leadership and the roles, whereas
on that first one wejust went hell for leatherfor a competition.
1: So in many ways we did the activity and the experience,but on this one
from
issues
those
to
the
the
that
things
emerged
we were more alerted
and
highlighted.
they
were more
experiences,

3: That was much much more outdoor led. A way that typifies it, we went
fell
On
have
into
thought about
this
a
competition.
one we would
out and

it, why a competition.
4: Our language was very different.

3: 1 think someof that is aboutit's veryfamiliar for us,so thepower was
really with the outdoors
4: Thenwe becamemorepowerful ourselvesas we becamemorefamiliar
with theplace andstartedto takeour power.

In looking back at the women's experiencethe following extract from Maria's

journal illustratesthe waysin which the integrationof the focusingtechnique
enabledpsychologicaldepthandpersonalmeaningto be achieved:
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"Before the rope wort, we each had'/2 hour with our individual therapists
Val.
This
bit
is
"stuff'
extremely
mine
was
useful
quite
a
of
came up
as
particularly the knot in my stomach which I feel when I get angry. Val
askedme to close my eyesandfocus on the knot, and to go inside it and
try to describe what it looked like andfelt like. The image that came to
mind was of a "roaring furnace ", which we linked to me feeding the
furnace' (anger) with food. The sessionendedwith Val asking me to think
about what it would take start putting thefurnace out. I was able to cry in
the sessionwith Val. Part of me wanted to do this,for the release and
know
let
how
had
Val
I had beenfeeling. But another
to
possible also
foolish
felt
and silly and completely ashamedof myself,
very
part of me
but hopefully 1 am beginning to overcomethis par of me, realising itsjust
fine to have a good cry and "let it all go."

(Journal)
In the researchfocus group with the therapists it was also noted how they were
overwhelmed at the psychological depth they were able to achievewith the
use of the IPR sessions.They also commentedthat the psychological depth
that was achievedwith clients during the adventure therapy approachwould
(up
time
to 6 months as statedby one therapist) to
take
normally
much more
achieve when working with clients in weekly therapy sessions:

4: I think it wasthe intensity,the way of workingwhereyou werein that
community.It wasyour communityforthosefive daysand I wasable
to get to a depthveryquickly in my experiencewith the client, which
would [normally] takememonthsto get to. Theenvironmentwas
verydifferent;sitting in a room at University[counsellingservice]
which is so un-therapeuticallysound,with its grey walls and
telephone.So with regards to getting to that depth, I think that
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worked exceptionally well, that's a part of the process that I feel was

veryvaluable.
3: For me, as transactional therapist who thinks in terms of
assessments,diagnosis, treatmentsetc., I very quickly began to
realise what people's script issueswere, by observation of them
interacting in a group. So that was remarkablefor me. Now whether
that would happen in any kind of residential situation I don't know,
but there was so manypointers to people's script issues,their unmet
like,
if
you
and what work neededto be done or how the work
needs,
for
So
me it was a total luxury being able to speedup the
might go.
process and work really.
assessment

4: Yes,I think that's pretty much what I was saying, the luxury of getting
into that depth so quickly in such an environment.
2: 1 agree with what you've both said, 1 think another thing is there was
a holistic view about it, there was a whole range. I'm thinking of the
times when it was really funny and everybodyreally laughed, and

that wastherapeutic,with a big T, not a little t. Also really quickly
depth
business
the
and
at
very
of sharedexperiences,
working
powerful stuf.
3: And talking about holistic, we were also addressing issuesaround

food withoutactuallytalking aboutfood.
2: And sharing ourselves,a bit of self-disclosure went on there, which I
thought was really valuable.

(Therapistfocus group)
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Through their reflections the team identified, however, ways in which the
therapeuticapproachthey were trying to implement could easily become
discountedwhen working with non-therapists(i. e. outdoor
instructors/educators)in an outdoor setting. This was partly because
in
in
have
been
the
trained
outdoors
working
professionals
not necessarily
do
have
thus
and
principles
not
psychotherapeutic
experienceof therapeutic
facilitation in an outdoor setting- i. e. working with psychotherapeuticgoals is
not common practice acrossthe outdoor sector. They also commentedon their
in
being
that setting. The therapistsfelt that power was
therapists
experienceof
being exertedover them at times and that the infrastructure to the setting meant
that it `belonged' to someoneelse and not to them as therapists. Consequently,
their skills and experiencewere often discounted:

1; It's harderin that spaceto maintainthe waywe worked.
4: Do you know that's thefirst time that's smackedme.
2: It's true. That's becausethat space, the outdoor space, belongs to
Brathay.

1: Whichis thefascinationbetweenthesetwo here,becauseif you're
into
that and manageit thenyou've got to processthat
to
step
going
because
dynamic,
that will takeawayfrom it.
whole
3: So that's the threatof somethingI don't understandis encroachingon
feel
do
I
I
threatenedby that.
and
what
understand
2: I think it's worsethan that, its we're outdooredpeople,we control
this,you comein and we'll completelylook aßeryou, andyou don't have
any expertiseat all.
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4: That might be out offear and responsibility and risk
3; Yesit's oh my god, we've got this therapist coming up here and she's

flooded
knows.
have
in
to
them
who
over,
ghylls
or
whatever,
going
4: 1 think that's where the control comesfrom in someways.
3: And I think in all of this also is thefear of we're people and you know
all the labels that go with us,you're not reading my mind.
2: And also I think it's territory, I don't really want to give up to you what
I've spent agesandflogged through snow, wind and hail to hold on to.
4; And if they'd done their own personal work, they wouldn't have those
fears.

1: And that's what outdooreducationneedsto do.And that's what it
doesn'tdo, it doesn'tallow peopleto engagein their ownpersonal
development.
Sothe backlashaboutthe modelof outdoortherapy."
Overtime, however,the therapistsfound waysin which they could feel
in
empowered that setting,asa therapistcommented,
"Then we becamemore powerful ourselvesas we becamemorefamiliar

with theplace andstartedto takeourpower."
This dynamicthat the therapistsexperiencedillustratessomeof the barriers
faced when trying to integrate psychotherapeuticapproachesto working in the
outdoors. The therapistsquestionedwhether this dynamic had a gender

dimensionto it, in that in havingto work therapeuticallyin this setting
challengedsomeof the dominant
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assumptionsabout outdoor adventure.Working therapeutically meant some of

the moremasculinewaysof working hadto be challenged.
Overall, the therapeuticteam found it harder to maintain therapeuticways of
working in the outdoor setting. This illustrates that this factor needsfurther
considerationto enableoutdoor and therapeutic practice to work effectively
together. For example,those from a more traditional outdoor education
backgroundrequire training in counselling and psychotherapy,so they are able
to appreciatemore fully how a therapeutic approachdiffers from a
developmentalor educationalapproach.This then points to the need for
specialisedtraining in adventuretherapy in order to develop sustainableand
ethical practice.

As a result of the team's enthusiasmto provide a successfultherapeutic
intervention, they worked from lam until late in the evening every day.
Consequently,this therapeutic support was available to the women during the
in
doing
However,
so as therapists, researchersand outdoor
whole week.
trainers, we were at risk of denying our own need for rest, nurture and
it
became
Gradually
evident that the model that was being offered
supervision.
by us was one of denial of professional and personal needs.It seemedironic that
unwittingly we were actively reinforcing the patriarchal ideal of `superwoman',
even as we were working to create an environment that sought to embracea
philosophy of providing nurture and support. This was highlighted by the fact
that the team's need for supervision was not met. This was a lesson for
indicating that we neededto develop ethical practice more carefully.

Supervision is a clear ethical requirement for any therapist and yet, although we
had continual supervision in our work with individual clients outside this

intervention,
had
failed to placesupervisionat the coreof
specific
we
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professionalpractice in adventuretherapy. This in turn pointed to the ways in
which our practice had been partly reflective of trends in the outdoor industry.
Here the role of supervision is not seenas a necessaryfunction of ethical
development.
fails
Indeed,
professional
practice or
professionalpractice often
to addressthe emotionality and issuesof burnout for practitioners (seeGray &
Birrell, 2002). In particular, the lack of feminist therapeutic support was
began
for
the
to experienceemotional burnout (see
who
significant
researcher
Chapter Six). This inevitably impacted upon the quality of the intervention
feminist
her
to
provided and
ability maintain a
approach.It also alerts us to the
for
both researchersand adventuretherapists,
for
need
appropriatesupervision
as discussedearlier.
The superwomaneffort of the team also had consequencesfor the women's
follow-on
the
transition
the
onto
experienceof
programme.The intensity of the
therapeutic support provided on the residential was impossible to maintain
returning home. This raisesthe question of how to managethe transition from
the residential phaseto the follow-on phase. What becameclear for the team is
that supervision of somekind would have helped the team work through these
issues,addressthem more effectively and possibly maintain a more even level
of support for the women.

9.5

Maintaining therapeutic change

Many of the issuesidentified in relation to maintaining changehave been
previously discussed(see Chapter Seven). As noted in this section, the team
had given a lot of attention to implementing the adventuretherapy intervention
for
itself,
follow on support, although considered,had
the
need
residential
and
not fully taken into account the differing needsof the women. The team
recognisedthat being able to offer some level of therapeutic intervention over a
longer period of time in the context of this study had beenproblematic for a
number of reasons,including resourcesavailable and adequateattention to the
transition process
K Richazds
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eachwoman was encounteringon their return. For example, addressingthe
found
it
difficult
the
that
to attend the follow on meetings,and
of
needs
women
thus the barriers to ongoing participation weren't necessarilyforeseen. The
team concludedthat accessto adequateongoing therapeuticintervention,
by
themselves,would have ensureda smoother
not
provided
whether or
transition and enabledtherapeuticmomentum to be maintained.
Another lessonlearnt for the team was that it would have been useful to use the
researchdata collected more diligently during the actual intervention and thus
offering information to better gaugehow the women were experiencingthe
intervention. A clear example of this would have beenusing the research
journals more fully to help the team identify individual needsso that they could
respond effectively to them. The team had accessto personalaccountsfrom the
women about the therapeuticprocess,along with the EDI Scores,but thesewere
not used in any way to inform the ongoing process. One could arguethat if they
had been used in this way it might have prevented the women being as honest in
their accounts. However, there was evidence that some women did make
requeststo the therapeutic team via the journals, and thesewere not always
addressedwhen the women made them. Again this is an example how research
linked
inextricably
and points to one of the many factors that
and practice are
contributed to the women's overall experience.
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Chapter Ten:
Revisiting the `HOPE' model and looking forward
10.1

Chapter overview

The final chapterwill conclude by revisiting and expanding the `HOPE' model
Having
One.
in
Chapter
completed the action researchproject the
as presented
knowledge associatedwith the overlapping segmentsof the model, e.g. `therapy
and eating disorders', `outdoor adventure and therapy', and `outdoor adventure
been
have
disorders'
understood. By examining theseoverlaps the
and eating
central segmentof the model `adventuretherapy for women with eating
disorders' - has becomerealised in practice. Upon revisiting the `HOPE' model
this chapter will go on to consider some of the limitations of the study, as well
left
the
unanswered. This will conclude the thesis
many questions
as some of
by reviewing the lessonslearnt from working to implement the `HOPE' model
into practice. This end point, however, representsa starting point for
developing future researchand practice in this area, and some of the key issues
in continuing with such work are considered.
10.2

Revisiting the `IIOPE' model

Describing how this adventuretherapy programme for women with eating
disorders was implemented has allowed the complex relationships between
gender,eating disorders,the outdoors, therapy and researchto begin to be
revealed. Earlier in this thesis, the `HOPE' model was presented,outlining the
aim of bringing the five componentsof the intervention in order to help women
with troubled eating. At this stageit is now possible to reconsider the model
with a greater understandingof how all these segmentscame together in
practice and the processesby which `healing outdoors provides empowerment
to help overcome problem eating', or `HOPE to HOPE' (see Figure Five).
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Figure Five:
`HOPE to HOPE':
Healing Outdoors Provides Empowerment to Help Overcome Problem Eating

1* Outdoor
trainers and therapists in relationship as adventure therapists
* Accessing the risk of experiencing and expressing the self
* Managing the changing dynamic of the therapeutic alliance in an outdoor setting
* Achieving a dynamic balance between activity experience and therapeutic processing
* Developing adventure therapy as a practice of social action therapy
* Managing the post-residential therapeutic adjustment phase

* Providing ethical practice by the provision of supervision for practitioners

Outdoor
Adventure

12
AT

Eating
Disorders

Therapy

2*

Avoiding reinforcement model of eating
disorders (e.g. control of mind over body)
* Questioning the basisof individuation
models of outdoor adventure
* De-emphasising masculine models of adventure
* Addressing body projections as outdoor leaders
* Encouraging nurturance of self through

* Emotional and physical expression
* Developing relational connections with self,
nature and others
* Addressing social & psychological interactions
of eating and body identity

3*

Changing `secretive eating issues' into shared
eating issues
* Combining intra-psychic change with social
change

* Examining the social construction of body
image and eating disorders
* Working with a continuum of troubled eating
* Developing a relational model of therapy

* Actively addressingthe power relationship
between client and therapist

L
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The `HOPE to HOPE' model highlights key considerationsof an approachto
by
disorders',
for
for
`eating
therapy
avoiding
example,
with
women
adventure
disorders
by emphasisinga relational model of
a reinforcement model of eating
It
therapy
troubled
also
with
a
continuum
eating.
and working
of
adventure
points to the needto managethe therapeutic alliance in an outdoor setting
for
find
therapists and outdoor trainers to work
to
effective
ways
carefully and
together to createan adventuretherapy process. Within this there is a needto
find
balanced
to
to
therapeutic
and
activity
and
approach
processing,
provide a
depth
to
and meaning for participants throughout
ways enhancepsychological
To
activities.
outdoor
achieve this, masculine models of
of
all
participation
be
be
to
to
challengedand goal orientated practice needs
adventureneed
Ethical
emphasis.
replacedwith a relational
practice needsto ensurethat
is
is
if
this
of
practitioners
a challengeto
offered, even
appropriate supervision
have supervisorsexperiencedin adventuretherapy. The dynamic processesof
life,
day
in
be
light
to
carefully considered
changeneed
of participants' every
and social and personalresourcesavailable to them. Also, a critical evaluation
impinge
that
the
processes
upon psychological well-being
of
social and cultural
and an individual's ability to maintain changeneedsto be made. When all these
factors are actively addressedthen, the central goal of providing adventure
therapy can be more successful.

At the startof this thesistraditionaloutdooradventureapproaches
were
evaluatedto identify the therapeuticpossibilitiesthat they held. Having
exploredtheseideasin practiceandtakena feminist perspective,the notion of a
fully.
is
to
therapy
more
adventure
now understood
relationalapproach
Overall,the aim of this researchwasto offer womenthe possibilityfor
transformationalexperiences,
andto this endthe researchachievedits goal as
it
muchas could underthe circumstances
andconstraintsof the socialcontextof
the study(e.g limited funding). Obviously,lessonshavebeenlearntthat would
inform futurepracticedevelopments,includingthoseaboutworking with
women with troubled eating as well as working therapeutically in an outdoor
setting.
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The study indicates that adventuretherapy, as implementedin this study, has the
intervention
for women with eating disorders. For
to
potential offer a successful
those women that did changeas result of the intervention thesechangeswere
acrossa range of dimensions,including increasedself-confidence,increased
self-belief, accessingresources,reducing self-undermining cognitions, reducing
self-destructivebehavioursrelated with troubled eating, and ultimately moving
along the continuum of troubled eating in a positive direction. The therapeutic
factors that enabledsuch changeincluded both outdoor adventurerelated factors
and more traditional counselling and psychotherapeuticfactors, arguably a
model of adventuretherapy

The use of IPR as a researchand practice tool proved to highlight the potential
both
in
this
working with clients in this setting and also
of using
approach
accessinginsight into the therapeutic processesof changethat underpin an
adventuretherapy approach. It was evident upon having completed the IPR
sessionsthat theseenabledthe therapist to work at greaterpsychological depth
with individual participants and participants were able to deepentheir
awarenessof how they experiencedthe outdoor adventure activities.
Consequently,this enhancedthe therapeutic potential of participating in outdoor
finding
is
from
This
this study as IPR has not previously
a
significant
activities.
beenused with clients in this setting in this way, and yet it proved to enrich the
therapeutic experienceof outdoor activities considerably for those that used it.
So IPR seemsto be an effective technique in facilitating the outdoor adventure
therapy process.Furthermore, audio-recording the sessionsof IPR offers a way
into analysing the possible moment-by-moment changeprocessof participants
taking part in adventuretherapy interventions. This is a very much underresearchedareaof adventuretherapy so using this technique in future research
would be also be worthy of further investigation.
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The multiple insights provided by the developmentof the HOPE model were
integration
Furthermore,
it
the
through
of
research
was
and practice.
achieved
feminist
intervention
by
the
that
was underpinned a well-considered
essential
critique of the theory, researchand practice related to each sphereof the model.
The therapeuticvalue of such an approachis expressedup by a short poem
written by Katy during the residential:
Revealing our thoughts and learning to confide
Dealing with thingsfrom which we'd rather hide
Feeling hurt andpain we've always denied
Healing ourselvesdeepdown inside
It seemsthat the intervention in its current form, however, was not successful
for those women with severeand prolonged chronic symptoms. Given the short
duration of the actual residential phasethis is perhapsnot surprising. This result
from,
for
those
that
women
suffering
more chronic troubled eating they
suggests
might need a different tailored intervention to meet their needs.It could be that
in
duration
(e.
intervention
longer
an
g. a wilderness therapy intervention) would
initiated.
be
However, the novel nature of the intervention
key
to
enable
change
did motivate thesewomen to take part in a therapeutic programme and ways to
further
this
needs
maximise
motivation
exploration. But one could argue,
feminist
from
perspective,that the need for prevention strategies
a
especially
are key to avoid women presenting chronic symptoms to start with.

Limitationsin the studyareinevitable. The studywasa small scalestudyand
developmentalin nature. Therewerealsoobviousgapsin the data- some
did
women not completeall the datamethodsandthe key IPR tapeswere
unableto be transcribed- arguablya key datasource,asthis is wheremomentby-momentchangesasrelatedto the processingof the outdooradventure
experiences
couldhavebeenunderstoodmorefully. Furthermore,dueto time
restraintsof the projectnot all datacollected(e.g. video recordingsof therapy
sessions)couldbe analysed.
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In order to be able to assessthe usefulnessof adventuretherapy in comparison
to more traditional counselling, the changesidentified for the women here
would needto also be comparedwith changefor similar women who
in
participated other types of therapeutic intervention. This might indicate
further what it was about the adventuretherapy intervention that seemsto be
most helpful and ascertainmore fully whether adventuretherapy is more suited
to certain clients with certain needs.Here the helpful and unhelpful aspectsof
adventuretherapy would be a useful future researchquestion. Other factors,
such as the amount of time in traditional counselling neededto achieve certain
levels of changein comparisonwith the time taken in adventuretherapy
interventions to achievesimilar levels of changewould be an areaworthy of
further investigation. The therapists involved in this study indicate that this
in
be
might
a possible variable adventuretherapy as their experiencewas that
working in the outdoors speededup the therapeutic process.
The ways in which scoreson the EDI dimensions changedover time, especially
those that fluctuated and slowly crept up again after the residential, illustrate the
value in using such measuresover a period of time. In particular, taking a score
at 2 month and 7 month intervals raised questionsabout women's ability for
maintaining changeon specific dimensions (e.g. body dissatisfaction). This
raises questionsabout the social and cultural influences affecting women who
are trying to maintain change. Inevitably, the social and cultural conditions of
the women's everyday individual lives (as discussedearlier in ChapterTwo)
exert an influence on how they were able to maintain changeand feel equipped
to continue with taking part in therapeutically and growthful-orientated
it
For
activities.
example, could be argued,that given the social and cultural
pressuresin relation to women's body image, that it would be difficult to
maintain improved scoresfor body dissatisfaction when in everyday life.

This

in itself is an interesting researchquestion and, given the power of outdoor
adventureexperiences,this is a crucial question in offering participants the best
opportunities for maintaining change. In pursuing this area further it might have
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beenuseful to sharethe changesin EDI scoreswith women to explore their

individualmeaningsof themmorefully, however,this wasnot consideredin
this study,but it would be a usefulconsiderationin any futureresearch.
It could be arguedthat if the team implemented an adventuretherapy
intervention, having now done this work and given the learning that has taken
place, parts of it would be different. However, it would also be clear which parts
might stay the same. Yet, further researchis required acrossa whole range of
questionsto ascertainwhether adventuretherapy would be beneficial to other
women with troubled eating and in what ways - generalisationsto an eating
disorder population can not be easily made from this study, so more researchon
this is topic necessary.

From a more generic counselling perspective,in this study both a personcentred and transactionalanalysis modality were used by the therapists. There
might be an argumentthat only certain types of counselling modalities are
is
in
however,
is
that
this
effective an outdoor adventure setting,
not a position
taken in this thesis. As is demonstrated,adventuretherapy is about enabling a
deep therapeuticprocessto be initiated as part of the outdoor adventure
experienceand a range of psychotherapeuticapproachescan be applied to
in
processingexperiences the outdoors. But questions still remain as to what a
developedtheoretical model of change for adventuretherapy is. Again, this is
important
for
future work.
an
area

10.3

Looking forward: Practice and research recommendations

This is a study very early on in the development of such practice, therefore, it
has to be seenas a first step in developing such practice and it cannot offer a
comprehensiveanalysis of such interventions, as no more practice currently
exists in the UK. Given this, any results from this study can only speakto the
intervention in the local context of this study. It offers an initial
understanding
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it
is
in
has
how
there
to
that
value
of
approachsuch work and
ascertained
i.
in
further
does
therapeutic
this
therapy
work
area
e.
adventure
offer
pursuing
-opportunities for positive changefor women with troubled eating. Basedon the
findings of this study the following researchand practice recommendationsare
suggested:

Practice recommendations
" Maintain therapeuticprocessduring outdoor activities by integrating
key psychotherapeuticstrategiesduring activities.
" Provide adequatepsychotherapeuticinterventions for participants to
during
both
therapeutic
the
significance
process
of outdoor activities
and after outdoor adventureactivities.
" Use one-to-onetherapeutic interventions pre and post adventure
activities to enableparticipants to identify personally significant
from
in
taking
part
outdoor activities, rather than those
meanings
imposed by traditional outdoor developmentpractices.

" Setdetailedinclusionandexclusioncriteria for inclusionin
interventionsandrecognisethat thoseclientswith chronicsymptoms
if
is
to
to
thus
there
resistance
changeand
maybemore
a need consider
andhow anyinterventionwill effectivelyaddressthe needsof these
clients.
" Ensurecarefulconsiderationis given to the waysin which certain
clinical symptomsmay be reinforcedby taking part in outdoor
adventureactivities.
" Ensurethat appropriateandadequatepsychotherapeutic
supervisionis
during any adventuretherapy
providedfor all trainers/therapists
programme.
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" Be careful in balancing the needsof ethical psychotherapeuticpractice
with ethical outdoor activities practice - ensurethat all clinical
decisionscritically evaluateethical aspectsfrom both approachesto
practice in all aspectsof the intervention.
" Therapistsand outdoor trainers working together is an effective way of
providing adventuretherapy interventions, however, attention needsto
be given to ensurethat practice is fully aligned whereby counsellors
and outdoor trainers respectively understandapproachesto practice
that either may adopt. Furthermore, to ensureethical practice
counsellors/psychotherapistsand outdoor trainers should be qualified
and accountableto relevant ethical framework and proceduresof such
practice.
frameworks
Combine
in counselling and
ethical
"
established
psychotherapypractice and outdoor education to help guide ethical
adventuretherapy practice.
feel
Enable
to
therapists
"
empowered working outdoors so their
psychotherapeuticskills and knowledge can more easily be integrated
into an outdoor setting - tradition approachesto outdoor education
maybe a barrier to this.

" Providemoretrainingon psychotherapeutic
principlesandpracticeson
outdooreducationprogrammesso futureoutdooreducatorscan
appreciatehow to approachdevelopingadventuretherapypractice
ethicallyandeffectively.
" Examine further the ways in which key therapeutic conceptsare
impacted on by working in an outdoor setting.
" Develop an combined ethical framework that fully meets the needsof
providing and practicing outdoor adventuretherapy.
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Research recommendations:

"

Throughan actionresearchapproachexaminein moredetailthe
application of therapeuticprinciples in action in an outdoor setting and

how to achieveethicaloutdoortherapypractice.
9 Use action researchas a methodological approachto developing outdoor
adventuretherapy practice and develop action researchguidelines for
adopting such an approachto researchin this setting.
"

Assessthe changeprocessesof clinical practice of therapistsworking in
does
in
working
setting
an outdoor
an outdoor setting changetheir
in
to
their
psychological
of
understanding
change and
approach practice
anyway?

"

Assessthe changeprocessof trainingpracticesof outdooreducators
does
therapists
working alongside
working alongsidetherapists
changetheir approachto practice in anyway?

"

Examine the benefits of certain activities for certain clinical symptoms,

i.e. what outdooractivitiesword bestfor who andwhy.
"

Useresearchtoolsthat arecommonlyusedin practicein a counselling
in
UK
a
settingfor exampleCORE-OM(Clinical
andpsychotherapy
Outcomesin Routine Evaluation Outcome Measure) to compare

outcomesof adventuretherapywith outcomesof mainstream
counsellingandpsychotherapy.
"

Examine the ways in which key therapeutic conceptsare impacted on by

working in anoutdoorsetting.
"

Use mainstreamcounselling and psychotherapyresearchapproachesto
examine key aspectsof the adventuretherapy process. For example the
Client ChangeInterview Protocol and the Most Helpful Aspects of

Therapy(HTA) Form (seeElliott et al., in press)
"

Developmoredetailedreflexive processes
andguidelinesfor feminist
outdoortherapyresearchstrategies.
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"

Examine further the role and use of IPR as a researchand practice tool

facilitating
in emphasising
therapeuticchange.
and
"

Examinein moredetailthe momentby momentchangeof therapeutic
during
IPR
as a tool
outdoor
as
experienced
activities
and
using
change

for examiningsuchprocesses
of change.
"

Considerthe waysin which researchdatacollectedduringany
interventioncanbe usedto inform the interventionanddirectwork with
clients.

e

Examine longer term changepost any adventuretherapy intervention

From a wider perspectiveof taking a feminist perspectiveto adventuretherapy
be
looking
finding
to
towards
the
should
continuing
now
of
practice
goal
ways
develop practice to providing interventions for more women with troubled
indicates
The
that women need interventions that meet
eating.
study clearly
their needsmore adequatelyand realising the potential of such work is a serious
feminist and mental health agenda:as eating disorders continue to rise, the need
for both intervention and prevention strategiesneed to be urgently called for.
So, it is hoped that this study in adventuretherapy will help the outdoor field to
contribute to strategicdevelopmentby taking the needsof such a client group
fully.
be
the
to
potential of such work
more seriously, enabling
realised more

If adventuretherapyis to matureinto a distinctivetherapeuticapproach,it can
will occurnaturally.As
no longerbe assumedthat therapeuticchangeprocesses
seenin this intervention,in-depthanalysisis requiredto understandwhat the
changeprocesses
might be andhow they canbe facilitated.Oneof the lessons
learnedin this analysisis that facilitation of therapeuticchangethroughoutdoor
adventurerequiresinnovativetherapeuticpracticesthat thoroughlylink outdoor
adventureandtherapywith specificclient's needs.It alsoneedsa clear
integrationof research,theoryandpractice.This integrationof adventure,
therapyandresearchis a difficult process.The five-phasedapproachandsome
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of the researchmethodsused in the intervention discussedhere may serve as an
initial framework that could be adaptedand developed further, allowing
practitioners to examine the therapeutic approachthey might take in their own
outdoor adventurecontexts.
Adventure therapy is in its infancy in the United Kingdom and, consequently,
we tend to look outwards to international practices for guidance.However, we
need to initiate a more inward focus, exploring the boundariesof our own
practice in the UK. As adventuretherapy practice evolves in the UK, it needsto
ensurethat researchis located within this practice, as this will be fundamental
for both its credibility and the development of future provision. Such a move
development
focus
the
to
on
will allow us
of quality and ethical practice and
pay more attention to developing adequatetheoretical models that underpin
practice. Accompanying this, researchand practice need to actively seekto
break down the barriers of ignorance and oppression,by developing antidiscriminatory agendasand deconstructingcurrent theory and practice to
is
inclusive
guarantee
practice achieved for all. This will ensurethat adventure
therapy in the UK not only contributes to international perspectives,but also
builds a distinctive identity that reflects its diverse cultural contexts and the
diversity of clients that presentfor counselling. In doing so there are five key
strategic goals in the developmentof adventuretherapy which future work

will needto address:
1) Setting ethical and professional standardsthat ensuresafe and good
practice

2) Facilitatinga critical forum to developknowledgeandunderstanding
3) Engagingwith multi-disciplinaryagendasandcontexts
4) Developing international diversity of application and understanding
5) Developing evidence-basedpractice.
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10.4

Conclusion

There are many researchquestionsstill left unansweredat the end of this study
and the results of this study will not mean that adventuretherapy will easily be
form
a
adoptedas either recognised
of psychological therapy generally, or a
form of intervention for the treatmentof eating disorders the evidenceis not
adequateenoughto make robust claims to advocatefor this. However, the
study doesprovide an initial starting point for future and researchdevelopment.
It has illustrated the ways in which adventure therapy has therapeutic
possibilities and provides someinsight into how to approachwork with women
disorders.
for
The
the future is for adventuretherapy to
challenge
eating
with
develop itself into a more mainstreamform of psychological therapy. To
achievethis vision a researchagenda,combined with ethical practice
developmentswith a range of client groups is essential. This requires
innovative training developments,as well as developing the infrastructure for
initiating new practice. It is hoped that this thesis is one small step in enabling
be
begin
to
to
realised, and that it will provide a platform for
such a vision
ongoing initiatives in adventuretherapy in the UK.
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DSM-IV (19994) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth
Edition. American Psychiatric Association.
Diagnostic criteria for Anorexia Nervosa
A. Refusal to maintain body weight at or above a minimally normal weight for age
leading
less
loss
85%
height
(e.
body
to
than
and
g., weight
maintenanceof
weight
of that expected;or failure to make expectedweight gain during period of growth,
leading to body weight less than 85% of that expected).
B. Intense fear of gaining weight or becoming fat, even though underweight.
C. Disturbance in the way in which one'sbody weight or shapeis experienced,undue
influence of body weight or shapeon self-evaluation, or denial of the seriousness
body
low
the
weight.
current
of
D. In postmenarchealfemales,amenorrhea,i. e., the absenceof at least three
consecutivemenstrual cycles. (A woman is consideredto have amenorrheaif her
periods occur only following hormone, e.g., estrogen,administration.)

Specifytype:
Restricting Type: during the current episodeof Anorexia Nervosa, the person has not
regularly engagedin binge-eating or purging behavior (i. e., self-induced vomiting or
the misuse of laxatives, diuretics, or enemas)
Binge-Eating/Purging Type: during the current episodeof Anorexia Nervosa, the
in
binge-eating
has
or purging behavior (i. e., self-induced
regularly engaged
person
diuretics,
laxatives,
the
or enemas)
vomiting or
misuse of
Diagnostic criteria for Bulimia Nervosa
A. Recurrent episodesof binge eating. An episodeof binge eating is characterizedby
both of the following:
(1) eating, in a discreteperiod of time (e.g., within any 2-hour period), an amount
larger
food
definitely
is
than most people would eat during a similar period
that
of
of time and under similar circumstances

(2) a senseof lack of controlover eatingduringthe episode(e.g., a feelingthat one
cannotstopeatingor controlwhat or how muchoneis eating)

B. Recurrent inappropriate compensatorybehavior in order to prevent weight gain,
such as self-induced vomiting; misuse of laxatives, diuretics, enemas,or other
medications; fasting; or excessiveexercise.
C. The binge eating and inappropriate compensatorybehaviors both occur, on
average,at least twice a week for 3 months.

D. Self-evaluationis undulyinfluencedby body shapeandweight.

E. The disturbancedoes not occur exclusively during episodesof Anorexia Nervosa.
Specify type:
Purging Type: during the current episodeof Bulimia Nervosa, the person has
regularly engagedin self-induced vomiting or the misuse of laxatives, diuretics, or
enemas
Nonpurging Type: during the current episodeof Bulimia Nervosa, the person has used
other inappropriate compensatorybehaviors, such as fasting or excessiveexercise,but
has not regularly engagedin self-induced vomiting or the misuse of laxatives,

diuretics,or enemas
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Appendix Two:
Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI)
Normative
EDI
Data
and
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Appendix Three:
Guidelines for Completing
ResearchJournal
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PersonalPerspectives

The aim of this journal is for your to keep an account of your experiences. By writing
down aspects of your experience you will help us understand more fully what the
meaning of the programme is for. It will help us identify the value of the programme
and what changes we should make for the developing further programmes. The
information will remain confidential within the research team. However, we will make
reference to case studies in the write up of the programme. However, you will remain
anonymous and we will discuss anything we write up with you.

This journal

is for you to write about any element of your
experiences.

It may list concerns when they arise, questions you have,
what the experiences mean to you, what relation they have to
the eating issues you are working on.
Other areas which

be
relevant
may

could include

?

*

Moments of personal insights ?-

*

What value do exercises / activities have in exploring your eating issues?

*

Moments when you felt uncomfortable - what were these and why did
/
?
feel
anxious
uncomfortable
you

*

Experiences of frustration, fear.

*

Exercises which made you feel good/bad - why did you feel good/bad ?

*

What different exercises / activities meant for you ?

*

What are your hopes/ aims for the programme / specific exercises ?

*

Do you hopes / aims change ? If so when and why ?

*

Moments of learning ?

*

What was different to these experiences compared with other
ways who have explored your eating issues previously?

These questions are only a guideline.
to record what has meaning for,
concerns etc.

what encouraged these to happen ?

The aim of this journal
front
feelings,
ranging

is for you
insights,

Please write whatever you want. We won't be judging them they
help us in
will
,
Please
do
evaluating the course.
not write only the good things. It is important for us
to know what doesn't work for and any possible reasons why ? Jenny, Val, Barbara
and Kaye are also keeping there own journals alongside you. So we aim for you to join
us in the process in evaluating the programme.

Thanks for any thoughts, insights.
ýý
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This adventurous growth programme will be first of its kind in the UK. We
invite you to join us as we develop new ways of feeling OK about our bodies.
If you would like more information regarding this programme pleasecontact
Kaye Richards by calling 0151 231 5239, I. M. Marsh Campus, Barkhill
Road, Aigburth Email: K. Richards@Iivjm. ac. uk.
You may havemanyquestionsandconcernsaboutapproachingKaye, howeverbe reassured
will be confidentialwithin the working teamof Kaye , Jenny& Val at
thatanyconversations
LJMU. If you are interestedin this programme,takea leafletandcontactKaye, before the
15th February 1999, for a friendly chatand to obtain moreinformation,If you miss this
datepleasestill contactus, aswe would like to hearfrom you andwe mayrun othercourses.
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EC1
LIVERPOOL JOHN MOORES UNIVERSITY
APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF AN INVESTIGATIONFOR
TEACHING, TESTING OR RESEARCHINVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS
This application must be typed
In designing a research, teaching or testing project involving human subjects, investigators must be
able to demonstrate a clear intention to benefit society and the project must be based on sound
scientific principles. These criteria will be considered by the Committee before approving a project
or practical demonstration. Applicants are strongly advised to contact an appropriate member of the
Ethics Committee to discuss their project before submitting an application.
'i.

Name and qualifications of Applicant:

2.

Title of investigation:

Jennifer CF Pool, Ph.D., M.Ed. BA.

An evaluation of the effectiveness ö#using Outdoor Education In the'treatment of ano.iexia
nervosa.
3.

Is this (a) a research project?
(b) a teaching exercise?
(c) an undergraduate project?
(d) testing on members of the public?

X
13
O
X

Please mark an appropriate description.
4.

Have the full details of the procedure been appended?

S.

Brief description of the ethical nature and purpose of investigation:

Yes

The purpose of the study Is to develop and evaluate a now treatment regime for people
suffering from anorexia nervosa. It has already been demonstrated that adventurous
activities can provide an effective form of therapy for the treatment of psychological
disorders. (Attran & Gault 1992, Gass 1993) In this study existing adventure therapy
techniques will be modified to suit an eating disordered client group. The Incidence of
anorexia nervosa is Increasing. It has been suggested (Button 1993) that 6% of young
women will be experiencing marked problems associated with eating and weight. The
approximate figure in the early 1990's for the number of young women suffering from
anorexia nervosa was 0.6 %. This may appear a low figure but it represents I woman In
every 200 to be suffering from anorexia nervosa. In addition anorexia nervosa Is renown
for being a difficult and problematic Illness to treat. Nevertheless there Is substantial
evidence to suggest that adventure therapy can be successful In bringing about change
even In relatively Intractable psychological illnesses. It is anticipated that this treatment
programme will successfully address some of the difficult therapeutic issues in relation
to the treatment of anorexia nervosa. For example Increasing self- esteem and developing
inter - personal relationship skills.
Ethical Issues: voluntary participation of subjects, anonymity of data, safety of subjects.
What benefit will accrue to society from this project?
This project will extend existing knowledge of the way In which adventure therapy brings
about change in people suffering from psychological disorders. It will show to what extent
adventure therapy can help in the treatment of anorexia and will provide clear guidelines
for treatment plans.

ECI
6.

(a)

How will the subjects be recruited? (if subjects are to be approached by letter, please
attach a specimen copy to this application).

ProgrammeParticipants
Eating disorder units will initially be approached by letter (See enclosed letter 1) and
sent an Information Pack. The information pack will include a copy of the Ethics
application, an overview of Brathay Hall Trust. If interest is generated from this then a
meeting to discusscollaboration will be arranged. This meeting will identify in detail
the aims of the project, design of the programme and research implications. The ways
in which collaboration will be achieved will be negotiated.
Participants will be approached initially through the eating disorder unit clinician
who is responsible for their treatment. They will then be approached by a letter
and then given a verbal explanation. (See enclosed letter 2 and information pack).
The letter will also be followed up by a verbal explanation. An Induction will be
provided to give potential participants an opportunity to gain a full understanding
of the entire programme, therefore enabling them to make an informed choice
regarding active participation. The induction programme will be developed In
collaboration with the research team, Brathay Hall Trust and collaborating Eating
Disorder Units. It is likely that the Induction phase will be a weekend outdoor
based programme at Brathay Hall Trust.

Not Study &.dontrol Group:
Participants will be approached by letter to be part of this study. (See enclosed
letter) and will be accessed essentially through undergraduate programmes at
Liverpool John Moores University and in collaboration with Eating Disorder Unit(s).

(b)

Numberand type of subjectslikely to be involved:
Prögramme Participants:
Number of Subjects: 20
Participants will be young females (aged 18 -25 years) Identified as suffering from
anorexia nervosa (This age range is a perequisito for a substantial amount of
funding) Only subjects who are well enough to undertake moderate physical
exercise and who have their doctor's permission will be included in the
programme. Participants whose' percentage weight loss exceeds a predetermined
amount will also be excluded. The figure for acceptable percentage weight loss
will be established by participants.

Pilot Study / Control Groups
Numberof subjects: Anorexic::

30

Non Anorexic: 60 (2 different groups)

All participants will be female.
Group A; identified as suffering from anorexia.
Group B: Not previously identified as suffering from an eating disorder. This
group will be female undergraduate students.
Group C; Not identified as suffering from an eating disorder
and completing
an outdoor education programme.
Pilot Study: Groups B,C
Control Group: Groups A, B,C.
It may be difficult to access an anorexic pilot
study group. Therefore in order to
minimise the risk of not obtaining this control group it has been decided that only

ECI
non anorexic participants will be approached for the pilot study. There may be some
participants in the group identified as a non eating disorder group who do in fact
demonstrate symptoms of eating disorders. If this is the case then a fourth group will
be identified. It is felt that it would unethical not to address these eating disorders
symptoms, due to the potential serious implications of suffering from an eating
disorder. Therefore, the working team will feed back this in a one to one setting by a
in
identified
The
the
be
team.
the
this
possibility
of
occurring
will
counsellor on
overview letter provided to all potential participants. All participants will have the
choice to withdraw from the project at any stage and they will also have access to the
All participants will remain anonymous and
results of their questionnaires.
confidentiality will be maintained at all times.

Programme Fäcilitätörs / Researcher
The programme facilitators will complete both personal journals, semi- structured
interviewing and hold focus groups at different stages of the programme. These will
occur before I after the residential phase and after the completion of the follow up
programme

(c)

Age range of subjects to be recruited:
18 -26 years.

(d)

Are questionnaires to be used in this investigation?

Yes

Have they been validated previously?
Yes: Leisure Satisfaction Scale, Rosenberg self. esteem scale,
eating disorders Inventory.
(These questionnaires have been recommended by Alison (1996). In
the Handbook of Assessment Models for Eating Behaviour and Weight
related problems. )
No:

Demographic Questionnaire (Adapted form Johnson 1984)
(See enclosed questionnaire)

If yes, state by whom and when.
Leisure Satisfaction Scale: Beard & Ragheb (1980)
Self -Esteem Scale: Rossenberg(1965)
Eating Disorders Inventory: Garner, Olmstead & Polivy, (1983)

If no, please include copies of the questionnaire(s)with this application.
Copy of demographic questionnaireenclosed
(e)

Will pregnantwomen be excluded?

(f)

Names and qualifications of personnel who will be supervising the project:
Dr Jennifer Pool
Dr Pam James
Dr Allan Hackett
Prof. David Huddart
Kaye Richards.
Aileen MacEachen.

Yos

BA, MEd, PhD
Cert Ed, BSc, PhD, Dip Couns
BSc, MPhil, PhD, SRD Reader in Community Nutrition
BSc, PhD
BEd, (MSc), Summer Mountain Leadership Cortificato, Single
Pitch Award, Kayak Instructor Award, Recreation &
Emergency First Aid Certificate (at work).
Youth Development Worker.

ECI

7"

Likely duration of project and location of study.
(a)
(b)

El.

starting date:
location:

I January 1997
end date:
IM Marsh Campus and Brathay Hall Trust.

31 December 2000

Specify the particular procedure which involves the subject's participation.

Prögramme. Pärticipants.

.

The programme will be co-designed and co-facilitated by Dr.Jenny Peel, Kaye Ricahrds,
Ailenn MacEachen and another counsellor, not yet identified. The participants will
experience five phases; recruitment, induction, residential treatment programme follow up
and post programme evaluation. The programme is action based therefore clear procedures
relating to the programme design will become evident as the programme develops. However,
participants will experience a group therapeutic outdoor based programme. Data will be
collected at different stages of these five phases:

Recruitment:

Questionnaire Completion:
Demographic (D), Leisure Satisfaction (LS),
Self Esteem (SE) Eating Disorder Inventory (EDI).

Induction Programme:

Outdoor Developmental Programme (Approx. 2 days),
Questionnaires: Start: SE, EDI End: SE
Diary Journals

Residential Programme: Outdoor Developmental Programme. (Approx. 7 days)
Questionnaires: Start EDI, BE. End: BE, EDI,
diary journals, group focus, Interpersonal process recall,
focus group, semi - structured interviews.
Follow Up Programme.

Outdoor Developmental Programme. (Approx. 2 days)
Questionnaires: Start: SE. End: EDt, SE
semi- structured interviews, focus group, diary journal.

Post Programme:
Evaluation.

Repertory Grid, Questionnaires:
Group Focus.

EDI, SE, LS

Long Term Possibilities:
The research team are open to the possibility of the group
developing their own outdoor adventure club I expedition, to support their long term
involvement in outdoor experiences / activities as a continuum for healing. If this does
happen and further research is desired then the research team will submit a further
application to the Ethics Committee, at the appropriate time. In this way participants long
term involvement will b supported thereby extending the likelihood of long term healing.

P HotGroup
Completion of questionnaires; Leisure Satisfaction Scale, Self- Esteem Scale, Eating
Disorders Inventory at two weekly intervals over a period of six weeks. Repertory Gird
will be completed at the beginning and the end of the six week period.

EC1
Control Group
Completion of questionnaires Leisure Satisfaction Scale, Self Esteem Scale, the Eating
Disorders inventory and the repertory grid technique at the same stages (time) as the
programme participants. The repertory grid will be completed once for each person,

Präg ramme Faällitatoirs
The team of facilitators will keep a personal journal and will facilitate a group focus
discussion at the end of the residential and follow up phases.

Structure of Interviews, and Group Focus
The design and questions for these elements of the research will be developed in conjunction
with the programme design.

Analysis 1-representationof all informationcoitected. "
The anonymity of participants and confidentiality with respect to the information gathered
will be guaranteed at all stages of the research. The interview tapes will be destroyed after
transcription. Presentation of results will include both individual case studies and collective
analysis. The researcher will ensure that presentation of information is done in such a way
as to ensure that participants are not identifiable.
9.

Are any novel procedures involved?
No

10.

State the potential hazards,if any, and the precautionsto be taken:
A variety of ethical issues need to addressed. The Therapeutic Adventure Therapy
Professional Group Ethical Guidelines will be adhered to at all times. (Soo Guidelines
enclosed. ) However with reference to an eating disorder client group specific themes need
to be considered.
Psychological risk factors involved by eating disordered clients taking part In adventure
activities and of an eating disorder have been Identified in previous research. (Richards
1998) These include competitive attitudes, body image reinforcements, self-esteem
The team are aware that
reduction, exercise addiction and physiological responses.
participation in adventure activities has the potential to be destructive. Therefore It Is
important that high levels of therapeutic support will be provided. The working team will
adopt the following practices.
1)

Touching & Dissociation
In any activities where touching is Involved, as with most adventurous activities,
practitioners should be considerate of the possible past physical or sexual abuse
by the client. In being sensitive to those concerns, practitioners will apply to the
same guidelines they might use with survivors of violence. For example
practitioners will obtain informed consent from an individual before touching,
expect the potential for client flashbacks, permit clients to retain control over their
experiences, and be ready for outbursts of anger. For dissociating clients, staff
may wish to verbally remind them of their circumstances, have them stamp their
feet for grounding and encourage then to keep their oyes open to
watch others and
ask for help when needed. (Webb 1993)
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2)'

Psychologicaf. Thorapeutic Suppärt
Lots of time to talk about thoughts and feelings will be built Into the programme. It
is not expected that the activities alone will bring about changes. Instead
participants III be encouraged to Increase their learning through sharing their
experiences In small group discussion sessions. These will be facilitated In an
open and supportive manner. In addition practitioners will remain attentive to the
impact of their comments on body language, as well as to those of the client and
will maintain a warm manner and caring attitude through out.

3)

Eating Issues I Nufritiö

'. "

ý;

Several support systems will be in place, such as partner arrangement, where
participants establish mutual contracts allowing them to monitor one another
adherence to personal food contracts. Meal structures will be modified to address
participants anxiety of being faced with large portions of high calorific food. Meals
will be eaten together to reduce opportunities for participants to avoid eating and
frequent breaks for snacks to increase calorific intake will be provided. However,
the team are aware of the potential anxieties which may become evident to this
aspect of the programme. These will be addressed and negotiated and decisions
regarding active participation in relationship to calorific intake will be identified.
An eating contract will be developed and negotiated during the Induction Phase.
4)" ..

ActivitJ Stcucturä I Provisions
Subjects will be Involved In a variety of outdoor activities. For example gorge
scrambling, hill walking, ropes course, water sports. Brathay Hall Trust holds an
Outdoor Adventurous Activities Licensing Certificate, therefore all activities will
fulfil these licensing reguiations. (see enclosed Health & Safety Guidelines) All
other necessary residential necessary Health and Safety requirements will be
fulfilled. (See enclosed Guidelines for safe working practice. )
It Is expected that constructive change will come about partly as a consequence of
the impact of the activities themselves. The structuring of some activities will
allow for this. Metaphors will be developed within activities enabling clients to
focus on the Issues surrounding body Image and their eating disorder. Activities
will be Introduced with statements to encourage all clients to focus on their body
images movements and their apprehensions before hand will be presented where
appropriate. Activities will be introduced, facilitated and debriefed by facilitators
whose approach to interpersonal relations has a person centred underpinning.
Respectful support and encouragement will be provided. Accompanying this,
for
Individual choices will be evident and the team will accept a
respect
participants decision not to take part in any specific aspects of the activities.
Gender Issues will be addressed where appropriate. Emphasis on physical
achievement and physical competition will be avoided.

6) -

Screening Procedure
A screening procedure will be completed in the Induction Phase. This will ensure
that all participants are medically safe to participate in the programmo. This
screening procedure will be developed In consultation with a medical doctor.
Medical recommendations for programme participation will be obtained prior to the
recruitment stage. These recommendations will be adhered to at all stages of the
programme, These guidelines will be fed back to Ethics Committoo when
obtained. With a relapse between different stages of the programme then
potentially some of these medical requirements may change, for example weight
loss. Therefore these screening procedures will be revisited at the beginning of
each phase. In this way the safety of participants who experience marked weight
loss between different stages of the programme will be ensured.

EC1

$) .. --- Physlälcgicai, Cönsideratiöns;. ',
The physiological implications of working with an anorexic client group will be
considerations include energy expenditure, weakness of
addressed. These
bones, extended hypothermia risks. All activities will be designed to minimise
energy expenditure. For example activities will take place to close proximity to
the residential base and participants will carrying only light rucksack. In
addressing eating habits, an eating contract will be developed during the
Induction Phase. It is anticipated that small amounts of food at frequent times
This
large
lunch
I
large
than
be
meal.
rather
a
evening
maybe
more appropriate
will ensure maximum food intake, with minimum anxiety. Appropriate clothing will
be provided and detailed attention will be paid to subjects conditions during all
if
There
be
the
will
also
participants
stages of
programme.
quick withdrawal of
adverse weather conditions persist and ! or any other risk of hypothermia
become evident.
17

.

State the degree of discomfort in terms of apprehension, pain, stressand disturbance in terms
of alteration to routine:
Adventure therapy invites the wilting participation of subjects Into adventurous settings
which are designed to arouse some level of fear and excitement. Substantial support,
in
Is
by
trainers
therapists
offered
and
other
participants,
encouragement and nurturing
The outcome of the activity Is reviewed in such a way that a
these situations.
constructive, positive and empowering outcome is achieved. There Is no such thing as
failure on the part of participants in adventure therapy. There may be soma anxiety
during
However
be
developed
times.
an
meal
eating
contract
will
as
result
of
generated
a
the Induction phase and opportunities to discuss theses anxieties will be available during
the programme when required by participants.

12.

State your experience or that of.the investigator(s) in this type of investigation:
The Investigating team is made up of two experienced and competent psychotherapists.
They have proven competence as Individual therapists, group facilitators and as therapy
leaders who have worked with anorexic clients. Two other members of the team are
experienced Outdoor Educators. Professor Huddart is head of Outdoor Education at
Liverpool John Moores University whilst Kayo Richards has experience of working as an
outdoor development trainer, working on youth at risk projects. She has also completed a
research project examining the relationship between peoples' experiences of adventure
Outdoor Education and an eating disorder (Richards 1998). (This was given LJMU Ethics
approval in 1997) Therefore she has had previous experiences of Interviewing eating
disorder sufferers. Dr Hackett Is a state registered dietlclan and has completed several
research projects on the nutritional and health status of young people. In addition Brathay
Hall Trust has over fifty years experience of providing outdoor developmental training, for
both adults and young people. (See Literature enclosed. ) Aileen MacEachen a youth
development worker from Brathay Hall Trust who will collaborate In the design and
provision of this programme.

13.

The Committee needs to know if similar work had been undertaken before,
(a)

What other work do you know of that has been done in a similar subject and how does
this relate to your proposed programme?
Adventure activities are a well establishod part of many treatment programmes. In
addition, a considerable amount of research has boon carried out on Adventure
Therapy In the United States. (Gass 1993) Current practice and research shows
that Adventure Therapy makes a positive contribution to the treatment of
substance abuse, survivors of sexual abuse and domestic violence, post traumatic
stress disorder, juvenile delinquency, emotional and behavioural difficulties and
bulimia nervosa. (Maguire & Priest 1994) Studies have demonstrated Its
effectiveness in custodial setting psychiatric hospitals as well as In the education
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development
in
therapeutic
It
is
personal
work for women's and
used
also
sector.
post retirement groups. ( Cole & Erdman 1994) This means that there is a body of
knowledge to be drawn on and that guidelines for the conduct of Adventure Therapy
In
European
to
be
These
for
in
culture, with a
adapted
a
need
use
place.
are
specific treatment group.
(b)

Please give a brief description of the parts of your study that are completely original.

The proposed study would be original in the following ways:
While Adventure Therapy has been practised predominately in the United
States for the past 20 Years , in the UK it has only come Into use more
recently and that mainly focused In the treatment of juvenile delinquents.
(Reddrop 1997) This study would capitalise on some of the advances made
in the United States making them suitable for a UK population, especially an
anorexic client group.
2.

14.

Outdoor programming has been used as a relatively broad, unrefined
aspect of treatment for eating disorders. (Maguire & Priest 1996)
This means that the activities and treatment metaphors used would be
specifically designed for this treatment group. Whilst this has been done
for a range of treatment groups its application to an anorexic client group
has been limited. This project seeks to demonstrate the ways in which this
powerful therapeutic tool can be adapted and refined for use with anorexic
clients within Great Britain.

State whether the subject's informed consent will be obtained:
(a)
(b)
(c)

orally
in writing
in the presence of a disinterested third person:

Yes
Yes
Yes

Normally, consent should be given in writing and witnessed by a disinterested third party
for
forms
Consent
be
this
the
the
show
good
reason
why
can
should not
case.
applicant
unless
adults (EC3) and for parents/guardians/carers of children/adults incapable of consent (EC4)
are available. If an alternative consent form is to be used, please attached a specimen copy
to this application.

15.

Will the subject be subjected to any x-rays or ionising radiation's?
No
If so, how often?
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To Whom It May Concern
has
We are writing to you in referenceto your patient,
who
,
demonstrated an interest to participate in a research programme. The research
based
is
benefits
therapeutic
programme,
examining
of outdoor
an
outdoor
programme
by
Liverpool
implemented
John
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being
Moores
This
University.
activities.
A thorough ethics applicationprocedurehas been completedand acceptedby Liverpool
John Moores University Ethics Committee, in order to address all the physical and
Due
to the nature of the researchprogramme
participants.
needs
of
emotional safety
the ethics committed has requestedwe gain doctor's approval for the women's
is
from
This
required
purely
a physical perspective,as women
approval
participation.
key
in
low
be
to
outdoor activities. It should be emphasised
required participate
will
that the activities will only last daily between 2-4 hours, over a five day period.
These activities may include low level hill walking, rock climbing and ropes course
important
is
that
be
It
to
note
excessive
exercise
will
avoided and the
also
activities.
being
implementedin accordancewith
be
strenuous,
physically
activities will not overly
individual physical ability.
If you feel that your patient should take particular cautions when participatingin these
if
be
grateful you could inform your patient of these. We need
activities , we would
being
the
well
of your patient to participant in the outdoor
physical
confirmation of
feel
If
able to provide this confirmation pleasesign below and return
you
activities.
either to your patientor myself.
Confirmation of approval for
...............................
programmeas identified above.
Name
Signed
Address

to participatein the outdoor

................................................
................................................
...................................................................

................

.

If you require any further information pleasecontactme as soon as possible. Thank you
for your time in supporting this requestfor information.

Yourssincerely

Kaye Richards

Kaye Richards
We, BEd. (Hons).
LiverpoolJohnMooresUniversity

Adventurous Growth

School of Education & Community Studies,
LM. Marsh Campus, Aigburth,

LiverpoolL17 6BD.
Tel: 0151 231 5239. EMail: ecskrich@livjm.
ac.uk
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LIVERPOOL JOHN MOORES UNIVERSITY
FORM OF CONSENT TO TAKE PART AS A SUBJECT IN A MAJOR PROCEDURE OR
RESEARCH PROJECT

Title of project:
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`

c.

I.
.........................................................................................................
(Subject's full name)*

agree to take part in

the above named project/procedure,the details of which have been fully explained to me and
described in writing.
Signed

1,

.............................................................
(Subject)

Date.........,...:....................,................

KAYE RICHARDS
.............................................................................
full name)*
(Investigator's

certify that the details of this

project/procedure have been fully explained and described in writing to the subject named above and
have been understood by him/her.
Signed

.............................................................
(Investigator)

Date.....................................................

I
.........................................................................................................
(Witness' full name)

certify that the details of this

Project/procedure have been fully explained and described in writing to the subject named above and
have been understood by him/her.
Signed
NB

...........................................................
(Witness)

Date

The witness must be an independent third party.

Please print in block capitals

...................................................
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b) An overview of key outdoor and
that
participants
adventureactivities
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Appendix 7b: An overview of key outdoor and adventure activities that
participants

2)

took part in

Whalers Activity:

Photo A: Individuals participating in the Whaler boating
activity during the intervention

The whalers are rowing boats that can sit approximately 8-10 people and require
at least 5 people to row the boat effectively.

The whaling boats are kept on the

shores of Lake Windermere on the edge of the Brathay estate and the activity
takes participants onto Lake Windermere - an approx 12 mile long Lake in the
heart of the Lake District.

So both the task of rowing collectively and the

environment in which the rowing takes place provides the basis of the outdoor
adventure activity.

3)

Ropes Course Activities

Photo 13:Individual participating, in a ropes course
activity during the intervention.

The ropes course includes a low level ropes courses, a high level ropes course
and the Pamper Pole. All of these activities are situated and purposefully built
on the grounds of the Brathay estate. They are designed to offer activities that
require specific physical challenge and techniques to complete the practical
tasks that are included on the course. Photo B is of the end
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illustrates
the type of physical challengethat ropes
the
pamper pole and
of
courseconsist of. There are a number of physical challengesthat look typical
of an assaultcourse. For example,there are activities which require climbing
over obstacles,moving through and acrossnets, and also being at height above
the ground that gives a senseof perceived risk. During all the activities
individuals wear harnessesand they are attachedto safety ropes to protect their
in
during
taking
part the activities. Some of the activities
physical safety
do
to
the activity alone (with the support of someone
the
participant
require
holding the safety ropes throughout), whereasother activities require
participants to rely on othersto complete the activity. For example, a high
is
V's.
Two
High
the
course
activity
ropes
ropes make aV shapeattachedto
trees, approximately 25 feet abovethe ground. Participants climb up a ladder to
is
impossible
V.
It
the
the
to reach the other end of the V
reach
centre point of
as the ropes are too far apart, but the goal of the activity is to seehow far two
people can get along the V ropes. The only way to move acrossthe High V's is
to hold onto eachwith their handsand - thus supporting each other and then
eachperson slowly walking along one side the V ropes.

3

Gorge Walk/ Rock Climbing
These activities take place off the Brathay estateand for this intervention took
place into two local Ghylls, which are mountain streamsthat are steepin
places, have rock pools and waterfalls and require individuals to climb up
relatively steeprock obstacleswith water often following fast down the rock
face. In the steepersectionsparticipants are required to clip into safety ropes
to ensureif the slip or fall the risk of injury is avoided. During this activity
individuals needsto support eachother to complete the more difficult aspects
of walking up the gorge.
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4

Nature Activity

Photo C: An piece of art work produced by a woman taking part in the
intervention. The poem written around the side of the art work was:
Revealing our thoughts and learning to confide, dealing with things from
hide,
feeling
denied,
hurt
we've
always
and pain
which we'd rather
healing ourselves deep down inside

This activity is set around taking a walk in nature, the emphasis is less based on
instead
but
activities
on
are,
adventurous
as
other
physical challenge,
in
is
that
the
a
way
world
personally significant.
natural
connecting with

The

for
is
in
taken
allows
a more personal reflection process,
alone and
walk
nature
look
for
individual
invites
to
the
personally meaningful metaphors as
which
The
from
the
personally significant meanings are
world.
natural
experienced
then explored therapeutically to identify their relevance to each individual.

As

individual
to
the
the
this
were
able
explore
and
express
women
part of
activity
in
to
them
terms their
that
nature
represented
with
connections
metaphors
troubled eating and related therapeutic process. An example of how therapeutic
by
in
her
journal
the
recorded
one
of
women
see pg.
was
made
metaphors were
131). Art work was also used as way to encourage the women to express the
in
is
Photo
C
the
to
metaphors
connected
nature.
an
meaning associated
during
that
this activity and the associated
was
produced
example of art work
therapeutic meaning in terms of the accompanied poem written by the woman.
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Appendix Eight:
An overview of the therapists'
background and experience
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